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Abstract of thesis entitled 
The Changing Concepts of Marriage in Local Spoken Drama, 1966-1997 
Submitted by Annie Lam 
For the degree of Master of Philosophy 
At the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
The thesis attempts to study the values and concepts of marriage expressed in 
local spoken dramas from 1966-1997. It seeks to investigate the interaction between 
spoken dramas in Hong Kong and the socio-cultural values of the colony throughout 
the three decades. The extent to which certain issues of marriage, such as divorce, 
extra-marital affairs, concubinage, pre-marital sex, and homosexuality were staged or 
censored in the dramas allows the understanding on the readiness of local audience in 
Hong Kong to negotiate the changes of these marriage concepts. Moreover, the 
changes and development of dominant themes on marriage and family also display the 
development and formation of marriage values, which constitute a significant part of 
cultural identity of Hong Kong, from the dramatic works by the first generation of 
local cultural elite in 1966 to the end of colonial rule in 1997. 
The three major parts of the thesis follow a chronological study of local drama 
that are controversial, well-received, award-winning or widely discussed by the local 
theatre critics. The first part discusses the youth's perceptive of marriage in the 
student dramas performed for the annual Federation of Students Drama Festival (since 
1966), and the Joint-School Drama Project (since 1968). The second part deals with 
the identity of women under the institution of marriage presented since the 
establishment of the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre in 1977 to the emergence of 
career women in local dramas in 1986-89. The last part features the disintegration of 
family shown in the local drama of the pre-1997 Hong Kong, while astronaut families 
i 
and cross-border local husbands led to the increase possibility of extra-marital affairs 
among the Hong Kong marriages. Moreover, local dramas in 1990s also showed that 
cohabitation, unwillingness to get married and the acceptance of homosexual relations 
had replaced legal marriages as the new dominant issues expressed by the cultural 

















Marriage has always been a timeless theme in dramatic literature. This very 
theme, which is widely seen in the local spoken drama in Hong Kong, had long been 
treated by drama critics and scholars as a common topic to create entertainment for 
the audience. Spoken drama or huaju (言舌慮！I), an intellectual and elitist cultural 
presentation originated from the West, started to popularize in China through the 
promotion of the May-Fourth intellectuals since 1919. This cultural form had the 
tradition of attracting the educated youth of the society. An investigation of the 
concepts and values of marriage in spoken drama in Hong Kong since 1966 enables 
one to understand the evolution of social and cultural values of the colony at a time 
when the locally educated dramatists and intellectuals started to negotiate their own 
cultural identity before the political transition in 1997. 
1. Objectives: 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the interaction between the values 
expressed in local spoken drama in 1966-1997 and the social reality of the time. It 
seeks to investigate the connections between changes on the concepts of marriage as a 
social institution, and the changes on the social functions of local spoken drama. How 
did the social and cultural values of marriage evolve from 1966 to 1997? What were 
the differences in terms of different genders' perspectives towards marriage? How 
were these different perspectives conveyed in local dramas by different generations of 
dramatists? After studying the extent to which local drama reflects social values on 
marriage in different periods of time, the thesis attempts to investigate whether local 
drama provoke social debates on the values of marriage, or they were led by the 
changes in marital values in their discussion of the existing social phenomenon. 
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Through the study of marriage values in local dramas, this thesis seeks to prove 
that marriage in local drama was not only a theme to provide artistic entertainment for 
the audience, but a space to negotiate the legitimate marriage values conceived by the 
cultural elites of Hong Kong. The difference between a legitimate marriage value 
shared by the cultural elites and the legislation of the society also showed the social 
role of local dramatist as either a reactionary or progressive force in terms the 
negotiation of social and cultural values and the formation of cultural identity of the 
colony. 
2. Review of previous literature 
Compared with works of the western hemisphere, dramatic literature had 
long been neglected as one of the important historical sources to study the change of 
values in terms of marriage and family in Hong Kong. In the United Kingdom, 
Shakespearean plays have been re-investigated with their allusion to the marriage and 
family laws of the time to reflect the marriage values and customs of Elizabethan 
society . Historian Jean Elisabeth Pedersen in her 2003 publication, Legislating the 
French Family: Feminism, Theatre and Republican Politics, 1870-1920, uses the 
French theatre in negotiating the marriage values and national identity during the 
Third Republic. These French plays studied by Pedersen, was said to carry significant 
implications on the values of marriage and even the ideal family pattern for the 
• • 2 construction of French nationhood . 
In an article titled "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong 
Sokol, B.J and Mary, Shakespeare, Law and Marriage. [Cambridge University Press, 2003]. 
2 Pedersen, Jean Elizabeth, Legislating the French Family: Feminism, Theatre and Republican Politics, 
1870-1920, [New Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers University Press, 2003]. 
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Kong" by C.W. Lam et al, it was written that "in contemporary Hong Kong society, 
the meaning and function of marriage has been challenged, but there was relatively 
little public discussion of the issue, and there is a shortage of locally conducted 
• 3 參 
research into what people really think about marriage." The article offers a review of 
government legislation and statistics in relations with the changes in marital 
counseling cases. The article also provides local social workers with social and 
historical backgrounds of the changes in marriage legislation responds to the 
intensified deterioration of family values. However, this piece does not provide any 
information concerning the changes in the cultural representation of marriage in Hong 
Kong. 
The use of local drama as a historical source to investigate the cultural 
representation of marriage or family values in Hong Kong was absent at the time 
when this thesis is written. Academic works on local drama in Hong Kong was rare. 
The first attempts to have an in depth study on the contents and themes of local drama 
starts with Chan, Lai-yum's (陳麗音 Chen Liyin) master thesis, “Chinese stage plays 
written in Hong Kong’，. Since the thesis analyses the themes and number of local 
drama form 1950-1974 from the perspective of literary studies on local theatre, 
dramatic literature and theatre reviews are the two dominant sources used in the study. 
The interaction between social reality and local drama are therefore not thoroughly 
discussed. 
In terms of local historiography, local drama has mainly been used as a historical 
3 Lam, C.W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" . Marriage, 
Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], p.245. 
4 Chan Lai-yam, Aileen (陳麗音 Chen Liyin), "Chinese stage plays written in Hong Kong, 1950-1974" 
[Mphil Thesis, University of Hong Kong, 1981]. 
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source to discuss the interaction between government policies and the development 
culture in Hong Kong. Theatre expert Chung King-fai (鍾景輝 Zhong jinhui) in his 
article "The Development of Hong Kong Spoken Drama"香港的話劇發展” 
provides a chronological record on the development of performance venues, 
formation of different theatre groups and performance of significant dramatic pieces 
in various arts and drama festivals in Hong Kong since 18415. Yiu, Wing Ka，s(姚穎 
嘉 Yao Yinjia) master thesis provides a chronological development of government 
policies and the development of local drama from 1945-2000 . A book on the history 
of Hong Kong spoken drama is in the progress of publication when this thesis is 
written7. 
Nevertheless, the above historical works did not discuss the developments of 
ideologies and social functions of local drama or the relations between local dramas 
and the social and cultural values expressed. 
Instead, the study of local drama in negotiating Hong Kong cultural identity was 
raised by scholars of cultural and performance studies. Gilbert C F Fong (方梓動 
Fong Zixun) in his article “ ‘On the Starting Block': Recent Developments in Hong 
Kong Drama" published in Performing Arts in Hong Kong by the Hong Kong Arts 
Council studies the emergence of Cantonese dialect in the writing of local scripts to 
• . . . o 
search for the formation of a Hong Kong identity in the local drama . Nevertheless, 
5 Chung, King-fai 鍾景輝，"The Development of Hong Kong Spoken Drama 香港話劇的發展” 
Collected in Hong Kong History: New Perspectives Volume 2, ed. Wang Gengwu 王賡武 [Hong Kong: 
Sanlian shudian (Xianggang) youxian gongsi,三聯書店(香港)有限公司，1997], pp. 617-648. 
6Yiu, Wing Ka 姚穎嘉."Xianggang Zhengdu de wenhua zhengce yu Xianggang huaju de fazhan”香港 
政府的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000年)”. 
[Mphil Thesis., Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2003] 
7 A History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama 香港話慮丨J史目錄，ed. Tian Benxiang 田本丰目，Fong, 
Gilbert C F 方梓勳，Publication in Progress, pp.35-43. 
8 Fong, Gilbert C F (方梓勳 Fong Zixun), '"One the Starting Block': Recent Developments in Hong 
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the article does not go into detail on issues presented in local dramas that are 
distinctly Hong Kong and the relations of these issues to the contemporary social 
values in the colony. 
Cultural scholar Lo Wai Luk (盧偉力 Lu Weili), in his work Hong Kong On 
Stage~Hong Kong Drama as Cultural Discourse uses theories of cultural 
performance studies to study the relationship between the performers and audience, 
and between the government and various local drama groups. It also traces the 
formation of local cultural identity in colonial and post-colonial Hong Kong9. 
However, his work does not include the changes of marriage and family values of 
Hong Kong as an important component to the formation of cultural identity in Hong 
Kong by the political handover of the colony in 1997. 
During the beginning of the twenty-first century, plays discussing only romantic 
love continue to be criticized as purely entertaining without reflecting the social 
situation of the time10. The investigation of gender roles, marriage and family values, 
which are dominant themes in the local spoken drama, remained neglected by most of 
theatre scholars and historians. As a result, my thesis attempts to offer an alternative 
study on local drama as a historical source, in order to provide a more complete 
picture of the interaction between drama as an elitist culture, and the social debates on 
the ideologies and functions of marriage in Hong Kong. 
Kong Drama" in Performing Arts in Hong Kong. [Hong Kong Arts Council, 1992]. p. 15-16. 
Lo, Wai Luk ]^胃力，Hong Kong On Stage—Hong Kong Drama as Cultural Discourse 香港舞臺•• 
作爲文化論述的香港戲劇-[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2004] 
10 Ting Yu (also known as 佛琳 Folin) ed., All the Rainbow: Hong Kong Plays from the 1990s 香港 
劇本十年集：九十年代’ [International Association of Drama Critics: Hong Kong, 2003, p. xvii. 
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3. Methodologies: 
In order to study the interaction between local drama and the formation of local 
cultural identity, historical sources in addition to dramatic literature are used to show a 
larger picture regarding the values of marriage in Hong Kong from 1966-1997. 
Primary sources such as government statistics on the rates of marriage and divorce, 
statistics on the attitude of youth towards marriage and sexuality, legislations and 
white papers on family laws, and debates in both the Legislative Council and the mass 
media before certain legislations were passed are used. These sources not only 
provide overall background information about the social and cultural context of Hong 
Kong, but also allow one to see the position of local drama in either leading or 
reacting to social and cultural values from 1966-1997. 
Before knowing the positions and functions of local drama in social and cultural 
discourses, one also needs to understand which group of people in the society the 
local dramatists represent. Regardless of the cultural and age differences of the local 
dramatists in Hong Kong, they all represent an elitist, well-educated group of 
intellectuals in the society. 
Unlike professional dramatists in the West, some of the local dramatists perform 
dramas in an amateur basis while holding full-time positions in other vocations. 
Experienced local playwrights, who finished their college education before 1984, 
have received no trainings in theatre arts, or had taken jobs with no direct relations to 
dramatic arts before they wrote their first well-received dramas. Since these local 
dramatists are from all walks of life in the society, local dramatists are far from a 
group of people who isolate themselves from the society and just produced plays for 
6 
the artistic circles. 
Since the publication of dramatic literature in Hong Kong and the archiving of 
previous drama works since 1970s had just started since 2000 , it remained difficult 
to have an overview of all dramatic works produced in the previous three decades. 
Therefore, this thesis approaches the topic by selecting dramatic production that is 
representative of the social and cultural contexts of Hong Kong. 
Plays selected for this thesis are divided into the following categories: the 
award-winning local spoken dramas, plays receiving a popular audience (based on the 
number of reviews and records of re-runs), dramas receiving invitations from 
international artists for a world tour, and last but not least, plays that had provoked 
social controversies during 1966-1997. 
In order to avoid using a limited group of dramatic works performed by 
dramatists of similar social and political backgrounds, the performance groups 
selected for this study differs from students and amateurs, the avant-garde and the 
street theatres, to professional and commercial theatres groups. The wide variety of 
theatre groups selected for the research are used to represent the viewpoints of 
conservative theatre groups, students and armature playwrights, and a group of rather 
anti-government avant-garde and street theatre workers. 
This thesis also limits the study of all local spoken drama into original plays 
composed by playwrights in Hong Kong with contemporary settings (except the 
11 Publication of local drama was discouraged due to their lack of market values. It was not until 2003 
did the International Association of Theatre Critics in Hong Kong publish collections of local plays 
dated from the 1970s -1990s. 
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avant-gardes who combine traditional with contemporary settings and costumes). This 
selection excludes foreign dramatic performances in Hong Kong, local productions 
adopted from Chinese or Western Classics, translated plays, plays with traditional 
costumes, and children's plays. The emphasis on original plays with contemporary is 
due to the reason that these productions directly reflect the social reality of the time, 
as they were written, directed and performed by a group of dramatists who had 
resided in and inspired by the contemporary values of Hong Kong. 
In order to obtain the maximum amount of historical sources available to discuss 
the social and cultural values reflected by local dramas, this thesis utilize drama 
scripts and notes from the directors and playwrights for rehearsals and productions. 
Some of the scripts and director's notes had never been published and are personally 
owned by the actors, playwrights and directors. 
I also conducted interviews with local dramatists such as theatre experts Chung 
King-fai 鍾景輝 and Mai Qiu 麥秋,participant of Joint-School Drama Project Chen 
Yuk-yam (陳玉音 Chen Yuyin), winners of the Federation of Students Drama 
Festivals, contemporary theatre director Hardy Tsoi, Sik Cheong (蔡錫昌 Cai 
Shichang), playwright of File SG-37 (1980) Quentin Fong (方競生 Fang Jinshang), 
leading actress in File SG-37 and artistic director of Cinematic Theatre Carmen, Lo 
Ching-man (羅靑爭雯 Luo Jingwen), theatre playwright and director Wong Yuen-ling 
(黄婉玲 Huang Wangling), and theatre critic Cheung Ping Kuen (張秉權 Zhang 
Binquan) to obtain first-hand information of their experiences in dramatic 
productions. 
Performance programs, illustrations of set and costume designs, photographs of 
8 
the performances are also used to provide visual sources for the various dramas 
studied in the thesis. 
Last but not least, reviews published on newspapers, magazines and journals are 
used to study reactions and comments given by the theatre critics. Periodicals used for 
the student dramas are mainly Chinese Student Weekly 中國學生周幸艮 and The 
Federation 艮，the official publication of the Hong Kong Federation of Students. 
Crossover Magazine 越界,a magazine with performance schedules, advertisements 
and critics on various arts and cultural productions is also commonly used to study 
comments for professional and avant-garde productions. 
Moreover, feedbacks from the audience in post-discussion forums, letters to the 
playwrights, and record of conferences held by drama critics are also utilized to 
investigate the social reactions to these selected local dramas. The extent to which 
these dramas provoke attacks or welcome recognitions from society are all means to 
understand the social significance of the marriage values expressed in local drama 
throughout the previous three decades. 
Although dramatic literature and drama performances do not reflect social 
realities in statistical or narrative manners such as government surveys and newspaper 
reports, local dramas are used as historical source to understand the cultural 
representation of marriage in Hong Kong from 1966-1997 in this thesis. 
Citing Sylvia Walby and George Mosse, Jean Elisabeth Pedersen in her 2003 
publication, Legislating the French Family seeks to prove the statement that "we 
cannot understand the emergence or the implications of nationalism or national 
identity without connecting their histories to those of gender sexuality, and private 
9 
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life" through a study of "political culture of the Third Republic, one that 
* • 13 • • 
incorporates the study of social theatre" by investigating the interactions among 
directors, playwrights, performers, activists and the critics. 
Similarly, local experts on cultural studies Lo Wai Luk also uses local drama 
performances to illustrate a search of cultural identity in Hong Kong by negotiating 
the colony's cultural values with China as "the motherland" or the "other" through the 
cultural presentation of "private lives" such as "personal histories, hobbies and 
interests, romantic love and marriage" in local dramas14. Therefore, as common and 
"private" as the concept of marriage may seem to scholars of the early 21st century, its 
cultural representation has argued to allow further understanding on the cultural 
identity of a community the artists represent , even if values shared by the same 
community differ from concepts stated in the legislations or reflected by the statistic 
reports of a region. 
3. Structure: 
The thesis is structured to reflect the interaction between social realities on 
marriage shown by statistics, reports and legislation on one hand, and the cultural 
representation of marriages presented by various drama performances on the other. 
Before three main parts on cultural presentation of marriage in Hong Kong, the 
beginning chapter provides background information on changes of marriage in terms 
12 Pedersen, Jean Elizabeth, Legislating the French Family: Feminism, Theatre and Republican 
Politics, 1870-1920’ [New Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers University Press, 2003], p.3 
13 Pedersen, Jean Elizabeth, Legislating the French Family: Feminism, Theatre and Republican 
Politics, 1870-1920, [New Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers University Press, 2003], p.9-10, citing Sylvia 
Walby, "Women and Nation," International Journal of Comparative Sociology 33 no. 1-2 (1992): 
81-100 and George L. Mosse, Nationalism and Sexuality: Middle Class Morality and Sexural Normals 
I in Modern Europe [Madison: University of Wisconsin Press], 1985. 
14 Lo, Wai Luk J®f韋力,Hong Kong On StageHong Kong Drama as Cultural Discourse 香港舞 
臺:作爲文化論述的香港戲劇.[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2004], p. 
19 
15. Lo, Wai Luk 盧偉力’ Hong Kong On Stage~Hong Kong Drama as Cultural Discourse 香港舞 
臺：作爲文化論述的香港戲劇.[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2004], see 
p. 10 "Hong Kong has formed a local culture community. People in the community consciously 
identifying themselves as residences of Hong Kong". 
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of legislation, government statistics, and public opionions reflected in local 
newspapers. 
The major part of the thesis starts with the year of 1966. That year is a watershed 
in the history of Hong Kong, not only in terms of political awareness among the Hong 
Kong citizens in response to the large-scale riots during 1966-67, but also in terms of 
the history of local spoken drama. The year of 1966 was the first year that the 
Federation of Student Drama Festival 學聯戲虜[J節 was held, with an objective to lead 
the cultural scene of spoken drama among students of tertiary institutions. The 
Festival was significant in changing the leadership of local spoken drama from 
playwrights of the older generation, to the locally educated youth. Moreover, original 
plays with contemporary settings also replaced the dominance of traditional plays 
prior to 19661 , and became a trend for all local original spoken drama since 1966. 
A chronological approach is adopted to study the changes of marriage concepts 
in spoken drama within the previous three decades. The time frames are divided by 
important developments in Hong Kong in the field of either dramatic arts or political 
changes. 
The first part covers the period 1966-1977, a decade of movement on spoken 
drama led by the locally educated youths in Hong Kong. The Federation of Students 
Drama Festival 學耳雜戲虜[J節(since 1966) composed by students of the tertiary 
institutions, and the Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲虜[！社(since 1968) among the 
secondary school students. The students' plays are used to illustrate the concept of 
marriage conveyed by the first generation of local intellectuals in spoken drama. 
16 Chan, Lai-yum, "Movement of Spoken Drama in Post-war Hong Kong 戰後虜!l運的復蘇（1945-65)” 
陳麗音 in A History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama WMBMH^S^ ,ed. Tian Benxiang 田本相 and 
Gilbert C F Fong 方梓勳，Publication in Progress. For the discussion on plays with traditional costume, 
see pp.40-41 
11 
We would study the youth's perspective towards marriage and seek to answer the 
following questions. Since the younger generation replaced the older generations in 
the leadership of local drama, what new values were emerged among these younger 
generations? How did the youth react to the existing ideology and values towards 
marriage? What are their perspectives towards the older generations' marital values? 
Did they rebel against these values or simply ignore them as out-dated issues, while 
proposing new concepts and forming a distinctive marriage culture among the local 
youth? Moreover, 1966-1977 was also a time when the Reformed Marriage Ordinance 
was issued and put under debates. The extent to which the youth dramas reacted to 
this social change on legitimizing local marriages reveals the predominant concept of 
marriage shared by the local youth of the time. 
The second part starts with the year of 1977, when local drama was 
professionalized through the establishment of the first professional drama company in 
Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre. The beginning years of the Hong 
Kong Repertory Theatre lacked the experimental attempts to stage new, original local 
dramas. 
However, from 1982 onwards, local spoken drama had turned from a cultural 
form for the youth to voice their discontent, to a stage of negotiating the Hong Kong 
identity before the political transition of 1997. The avant-garde took the lead in 
investigating the significance of women in the history of Hong Kong families and 
social values, opening up an entire decade of searching for the root of Hong Kong by 
evaluating the status of women in the society. The reasons that women replaced youth 
in 1980s became the centre of discussion for marital problems in both the society and 
local drama could be explained by the increasing social status of women in terms of 
12 
education and financial independence in the society. The roles these women play in 
the local dramas are significant in understanding the extent to which the society 
during the 1980s was ready to rebel against the subordinate role played by women in 
their marriages. 
The third chapter starts with 1989, at a time when large-scale migration to 
foreign countries were intensified by the political upheaval in mainland China. The 
Tiananmen Square Incident had triggered responses from the intellectuals in Hong 
Kong. However, local dramatists, as a group of intellectuals in Hong Kong only 
created immediate and short-lived response to the incident. Throughout the decade of 
1990s, extra-marital relations among cross-border male workers and astronaut 
families became the dominant theme among local spoken dramas in the decade 
leading to 1997. If the staging of disintegrated marriages replaced the image of 
healthy and well-structured families in local drama during the 1990s, to what extent 
did it reflect the family structure in Hong Kong at that time? The values of marriage, 
after three on the local theatrical stage, ended with an unresolved question: should the 
institution of marriage remain necessary for the people of Hong Kong? 
Cultural scholars had emphasized the significance of 1997 in the quest of cultural 
identities before this political deadline of the colonial regime. Nevertheless, cultural 
responses to the deadline of 1997 proved to be more complex than the expression of 
anxieties towards the new political systems. The desire to overthrow the 
long-established institution of marriage and family expressed in local dramas raised 
the question of what remains the core social and culture values of Hong Kong while 
the colony was facing significant political transition. 
13 
Chapter I 
The Development of Marriage in Hong Kong (1966-1997) 
1. Debates over the reforms of marriage legislations (1966-1977) 
The starting point of the thesis marked not only a year of political turmoil and 
cultural renaissance by the local youth in Hong Kong, but also a period of time when 
different local marriage systems were under investigations and on the process of 
issuing a new reformed marriage ordinance. 
A unified marriage system did not emerge in Hong Kong until the passing of the 
Marriage Reform Ordinance in 1971. Before the Marriage Reform Ordinance (MRO), 
there were four common forms of marriages in Hong Kong, namely Customary 
marriages, Unions of concubinage, Modern Marriages and Registry Marriage. The 
Chinese customary marriage dated as far as in 1843 and it was based on the law of the 
Qing dynasty . Besides couples married under registry marriage, pre-1971 marriage 
systems allowed husband to take concubines after getting married with the first wife 
in order to maximize the extension of his family lineage. 
In 1965, the government attempted to reform and unify all marriages in Hong 
Kong starting with the McDouall-Heenan Report (1965). The report proposed the 
abolition of concubinage as it says that combines were “nothing more than 
mistresses"2. In 1967, the White Paper on Chinese Marriages was drafted in reaction 
1 Liu, Athena, Family Law for the HKSAR. [Hong Kong University Press, 1999],p.3 
Lam, C.W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" in Marriage, 
Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], p.251 
2 Hong Kong Attorney General's Chambers, The McDouall-Heenan Report 1965. [Hong Kong: J. R. 
Lee, Acting Govt. Printer, 1967]. 
Liu, Athena, Family Law for the HKSAR. [Hong Kong University Press, 1999], p.40. 
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to the increasing demand for reformation of the marriage ordinance in Hong Kong. 
• • 3 
After debates between organizations for women's welfares and members of the 
Legislative Council from 1961-1970 , marriage was finally made heterosexual and 
monogamous in 7 October 1971, under the Marriage Reformed Ordinance. Previous 
status of concubines and marriages were preserved recognized upon the system of 
registration. 
Under the Marriage Reformed Ordinance, monogamous heterosexual marriages 
became the only form of legalized marriage in Hong Kong starting from 1971. The 
unification of legislations on marriages also led to a reform in the legislations on 
divorce in 1972. Prior to 1972, women married under customary marriage could only 
divorce her husband “in very limited circumstances", while the husband had to right 
to "unilaterally dissolve his marriage with the principle wife" . Moreover, divorce 
before 1972 was said to involve an ever more "problematic and time-consuming" 
• 攀 7 參 
procedure as it replied on “proof of matrimonial fault" and required the court to 
° 8 • exercise a "value judgment" over the marital parties. In order to reform the divorce 
legislation, the Matrimonial Causes Ordinance was passed in 1972 making “an 
irretrievable breakdown of a marriage" the only ground for the petition of divorce. 
3 Hong Kong Council of Women established in 1947 and Kowloon Women's Welfare Club. 
See Lee, Ching Kwan “ Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong", in The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong, ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000], p. 
231-232 
4Lee, Ching Kwan “ Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a Collective 
Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong “，in The Dynamics of Social Movement in Hong Kong, 
ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000], p.,232 
5 Lam, C.W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" in 
Marriage, Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. 
Katherine P.H. Young and Anita Y.L. Fok, [Hong Kong University Press, 2005] p.251 
6 Liu, Athena, Family Law for the HKSAR. [Hong Kong University Press,1999],p.58-59 
7 Lam, C.W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" in Marriage, 
Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok, [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], p.99 
8 Lam, C.W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" , in Marriage, 
Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok,. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], p.99 
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Women were also given equal legal rights with the husbands in the petition for 
divorce. 
Apart from the need to unify marriage system in Hong Kong, after the riot of 
1966-67, the government had recognized that youth problem was the major and 
immediate question of the society9. The support of the government over the local 
youth's cultural events nevertheless failed to promote the youth's loyalty to the 
colonial governments and existing social order. From 1970-1974, student associations 
started to take the lead in arousing nationalism towards the Chinese regime and 
attacking various social problems in Hong Kong. From the campaign to make Chinese 
the legal language in 1970, organization of China Weeks in 1971, the Anti-Corruption 
and Anti-Inflation Campaigns of 1973-74, to the Golden Jubilee Secondary School 
Protest in 1977-78, students was convinced to bear the social responsibility in 
questioning and challenging the established cultural values and the established social 
and political systems10. As rebellious as the students wanted to label themselves, the 
next chapter would investigate the extent to which the same disapproval against 
traditions were shown in the marriage concepts among dramas composed by the local 
youth from 1966-1977. 
2. The Narrowing of Gender Differences and Its Impact on local Marriages 
(1977-1989) 
Under the promotion of Family Planning's Association in Hong Kong, the 
traditional objective of continuing family lineage through marriage was overthrown 
since the late 1970s. By 1976, due to government promotions and availability of 
9Public Record Office, Memo from the Director of Urban Services to Hon. Colonial Secretary. Ref (7) 
in U.S.D. 62/492/67. 15 September., 1967 
10 Leung, Benjamin K.P., "The Student Movement in Hong Kong" in The Dynamics of Social 
Movements in Hong Kong, ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui, [Hong Kong University Press, 
2000], pp. 209-225 
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family planning resources, having 2 children was generally accepted by the local 
married couples as the ideal size of family . Government statistics also explained the 
decline in birth rates due to intensified urbanization, which favored smaller families 
and the desire for a higher standard of living. 
The change of family structure also affected the gender roles of husbands and 
wives in a marriage. Without spending years on pregnancy, nursing and raising a large 
number of children, both husbands and wives needed to adjust the allocation of their 
time and resources after marriage. Gender roles in marriage were also revolutionized. 
Women could spend less time being a full-time mother while nursing only two 
children, and enjoying more freedom to join the expanding labor market. With their 
wives working, husbands were no longer the only financial resources of the family 
and their traditional role of being the head of the family would also undergo dramatic 
changes� 
Moreover, the policy of compulsory education extended to all 12-14 years old in 
1978 had a significant impact in narrowing the gap between male and female's 
• • . 12 i l l i education attainment in the 1980s . Although more men than women were recorded 
to receive higher education in Hong Kong throughout 1961-1986, the percentage of 
women receiving higher education had been increasing in a more rapid rate during 
1976-1986 compared with the male counterparts. The percentage of university 
education attainment among the female population had increased from 1.1 in 1961 to 
3.0 percent in 1986 . The number of school attainment for 12-16 years old had also 
11 Demographic Trends in Hong Kong, 1971-1982. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1982] 
12 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department 
1986], p.23 
13 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1986], table 17, p.25 一 
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increased from 75.5 in 1976 to 94.5 per 100 women in 1986. The compulsory 
education policy had proven to provide a more equal education opportunity for both 
male and female of the society by 1986. 
Similar demographic trend was shown in female's labor participation during 
1976-1986, although the male participation rate in 1986 was still higher than that of 
the female, there was also a "substantial increase in the female labour force" 5. The 
sex ratio in labor participation had been decreasing since 1976, with a more 
significant change in the period of 1981-19861 . Moreover, female workers in all ages 
by 1986 enjoyed a higher income growth than the male workers since the previous 
decade. Nevertheless, the level of income between a male worker and a female 
worker remained unequal, as the males still obtained higher median monthly earnings 
i n 
than that of the females by 1986 . 
Since gender difference towards education and employment opportunities was 
narrowed, marriage was no longer the only source of financial stability for local 
women in 1986. The increase in the proportion of never married for females aged 45 
or above by 1986 showed a general tendency for local women to delay their 
marriages1 . The decrease in proportion married for ages under 35 was shown to be 
more significant among the females than the males. According to the Hong Kong 
Social and Economic Trends 1980-1990, the median age at first marriage for male 
14 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Department, 1988], table 20, p. 26. 
15 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1988], p.31 
16 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1988], table 27, p.35 一 
17 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1988], p.33, table 38, p. 41 
18 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume / . [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1988], p. 14, table 13, p.20 
19 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume 1. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1988], p.14, table 14, p.20 
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rose from 27.1 in 1980 to 28.0 in 1986 and 28.9 in 1990.20 
Social attentions for battered wives were raised as the Harmony House was 
established in 1985, and legislations protecting women who suffered from domestic 
violence was eventually introduced in 1987. It was reported on Welfare Digest in 1987 
that "according to figures given by the Social Welfare Department's Family Service 
Centre, there is an increase in the number of wife battering cases from 36 in 1980-81 
to 270 in 1984-85, and reached 790 in 1985-86"21. Family violence had resulted in 70 
cases in 1985-86 received by the Harmony House to seek for medical treatment or 
hospitalization, and ‘‘67 had been threatened by weapon such as a knife or an a x e " . 
Besides delayed marriages, enhancement in financial independence of women 
also led to the increase in the proportion of separated or divorce from 1976-1986. 
According to government statistics, 9 out of 1000 married couples were divorced or 
• . • 23 
separated in 1976, while the number increased to 16 during 1986 . As more and more 
local women had the chance to receive education and further the career achievements, 
the need to stay in a marriage for financial support diminished, making divorce more 
common among the local marriages in 1986. 
The empowerment of women in Hong Kong was also reflected in the local 
dramatic scene. During 1977-1986, 3 of the most well-established theatres in Hong 
Kong were headed by female Artistic Directors2 . Their theater groups were supported 
20 Hong Kong Social and Economic Trends 1980-1990. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1991], p.10 < 
21 Hong Kong Council of Social Service, "Wife Battering: Is it Becoming a Social Problem?" 
Welfare Digest, Issue 163，12/1987, p. 5-6 
22 Hong Kong Council of Social Service, "Wife Battering: Is it Becoming a Social Problem?" 
Welfare Digest, Issue 163，12/1987, p. 5-6 
23 Hong Kong 1986 By Census: Main Report Volume / . [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Department, 1988], p. 14，table 15，p. 21 
24 see Chapter III of the thesis 
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by the government's new cultural policies. The number of professional and 
semi-professional drama groups during the decade, which led to the increase in the 
number and quality of original spoken dramas in Hong Kong25. The government also 
26 • 
constructed 7 new performance venues . The establishment of the Council for 
Performance Arts (CPA) in 1982, responsible for offering grants to various drama 
groups since 1985.The establishment of the Academy for Performance Arts in 1985 
provided local drama with professionally trained graduates on theatrical productions, 
instead of relying on amateur theatre workers and students in the previous decades. 
In 1986, a debate on the relations between Basic Law Cultural policies and 
theatre arts was launched. Since 1985, the government had spent 160,000,000 Hong 
Kong dollars "for performing arts. 90% of the amount was used as “general support 
grants" to support 8 professional organizations, including City Contemporary Dance 
Company, Chung Ying Theatre 中英慮j 團 and Seals Theatre Company、海豹慮[(團.The 
remaining 10% was used for "project and other grants", with 25 performance groups 
25 
Back in the early 1970s, student playwrights from the Joint-School Drama Project had formed 
amateur theatre groups: Zhiqun Theatre Group 致君羊慮U社 in 1972, Lixin Theatre Group 力行慮!j社 in 
1977. Since the establishment of Hong Kong Rep in 1977, 5 more semi-professional and professional 
theatre companies were established in the decade of 1980s. Exploration Theatre Company 赫墾坊慮!j團 
in 1982，Chung Ying Theatre Company 中英虜!j團-independent in 1982 from the British Council, 
Wan Chai Theatre Company 灣仔慮!j團，The Seals Theatre Company、海豹虜!j團.At the same time, 
experimental theatre group, Zuni Icosahedrons 進念二十面體，was also set up at 1982. 
See Chung, King-fai 多重景光軍，“Xianggang huaju de fazhan (The Development of Hong Kong Spoken 
Drama 香港言舌慮[j的發展)，，in Hong Kong History: New Perspectives Volume 2, ed. Wang Gengwu 王 
賡武. Hong Kong: sanlian shudian (Xianggang) youxian gongsi,三聯書店(香港)有限公司，1997, 
pp. 617-648. 
26 The 7 new performance venues established in the 1980s are: Tsuen Wan City Hall, Ko Shan Theatre, 
Tsuen Man City Hall, Shatin City Hall, Sheung Wan, Sai Wan Ho, and Ngao Chi Wan Recreational 
Centres, The Academy for Performing Arts and Hong Kong Cultural Centre. 
By 1990, the number of performance venues in Hong Kong will increase to 16 and the seats available 
from 9000 to 22000. 
"Part I: Resources for and Community Participation in Drama", in Xianggang xiju luntan baogaoshu 
、香港戲虜論壇幸艮告書’ April 27, 1986. Hong Kong Academy for Performance Arts. [Hong Kong: 
1986] p.2 
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successfully receiving the grants . After the Sino-British Declaration in 1984, Hong 
Kong entered a period of time when the colony started to search for its historical 
identity. The birth of new local drama groups and the increase in financial support 
from the government allowed the local dramatists to devote their enthusiasm in the 
use local drama to trace the history of the institution of marriage, and to discuss new 
social problems on marriage throughout the entire 1980s. 
3. Political instability and the threats to local marriage (1989-1997) 
Apart from the growing financial independence of women, the institution of 
marriage was facing more challenges started from the 1990s. One of the social factors 
causing stress in marital relationship was the increasing number of unemployment and 
underemployment among local male populations. The unemployment rate increased 
in all age group (15 or above) from 1990-1997. Unemployment and underemployment 
had more significant impact on males than females over the decade. The 
unemployment rate for male population increased from 1.3 to 3.1 percent from 
1990-1997 , while the rate for underemployed increased significantly among males 
of 40-49 years old from 0.9 in 1990 to 2.2 in 1996. 
Another factor that destabilized marriage since 1990 was extra-marital affairs. 
Since 1995, Caritas Hong Kong had created a "Hotline Service on Extra-marital 
Affairs". Within seven months after the service started, the centre received 8,890 
enquiries about information on extramarital affairs, with an average of 1,270 enquiries 
every month. From 1997-1999, the hotline service received 28,000 to 30,000 
27 Yu Ye Wan 余也晚 ,"The Fulfillment of Cultural Policies 文化政策的落實(上)” .Ming Pao Daily, 
19/12/1986 
28 Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics: 1997 Edition. [General Statistics Section (1) B, Census and 
Statistics Department (Hong Kong), 1997], table 2.2, p. 14 
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enquiries , with a quarter of the extramarital relations involving a third party in 
mainland China30. 
Due to the increasing threats to the stability of marriage, the Matrimonial Cause 
Ordinance was found obsolete as the Hong Kong Law Commission recommended a 
more simplified legal procedure for the petition of divorce in 1992. The amendment 
was passed in 1996. Under the amended Matrimonial Cause Ordinance, petition for 
divorce could be made after one year of marriage and the original three year bar to 
present a petition for divorce was lifted. Towards the end of colonial rule in Hong 
Kong, the concept that married couple should try their best to preserve their marriage 
as a life-long commitment was no longer supported by the reformed legislation of 
divorce in 1996. 
The durability of marriage in Hong Kong as a life-long commitment was 
severely challenged as the divorce petitions filed increased from 5,747 in 1987 to 
12,834 in 1996. The number of divorce decrees granted raise from 5,055 to 9,473 
during 1987-1997. Local woman in 1997 further delayed their marriages and 
childbirth. In 1987, most women had been given birth at the age of 25-29, while the 
majority of women did not give birth until they reached the age of 30-34 in 1996. The 
number of live birth also decreased from 69,958 in 1987 to 63,291 in 1996, with a 
significant decline in third order births. 
The increase in divorce led to the rise in the number of single parents, if one of 
the divorced party do not re-marriage immediately. According to government statistics, 
29 Chiu, Marcus, Y.L., Profiling the Users of the Extramarital Affairs (EMA) Hotline Service. [Family 
Service, Caritas-HK, 2002], p.4 
30 Chiu, Marcus, Y.L., Profiling the Users of the Extramarital Affairs (EMA) Hotline Service. [Family 
Service, Caritas-HK, 2002], p.20. 
31 Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics: 1997 Edition. [General Statistics Section (1) B, Census and 
Statistics Department (Hong Kong), 1997], p. 8 table 1.8 
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the number of single parents in 1991 was 23,059 (female) and 11,479 (male广.As 
marriage no longer guarantee a life-long mutual support, during 1981-1991, the 
proportion of never married population aged 15-44 among both male and female had 
been increasing. For male, the never married proportion among the 25-29 age group 
increased from 57.5% in 1981 to 67.0% in 1991, and that of the proportion among 
male aged 30-34 increased from 27.3% in 1981 to 33.1% in 199133. 
Delayed marriage for male was also common during 1996. The total number of 
marriages registered decreased from 47, 168 in 1990 to 37,045 in 199634.Compared 
with the figures of 1987, in 1997 less men get married at 25 years old or above, while 
• • 35 
more women had their first marriage at 30 years old or above • 
Local youth by 1991 also showed an increase in an undecided attitude towards 
marriage. According to the Report on Youth Sexuality Study (From 3-7 Student Survey) 
in 1991, the respondents showed that there is a decrease of those who think they "will 
1A � 
get married" in 1991 compared with those in 1981 • The percentage of no idea 
among the boys increased from 13.8% in 1981 to 15.8% in 199137. Furthermore, 
cohabitation offered an alternative to couples who did not want to go through the legal 
procedure of marriage and divorce. The proportion of youth accepting cohabitations 
3 2 Lam, C. W. et al., "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" in Marriage, 
Divorce and Remarriage, Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok [University of Hong Kong Press, 2005], (p. 249, Table 2). 
33 Hong Kong 1991 Population Census: Summary Results. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Departments, 1991], p,39. 
34 Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics: 1997 Edition. [Hong Kong: General Statistics Section (1) B, 
Census and Statistics Department, 1997], p. 7 table 1.6 
35 Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics: 1997 Edition. [Hong Kong] General Statistics Section (1) B, 
Census and Statistics Department, 1997], p. 8, table 1.7 
36 Report on Youth Sexuality Study (From 3-7 Student Survey), 1991. [Hong Kong: The Task Force on 
the Youth Sexuality Study of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong, 1991]，p. 39 
”Report on Youth Sexuality Study (From 3-7 Student Survey), 1991. [Hong Kong: The Task Force on 
the Youth Sexuality Study of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong 1991], p. 39 
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rose from 36.1% to 59.2% among boys and 14.5% to 51.5% among girls during 
1981-199 138. 
Another alternative to legalized heterosexual marriage was homosexual 
relationships. However, the general acceptance of homosexuality among the local 
youth by 1991 was still low compared with their acceptance towards heterosexual 
relations. When homosexual acts were decriminalized in Hong Kong in 1991, 
according to Youth Sexuality Study among Form 3-7 Students by the Family Planning 
Associations of Hong Kong, the acceptance of public heterosexual intimacy was 
• • • 39 
59.9% compared with only 4.9% for male homosexual intimacy . 
The decade leading to the end of colonial rule in Hong Kong also met with the 
increasing support of government towards the development of local performing arts. 
From 1989-1997, more financial resources were granted to the local theatre groups 
and more performance venues were built. In Nov 1989, the construction of Hong 
Kong Cultural Centre at Tsim Sha Tsui was completed. The newly established 
Cultural Centre became one of the centralized performance venues besides City Hall 
in Central, Arts Centre and Academy for Performing Arts in Wan Chai. In terms of 
financial resources, according to the statistics done by the Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council in 1995, there were 365 Cantonese dramas performed in Hong 
Kong40. During 1994-1995, about 5 million Hong Kong dollars were granted for 
Chung Ying Theatre 中英劇團 and 3.85 million for Exploration Theatre 赫墾坊.The 
figure increased in 1995-96, while 6.8 million Hong Kong dollars were given to 
38 Report on Youth Sexuality: In School Survey, 1991 [Hong Kong: The Task Force on the Youth 
Sexuality Study of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong], p. 39 
39 Report on the Youth Sexuality Study (In school survey) -1996 [Hong Kong: The Task Force on the 
Youth Sexuality Study of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong, 1996], p. 58 
40 Xianggang yanyi pingluan nianbao.香港演藝評論年幸艮.(Critiques on performing Arts, Annual 
Report: 1995). [Hong Kong: Arts Development Council, 1998], p.32. 
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Chung Ying Theatre, and 4.5 million dollars were allocated to Exploration Theatre41. 
The increasing support the government provided to the local drama groups 
demonstrated the importance of dramatic art for the development of local culture. 
How could we use these local original drama as a historical source to study the 
changing concept of marriage in Hong Kong from 1966-1997? For local dramatists as 
the cultural elites of the society, what questions would they raise in their productions 
in terms of marriage? How would the audience respond to the questions raised in local 
drama? 
From 1966-1997, delayed marriages, low birth rates, and the increasing number 
of divorce petitions all destabilizing the existing marriage and family institutions. 
Moreover, extra-marital relations, cohabitation and homosexual relations also 
challenged monogamous, heterosexual marriages under the legislation. How did 
dramatic literature, as a creative art form, reflect social realities? Could dramatic 
literature used as a historical source to study the social realities and values reflected 
by different period of time in Hong Kong? As marital issues in Hong Kong may at 
times be absent from the local drama, but in other circumstances, these issues may be 
widely reflected in the local productions. In this case, to what extend were local 
drama "realistic"? What marital issues are censored, self-censored on the local stage, 
because the dramatists were not ready to discuss certain social taboos? What social 
taboos did the dramatists violate? How did they challenge the local audience by 
attacking established social values on marriage? In the following chapters, I would 
use these dramas as an attempt to answer the above questions. 
Hong Kong Economic Journal _幸艮.12/6/1995 
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Chapter II: 
Perspectives towards Marriage in Student Dramas by the Local Youth 
(1966-1977) 
In 1965, a new generation of young people in Hong Kong started to bear the 
social responsibility in becoming the leader of an elitist culture , with the hope of 
redeeming Hong Kong from the criticism of a "desert of culture"文化？少、漠.In 1966, 
the Federation of Students Drama Festival 學聯戲虜！(售节 was formed among the post-
secondary students. Two years later, in 1968, the Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲 
虜5社 was established among the secondary schools. Both drama festivals aimed at 
performing original plays composed by the students themselves, with an attempt to 
reflect the social reality of the time through the youth's perspective. Throughout the 
decade of 1970s, plays composed and performed by the local youth had replaced 
translated works and Chinese classics as the most popular genre of spoken dramas 
among the cultural critics of Hong Kong. 
These drama festivals received the support of the colonial government. After the 
riot of 1966-67, the government started to provide and sponsor cultural and leisure 
activities for the local youth in order to divert their discontent towards the existing 
social reality . 
Nevertheless, youth of the decade continued to show their discontent against the 
existing social order and this can be seen in the marriage pattern expressed in the 
youth plays. At a time when debates of monogamy and divorce were intense under the 
Marriage Reform Ordinance of 1971 and the introduction of no-fault divorce policy in 
19723, feminist voices among the youth was absent. Student drama openly discussed 
1 Undergr ad: Official Publication of Hong Kong University Students' Union. March 1, 1966, issue 1. 
p.l 
2 Public Record Office, Memo from the Director of Social Welfare to Hon. Colonial Secretary. Ref (10) 
in SWD 561/68. 23 July, 1968， 
Public Record Office, Chinese Youth Behind the Current Agitation: Their Grievances, Motivations and 
Aspirations. 25 August 1971. 
3 Lee, Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a Collective 
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issues of free marriage, divorce and pre-marital pregnancy, and their struggles against 
the traditional marital values and parental interventions. 
1. Movement of Spoken Drama Initiated by the Local Students, (1966-68) 
i. The Legacy of School Drama since 1949 
Starting from 1949, school drama in Hong Kong began to prosper as the 
government started to launch an annual inter-school drama competition from 1949-
1959. The Inter-School Drama Competition (校際戲虜!(比賽）had attracted a total 
number of 29 primary and secondary school students in Hong Kong4. Moreover, the 
Chinese Drama Club (中英學會中文戲劇組)of the Sino-British Club also 
contributed to the facilitation of school drama by delivering speeches and conferences 
on theatre arts5, and the staging of translated and original plays . 
In both of these school drama activities, professional playwrights such as Chen 
you hou 陳有后7, Hu Cun bing 胡春冰8, Yao Ke 姚克9, and Liu Cunren 柳存仁10, 
Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong" collected in The Dynamics of social movement in 
Hong Kong, ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui [Hong Kong University Press, 2000], pp. 
229-233 
Public Record Office, Summary of Public Comments, Marriage Reform Bill. 1969. (Appendix B). 
4 See Yiu, Wing Ka 姚穎嘉，"Xianggang zhengdu de wenhua zhengce yu Xianggang huaju de fazhan" 
香港政府的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000年)” [Mphil Thesis., Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 2003], appendix 2. 
5 Li hen : Zhongyuan juishe de zhandou licheng 犁痕:中原慮!！藝社的戰鬥歷程,ed. Guangdong 
huaju yanjiuhui "Li hen" bianweihui.廣東話劇硏究會《犁痕》編委會編.[Guangdong: 1994], p.38 
6 For a list of plays performed by the Sino-British Club, refer to Yiu, Wing-ka 女兆穎嘉."Xianggang 
zhengdu de wenhua zhengce yu Xianggang huaju de fazhan香港政府的文化政策與香港言舌慮!j的發展 
(1945-2000 年)” [Mphil Thesis., Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2003], appendix 8. 
7 Chen Youhou 陳有后 was born in 1915. He received his education in Guangzhou until he comes to 
Hong Kong in 1939. 
See Interview with Chen in Xianggang huaju koushushi 香港話劇口述史(三十年代到六十年代) 
(The Oral History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama: 30s to 60s), ed. Cheung Ping-kuen 張秉權 and He 
Xingfeng 何杏楓[Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2001], p. 120-129 
8 Hu Chunbing 胡春}水 cooperated with Chen Youhou in organizing The First Guangzhou Theatre 
Group廣州劇協第一劇團in 1939. 
See Interview with Chen in Xianggang huaju koushushi 香港話虜丨J口述史(三十年代到六十年代) 
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acted as either the adjudicators of the competitions or playwrights and directors of the 
school dramas . Plays performed for the Hong Kong Arts Festival (1955-60) were 
written by the same group of playwrights12. 
Local drama at the time carried the social responsibility of educating the public 
and revealing virtues of integrity, kindness and beauty (真，善，美)13. Although 
ideas of free marriage, women's rights could be seen in the plays with contemporary 
settings, parental authority or advice from the older generation was said to be 
necessary and beneficial for marital issues among the youth. Marriage was portrayed 
as an institution that requires mutual trust and affection and is usually presented as 
joyous and long-lasting. On the contrary, divorce was either absent in the plays or 
discouraged and criticized by the playwrights of the older generation . 
(The Oral History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama: 30s to 60s), ed. Cheung Ping-kuen 張秉權 and He 
Xingfeng 何杏楓.[Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2001], p. 120-129 
9 Kao Ke 女兆克 is reported to have been a teacher at the United States before he was invited to return to 
Hong Kong in 1976. 
See Interview with Liu Cunren f卯存仁 Xianggang huaju koushushi 香港話慮!j口述史(三十年代到六 
十年代)(The Oral History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama: 30s to 60s), ed. Cheung Ping-kuen 張秉權 
and He Xingfeng 何杏楓[Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2001].p. 48 
10 Liu Cunren 衩P存仁 was the Panel Chairman at Queen's College in Hong Kong. He had facilitated 
the development of dram at the school. 
See Interview with Liu Cunren 才卯存仁 in Xianggang huaju koushushi 香港話劇口述史(三十年代到 
六十年代)(The Oral History of Hong Kong Spoken Drama: 30s to 60s), ed. Cheung Ping-kuen 張秉 
權 and He Xingfeng f可杏楓.[Chinese University of Hong Kong: 2001].p. 49 
11 See Yiu, Wing-ka ^^颖嘉丄"Cultural Policies of The Hong Kong Government and the Development 
of Local Spoken Drama香港政府的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000年)” [Mphil Thesis., 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2003], appendix 2. 
12 Chung, King-fai 锺景輝， “ Xianggang huaju de fazhan 香港話劇的發展” Collected in Hong Kong 
History: New Perspectives Volume 2. [Hong Kong: sanlian shudian (Xianggang) youxian gongsi,三耳雜 
書店(香港)有限公司，1997], pp. 625. 
13 Wang, Demin 王德民.Wang Demin dumuju 王德民獨幕喜慮fj. (One Act Plccys by Wang Demin) 
[Hong Kong: yimei tushu gongsi 藝美圖書公司 .1961], pi 
Symposium on the Chinese Theatre of Hong Kong 香港中國戲虜彳現、況••硏討會議錄 Compiled by 
Tsim Tak Lung 詹德隆 .[Hong Kong University Press, 1968]，p.69 
14 See Wang, Demin 王德民• The Divorce 離婚(\95S) in Wang Demin Dumuju 王德民獨幕喜劇 
(One Act Plays by Wang Demin). [Hong Kong： yimei tushu gongsi 藝美圖書公司 ,1961], p.4-39 
Liu, cunren 板口存仁.Wo aixia ri chang、我愛夏日長 I Love the Summer) (1961). [Hong Kong: wenyi 
shu wu文藝書屋，1973]. 
Xiong, Shiyi 育旨式一.Liangsheng jiaren (樑上佳人 Lady on the Grinder)(1961): A play with 3 Acts 三 
募喜歡[Hong Kong: xiju yishushe 戲劇藝術社，1959] 
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ii. Federation of Students Drama Festival 學聯戲劇節，1966 
Inspired by “two festivals that attracted a lot of popularity from the youth", 
namely, the Sports Festival and the Inter-School Music Festival 5, the First Joint-
School Drama Festival was organized by the Hong Kong Federation of Students in 
1966. The organizer of first Joint-School Drama Festival by the Federation of 
Students expressed in their student newspaper that, 
"We believe that the social responsibility in facilitating the prosperity of culture [...] 
should be shared by the more well-educated and energetic youth. We believe the 
continuation of Joint-School Drama Festival would establish a large scale common 
cultural identity among people in Hong Kong" 1 
It was written in the student publication of Hong Kong University that the 
college students ought to "create their own styles and express their own ideas through 
• 17 • 
playwriting, directing, acting and backstage designs" . This group of well-educated 
youth actually considered using theatre arts to shape the cultural identity of Hong 
1 R 
Kong, as it happened in London, Paris and New York . They started to move towards 
the formation of an elitist culture, completely different from those of the earlier 
generations from the mainland and culture imported by their colonial government1 . 
15 “ Qingban Xijujie Chuyi (興辦戲劇節芻議 Proposals For a Drama Festival)"C/zm^e Student 
Weekly 19/3/1965 
16 “ Di yijie xijujie 第一屆戲劇節 The First FS Drama Festival". Undergrade Editorial, March, 1966, 
issue 1, p.l 
17 "Di yijie xijujie 第一屆戲劇節 The First FS Drama Y^x^T Undergrade Editorial, March, 1966, 
issue 1, p.l 
18 "Di yijie xijujie 第一屆戲慮!l 節 The First FS Drama Festival" Undergrade Editorial, March, 1966, 
issue 1, p.l 
The idea that the movement of modern spoken drama should be led by the intellectuals instead of 
professional institutions of performing arts was agreed by cultural experts during the Conference on 
Chinese Theatre by Michael W.M.Lau 劉唯邁，Lee Wooh Wah 李援華 and Lo King Man 廬景文. 
Chinese Theatre in Hong Kong: Proceedings of a Symposium held November 22-23, 1968 (Chinese 
version)香港中國戲劇現況:Compiled by Tsim Tak Lung 詹德隆.[Hong Kong 
University Press, 1968], pp.15-16 
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iii. The Joint School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，1968 
Apart from the university students, secondary school students also took part in 
leading the drama movement in Hong Kong. In 1968, the Joint School Drama Project 
was established by 12 secondary member schools that aimed at encouraging 
secondary students to collectively compose, direct and perform modern dramas of 
their own. The participating member schools had increased to 28 secondary schools 
i 20 • • 
by 1974 . The Project emphasizes in producing original plays—plays composed by 
the students, which reflects "social reality" and aims at a "general audience— 
audience who did not use to watch dramatic performances" . The emphasis in 
producing original plays bear a similar mission with those of the FS Joint-School 
Drama Festival, that "translated plays and the classics.. .had alienated from the reality, 
thus difficult to be accepted by the audience, and cannot perform the function of using 
drama to educate the masses" . The Project had adopted the mission "for young 
• • • • oq 
people bear the burden of introducing dramatic arts to the society" . The audience 
commonly recognized plays of the Project as "reflecting social reality, use daily life 
experiences as their inspiration, in order to present their own ideas."24 
20 Editor's Notes, "Cong xuwu dao xieshi—fang xiao xie xiju she (從虚無到寫實一訪校協劇社)，’ by 
Undergr ad in the Joint-School Drama Project. Certificate of Examination 1974. [Hong Kong: 
GuangJiaoJing Chubanshe 廣角鏡出版社，1975] pp, 61-66. 
21 "Cong xuwu dao xieshi一fang xiao xie xiju she 從虚無到寫實一訪校協慮!l社” by Undergrad in 
Joint-School Drama Project, Huikao 1974 (會考 1974 Certificate of Examination 1974) [Hong Kong, 
guangjiaojing chubanshe 廣角鏡出版社，1975] p. 63 
22 “ Xiao xie xiju she yu qingnian tongxue taoluan xiju chuangzuo(校協戲劇社與青年同學討論戲劇 
倉fj作)” Chinese Students Weekly, 6/4/1973, issue 1081，p.2,9; 
"Xiaoxie xiju she hu yu tongxue chanjia 校協戲劇社呼籲同學參加” 
Chinese Student Weekly, 26/5/1972, issue 1036. 
23 "Xiaoxie xiju she hu yu tongxue chanjia 校協戲劇設呼籲同學參加” Chinese Student Weekly, 
26/5/1972, issue 1036. 
2 澄雨 Chengyu., "Tan xiao xie x i ju she de yan chu 談校協虜戈虜[j 社的演出” Chinese Student Weekly 
Chinese Student Weekly 1973 /9/28, issue 1106, p 2. 
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2. Composition of Original Drama 
i. Promotion of Original Drama Among Students 
In order to solve the problem of the poverty of plays (慮体荒）in Hong Kong 5, 
the organizing committee required all competing schools to submit plays originally 
composed by the students of various post-secondary institutions since the fourth 
annual festival in 1969. The president of the festival Huang Bingfeng (黄7水凤) 
writes upon the fourth Drama Festival in 1969 that, 
"Scripts of original plays in the 30s and 40s were familiar for us�However, due 
to the distance in time, these plays will not have the original impacts on the 
audience nowadays. As for scripts from foreign countries, due to the difference 
in culture, a lot of [cultural ideas and values among those] plays can hardly be 
26 
accepted by the local audience [of Hong K o n g ] . 
The committees realized that the attempts of using original plays "may not 
stimulate the production of plays with high qualities, the policy can at least nurture a 
new generation of playwrights"27. The effectiveness of spoken dramas in expressing 
the values of the youth generation was further promoted among the student 
publications. Student critics of The Federation 學聯幸艮,though admitting that the 
25 The issue of the "poverty of plays" was raised by theatre expert Hsu Soo 徐速 and discussed among 
the scholars and cultural experts at the Conference on Chinese Theatre (Spoken Drama and Cantonese 
Opera) launched at the Hong Kong University. 
Chinese Theatre in Hong Kong: Proceedings of a Symposium held November 22-23，1968 (Chinese 
version)香港中國戲劇現況:挤款#•議錄Compiled by Tsim Tak Lung詹德隆 . [Hong Kong 
University Press, 1968] 
26 Gu Er 顧耳，"Di sijie xijujie shi ping 第四屆戲劇節試評”.Chinese Student Weekly 1>\I\I\969, 
issue 863; 
Huang bingfeng 黃冰鳳，"Shi biaodan ziji yidai sixiang de shihou le!(是表達自己一代思想的時候 
了 ！ “ The Federation 學聯幸艮.1969/1/20; issue 3, Special Edition For the Fourth FS Drama Festival, 
p. 1. 
27 Gu Er 顧耳， “ D i sijie xijujie shi ping 第四屆戲劇界試評”.Chinese Student Weekly I\969, 
issue 863; 
Huang bingfeng 黃冰鳳，"Shi biaodan ziji yidai sixiang de shihou le!(是表達自己一代思想的時候 
了 ！ )，’ The Federation 學聯幸艮.1969/1/20; issue 3, Special Edition For the Fourth FS Drama Festival, 
p. 1. 
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qualities of student plays had yet reached maturity, "in order to express the values and 
style of our generation, what can be more direct and effective than theater arts. ...we 
9 ft 
really need our own voice!" 
Similarly to the university dramas, the secondary school students also 
abandoned the use of professional playwright of the older generations as the composer 
of their plays after their first production, Blossoms Everywhere (天涯何處無芳草 
Tianya Hechu Wu Fangcao) (1969), by professional playwright Lee Woon-wah (李f爰 
華 Li Yuanhua) . All other plays performed by the Joint-School Drama Project from 
1971-1977 were all composed by the student members themselves , with their first 
attempt Lost 失落(1971) by Lam Tai-hing (林大慶 Lin Daqing) and Yuen Lup-fun 
(袁立動 Yuan Lixun), and other works collectively composed by all the participant 
students (see appendix 2). 
ii. Popularity of Student Dramas 
During the Fourth FS Drama Festival in 1969, the president of the Festival 
reports that the three-night performance at the Hong Kong City Hall Concert Hall had 
not received any donations. The organization relied on the box-office to balance their 
29 i 
expenses, and even obtained some revenues • Apart from the students from the 
tertiary institutions, the FS Drama Festival also invited professional dramatists and 
cultural critics as their adjudicators. The third festival had invited the Secretariat for 
Chinese Affairs to give a speech and present the prizes for the winning members in 
196830. In 1970, committee from the fifth festival even successfully obtained 
28 Gu Er 顧耳， “ D i sijie xijujie shi ping 第四屆戲劇界試評”.Chinese Student Weekly 31/1/1969, 
issue 863. Xue Lian Bao 1969/1/20; 
Huang bingfeng 黃>太鳳,"Shi biaodan ziji yidai sixiang de shihou le!是表達自己一代思想的時候 
了 ！ ”The Federation 學聯幸艮.20/1/1969, issue 3, Special Edition For the Fourth FS Drama Festival, 
P-l 
29 Gu Er 顧耳， “ D i sijie xijujie shi ping 第四屆戲劇界試評”• 
Chinese Student Weekly ?>\l\l\969, issue 863. 
30 "Xijujie san ri yanchu: zui j ia ju lianhe huode 戲劇節三日演出：最佳劇聯合獲得” The Federation 
學聯幸艮.4/3/1968 p. 1 
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sponsorship from the Governor of Hong Kong, Sir David Trench . Professional 
playwrights and directors such as Zhong Jinghui 鍾景輝,Bao Hanlin 魚包漢琳 and 
Chen Youhou 陳有后，Xiong Shiyi 熊式一，Lee Woon-wah 李援華,were invited to 
be the adjudicators for the fourth and fifth drama festivals in 1968-1973 until the FS 
Festival ceased to be held in forms of competition and started to simply stage 
performances by the participating institutions in 1974. 
Plays written and performed by the secondary school students also received equal 
attention from the government, students and cultural critics. All performances of 
Joint-School Drama Project from 1966-1977 staged at prestigious City Hall, in a time 
when performance venues in Hong Kong were inadequate (see appendix 2). The 
Project's 1974 production Certificate of Examination 1974 was recalled by the 
organizers as the most well-received play. After its premier at the City Hall, the play 
was re-run at the Lee Theatre, where the students had to be responsible for the rent 
and the expenses of the production . The play attracted a full house audience for 5 
33 
performances, occupying all 1700 seats at the theatre at each performance . 
3. Concepts of Marriage in Student Drama: Modern v.s Traditions (1968-1970) 
i. The First Discussion on Divorce 
The evolution of divorce legislation in Hong Kong had showed the change 
over the concept over the dissolution of marriage. In pre-1972 Hong Kong, customary 
31 "Di wujie dazhuan xijujie yuedi zai dahuitang juxing第五屆大專戲劇節月底在大會堂舉行” 
The Federation 學聯幸艮.22/1/1970. p.l 
32 Performance of the Joint-School Drama Project was hosted by the Urban Council. The government 
provided free rehearsal and performance venues at the City Hall from July to September. "Interview 
with Lin Daqing" by Tian benxiang 田本相.\n Xianggang huaju fangtan lu 香港話虜丨励談錄 
(Interviews with Participants of Hong Kong Spoken Drama) ed. Gilbert C F Fong 方梓熏力[Hong 
Kong: Xianggang Xuju Gongcheng 香港戲劇工程,2000], pp. 101-102 
33 Lam Tai-hing, interviewed by Tian benxiang 田本相.In^T/twgg^g huaju fangtan lu 香港話慮U訪談 
錄(Interviews with Participants of Hong Kong Spoken Drama) ed. Gilbert C F Fong 方梓勳.[Hong 
Kong: Xianggang Xuju Gongcheng 香港戲劇工程，2000], p. 102 
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marriage restricted wives to divorce her husband "except in very limited 
circumstances". Husbands, on the other hand, had the right to dissolve a marriage or 
refuse to consent to a divorce.34 The Matrimonial Cause Ordinance in 1972 
guaranteed equal rights for both men and women to get divorced under the 
circumstance of an irretrievable breakdown of marriage35. 
University students, however, composed their plays with modern concepts of 
divorce initiated by the wife three years before the new legislation on divorce was 
passed. The first student play discussing the issue of divorce was Waiting 等待(\ 969) 
• • • • 1 i • 1 rd 
by Baptist University. Waiting was the winner of the best drama award during the 3 
FS Drama Festival in 1969 . This is also the first college drama that mentions 
"remarriage" among all original plays composed during the year. 
The play opens as a young man with terminal disease who waits silently for his 
previous lover to come. When two of them meet again, the woman has already 
married. Since her marriage was an unhappy one, she is willing to divorce her 
• • • 37 
husband and unite with the young man again . 
It was written in the introduction of the script that the man did not "despite" 
O o • 
her even she had been married . Re-marriage had not been a common practice, 
especially among the women in Hong Kong during in 1969 due to "traditional 
believes"39. Even in the year of 1972, The Hong Kong Council of Women expressed 
concerns that "the new matrimonial legislation [Matrimonial Causes Ordinance, 
1972] ...is not wholly applicable to Chinese wives—mainly because of ingrained 
34 Liu, Athena Nga Chee, Family Law For the Hong Kong SAR. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], 
p.58-59/ 
35 Liu, Athena Nga Chee, Family Law For the Hong Kong SAR. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], 
p.100 
36 "Di sijie x i ju j i e sheng dajuxing 第四屆戲劇節盛大舉行” The Federation 學聯報’ 12/2/1969, p. 
1 
37 "Chuangzuo juben 'ben shi'創作劇本‘本事’ ” The Federation 學聯幸艮：Special Edition. 
23/1/1969. p.2. 
38 "Chuangzuo juben 'ben shi '創作劇本‘本事’ ” The Federation 學聯報：Special Edition. 
23/1/1969. p.2. 
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"Women worried by proposed changes in matrimonial Bill" South China Morning Post. 30/6/1972 
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social customs". One of their main concerns was that the husband can "dispose of his 
first wife without responsibility...for her sufferings". After a divorce, "it is difficult 
for divorced women to make a good second marriage”，because Hong Kong is a city 
where ‘‘old tradition is still rigorously observed". The organization even argued that 
"the new Bill is appropriate to the British people, but it does not take this Chinese 
tradition into consideration"40 
However, one special feature that had seldom been discussed by the 
sociological reports of the time was the "rising number of marriages involving one or 
both parties in a second marriage" 1. Although the percentage of remarriage of all 
marriages was only 2 in 1971 and 5 in 1981, "rates of remarriage among the divorced 
had risen markedly for both sexes at almost every age". Between 1971 and 1982, the 
number of divorced women remarrying per 1000 population rose from 27 to 75, with 
• i• i 42 
an increase percentage higher than those of remarriage among divorced men . It was 
also noticed in government statistics that "the high rates of remarriage of the divorced 
population at the youngest ages suggest that the average duration of time between 
divorce and remarriage is short”43� 
The possibility of finding a second marriage among the young population was 
therefore not as low as it was expected by the "Chinese wives" of the feminist 
organizations. Moreover, the plot of the play also demonstrates an ideal hope for one 
to divorce or remarry according to one's free will. However, the rejection of the 
young man for his lover's proposal at the end of the play still suggests a distance 
between existing social values and the more preferable marriage pattern. 
ii. Criteria for the Selection of Marital Partners 
While the university students were having their dramatic discourse over 
40 "Women worried by proposed changes in matrimonial Bill" South China Morning Post. 30/6/1972 
41 Demographic Trends in Hong Kong 1971-1982 [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1983], p. 24 
42 Demographic Trends in Hong Kong 1971-1982 [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1983], p. 24 
43 Demographic Trends in Hong Kong 1971-1982 [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1983], p. 24 
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marriage, divorce and re-marriage, the first drama production by the secondary school 
students still focused on the issue of inter-generational conflicts on the criteria for the 
selection of marital partners. The necessity of marriage was not challenged in the 
production. Instead, young characters in the plays all agreed that marriage is the most 
important process in everyone's life. 
The first original play performed by the student of the Joint-School Drama 
Project, Blossoms Everywhere (天涯何處無芳草Tianya Hechu Wu Fangcao) (1969), 
by professional playwright Lee Woon-wah 李援華 discusses how young people can 
be affected by their parents in terms of choosing a partner. 
In the play, all of the characters agreed that financial background is not the most 
important criteria for choosing a partner in life � T h e opinions are divided into 
whether choosing a partner should based on rationality or sentimental love. An 
English term “fit,, was used in the script, indicating the sentimental feeling of being 
“fit,, with a partner was an idea imported from the West: 
Qi 琪：I think a marriage for love relies on what the couples feel among themselves, 
whether they fit or not. 
Jia 嘉：Qi, you got to be careful, if you put too much emphasis on feelings, it would 
be very dangerous.45 
At the end of the opening scene, the young people conclude that since “romantic 
love" does not last forever and "feelings" are only short-lived, one should rationally 
evaluate the partner's personality before getting married, because "marriage is one of 
the most important things in life"4 . 
44 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會虜丨]:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969] prologue, p. 8. 
45 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會虞丨J :天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969], prologue, pp. 9-10. 
46 Lee Woon-wah 李援華’ shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會劇:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
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The playwright also shows that a local "youth culture" influenced by popular, 
western mass media and entertainment is affecting the young people of the city. These 
young people started to break from the values and obligations from their family, and 
attempt to start a relationship with people who their parents openly disapprove of. A 
female character in the play, Ling, works as a dancer at the Nightclub, recalls how she 
has been affected by the social atmosphere of the time, 
Ling 玲：I studied in an Anglo-Chinese secondary school. Being influenced by the 
social atmospheres of the time, especially those of the foreign movies and 
magazines, I love everything trendy and new, I like to dress up, I admire the 
movie stars and celebrities. Perhaps I was really born with a wonderful voice, I 
knew how to sing a few hit song when I was young. 47 
Another girl appears on stage as Ling a few years ago, she wears a miniskirt 
while singing popular songs. When she knows that her father is unhappy because she 
returns home by midnight, Ling is very upset and complains to her mother. 
Ling: What? Twelve o'clock at night is late? Well, he [my father] is too strict about 
everything.. .Nowadays, in the modern society, what's wrong for young men and 
women to spend some time socializing with one another? He thinks it is still the 
18th century! 48 
The lover of Ling, George, however, is a young man who quits school and work 
as a member of a musical band_at the dance party. When Ling's father knows Ling's 
been seeing George, he orders his daughter never to come home again if she wants to 
follow the young man, because he does not want to have an "undignified daughter". 
1969], prologue, pp. 9-10. 
47 Lee Woon-wah ¥援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會慮:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969], Act II, p.55 
48 Lee Woon-wah 李援華’ Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會劇天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969] , Act II, p.56 
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After a quarrel between Ling and her father about George, she runs away from her 
family and never sees her father again.49 
Since the university students were more radical and critical due to their 
education level, they were more willing to use spoken dramas to question the existing 
institutions of marriage and divorce. The secondary school students, acting out a play 
written by an older generation playwright in 1969, showed that parental intervention 
still played a part in the selection of marital partners among the local youth. The 
father of Ling appears authoritative, but still offers his daughter the correct advice, 
that cohabitating with George would be a "wrong" choice for Ling. The traditional 
morality about a clear distinction between right and wrong was still clear in the play. 
This traditional concept could only be found in the gender relations of marriages 
presented by both university and secondary school dramas. 
iii. Traditional Gender Relations 
In Lee Woon-wah's Blossom Everywhere, Wanfang 婉芳，a young factory 
worker in her late teens, is under intense pressure from her parents to marry a rich 
husband. She studies English from a private teacher, where she meets Fei 飛,who 
claims to have returned from the United States with a master degree. She tells the 
teacher that her parents pay for her private English lessons only because they "want 
me to marry rich". The parents wanted her to learn English from only so that her 
"social value" can be "enhanced" and get a good husband50. 
In the original script, the word “zhugu” (主雇頁)，which means "employer" or 
"boss" in English, is used to substitute the word "husband"51. In the play, Wanfang's 
49 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會處丨J :天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969], Act II，p.62 
50 Lee Woon-wah 李援華’ Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會慮丨J:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969],Act3, p73 一 
51 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會劇:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
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father is a cook and her mother helps people to wash their clothes, and the only hope 
for this working class family to break from their own financial inferiority is to marry 
their daughter to a wealthy man. The parents asks Wanfang not to accept Fei's 
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proposal unless he agrees to give her ten thousand dollars . The husband of her 
daughter is expected to act like an "employer", who provides financial resources for 
not only the daughter, but also to her parents. 
Although Wanfang is obedient to her parents and accepted Fei's invitations to the 
Night Club, the ending that Fei is actually married without any money shows the 
playwright's criticism against the parents' interference against the young girls' values 
in marriage. The tragedy experienced by the young girl is due to her parents' 
greediness and their manipulation of their daughter's marital choice53. 
Single parenthood and illegitimate births in Hong Kong during the 1970s was 
regarded as a disgrace to most of the women. In Blossom Everywhere, after knowing 
that she is pregnant with the child of her previous lover, Ling decides to conceal the 
news5 while searching for a doctor who practices illegal abortion. Ling insists having 
an abortion even though she understands it would be dangerous, because she does not 
want to be "laughed at for the rest of her life". 
The play ends with a "happy ending" as Ling decides "not to have the abortion 
and face the reality that the child is innocent"55. Both the Writer and the Landlord 
1969] ,Act3 ,p73 
Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wufangcao、三幕社會劇:天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969] Act3,p73 
53 Lee Woon-wah's next play Tizi、梯子 The Ladder) (1972) also tells the story of an obedient young 
man who marries a wealthy wife in order to please his mother. However, he still keeps in touch with his 
previous lover after the marriage. The lover tells the mother that "With people like you, love between 
the young couples will never be successful". 
Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Tizi、梯子 The Ladder) (1972) in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 
1970s躁動的青春:香港劇本十年集：七十年代,edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. [International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], pp. 63-74 
54Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會劇:天涯何處無芳草 
Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 1969] 
Act 3, p.81 
55 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會虜fj:天涯何處無芳 
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shared the same attitude towards illegal abortion—they consider it a very dangerous 
choice, and the pregnant woman should simply get married5 The debate on the right 
of abortion in Hong Kong was intensified by the early 1970s, when the bill allowing 
women to have abortion with the advice of two medical practitioners was passed in 
1972. However，legalized abortion throughout the 1970s was still under general attack 
especially among the religious groups of Hong Kong . 
Although women started to show initiations for divorce in the theatre 
presentations of university students, the ideal qualities of a wife was still the one who 
stays at home and submissive to their husbands' values. In a marriage, the husband 
should work for the financial resources of the family and the wives should stay home 
to manage housework. Farewell by Night written by Chung Chi College in 1969 
portrays a husband who marries a film actress. The wife quitted her job as an actress 
after marriage because her husband does not want her to be "manipulated" by the film 
industry again. The wife does not go against her husband's will because she is a wife 
i 58 
who “respects and understands her husband". 
However, the wife in the play could have continued her film acting business 
even after the marriage to pursue her own career. Equal career expectations and 
opportunities between the husband and wife were still not advanced among the 
college students through their plays. 
One student critic found the piece was a cliche and "too influenced by soap 
opera from Taiwan and the popular novelist Qiong Yao 瓊瑤” 5 and the topic not 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969]，Act 2，p.52 
56 Lee Woon-wah 李援華，Sanwu shehuiju: Tianya hechu wu fangcao、三幕社會虞U :天涯何處無芳 
草 Three-Acts Social Play: Blossom Everywhere) (1968) [Hong Kong: Joint-School Drama Project, 
1969]，Act 2, p52, Act 3, p.72 
57 Lee, Ching-kwan, “ Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as A 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong". Collected in The Dynamics of Social 
Movement in Hong Kong edited by Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University 
Press, 2000], p.230 
58 "Chuangzuo juben 'ben shi'(創作劇本‘本事’ Synopsis of Original Plays)" The Federation 學聯 
報,12/1/1969, Special Edition, p, 2. 
59 Xuan Fu 旋夫，“ Yi gu xin de rechao: disijie x i ju j i e shi ling 一股新的熱潮：第四屆戲劇節拾零”. 
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directly related to the "real world”60, Farewell by Night reflected significant social 
values of the time. In the year of 1969, the government of Hong Kong took the lead in 
legalizing equal pay for equal work among men and women of civil servants and the 
agreement extended to give equal pay to nurses in July 19706 . Throughout the years 
of 1948-1969, according to the civil servants system, women were paid approximately 
6 2 * • 80% of that of a male officer based on women's accessibility to husband's financial 
• • • zro 
support and their priority given to family over career" . Therefore, although 
"terminal illness" has been an overdone topic among the popular cultures for the sake 
of evoking emotions from the audience, the illness happening on the husband of a 
play often creates important dramatic effects to the entire family, as the stay-home 
wife would be losing the main sources of financial support. 
Compared with plays about the death of the wife in a marriage 4, if the 
husband of a family lost his ability to be economically active, the stability of the 
family will definitely be caught in danger65. Any wife who abandons the husband and 
continues to search for material satisfaction would be regarded as irresponsible and 
brings miseries to her husband and children. The expectation for an ideal wife was 
also expressed in the student's press of the time. The so called "modern women" of 
late 1960s were the one who were good at socializing, dancing, dressing up with 
The Federation 學聯報:20/2/1969, p.7; 
Gu Er 顧耳,“ Di sijie xijujie shi ping 第四屆戲劇節試評之一，二 Critique on the Forth FS Drama 
Festival) ”，Chinese Student Weekly, 31/1/1969 and 21/2/1969 
6 0
 Gu Er 顧耳,"Oitique on the Forth FS Drama Festival 第四屆戲虜丨J節試評之一”，Chinese Student 
Weekly, 31/1/1969 
61 Lee, Ching Kwan. "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong", in The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000] p. 236 
62 Lee, Ching Kwan. "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong" , in The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000] p. 236 
64 The Goat 1968 is about a husband feeling guilty for the death of his pregnant wife. However, the 
death of his wife did not bring as much of an economic impact on the husband and the family as much 
as only a psychological one. Moreover, the psychological illness of the husband was mainly due to his 
own inability to resolve his one sense of self-hatred, instead of suffering upon the loss of a loved one or 
a companion. 
65 For example, Killing of a Child 殺嬰,(1967), Farewell by Night 夜另丨J (1969) and The Shadow 陰 
景多（1970)，refer to appendix 1 for synopsis. 
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excellent academic performances66. However, if those women continued to be socially 
active after marriage and “abandon the family", these women could only be 
considered "perfect girlfriends" but never a “good wife" 1. 
iv. Divorce by Mutual Consent 
The traditional gender relations with husbands as the head of the family and the 
decision-maker for marriage and divorce was challenged again by a second play on 
divorce in 1970. In the play, the wife is again the one initiating a divorce, with a 
subtle acceptance of her husband to leave the marriage at the end of the play. 
Women's demand for divorce had been rare in the society twenty years ago. It 
was recorded in The Federation 學耳雜幸艮 that "in the 1950s, the number of granted 
petition for divorce in Hong Kong by the Supreme Court was 15. In 1970, the number 
rose to 284. Twenty years ago, there were almost no cases that women petitioned for a 
divorce. The only few cases were the foreign residents in Hong Kong"68 • 
As the winner of the best drama award, The Fleeing was the 
mostly reviewed and favored play by the audience during the 5l Drama Festival.6 
Staged by Baptist University, The Fleeing directly addresses the nature of marriage 
and divorce, which was a topic closely related to the social debates on the reformed 
marriage and divorce institutions in 1971-1972. However, the concern of the 
playwrights in the piece was not to discuss women's rights, or the necessity to 
abandon polygamous marriage, but on the possibility of a "non-fault" divorce based 
66 "Lianai sanbuqu 戀愛三部曲” The Federation 學聯幸庋.16/9/1967, p. 6. The author discusses 
"romantic love" by recording the conversations with one of his peers. 
67 "Lianai sanbuqu 戀愛三部曲” The Federation 學聯幸艮.16/9/1967 p. 6. 
68"Xianggang hunyin mian mian guan 香港婚姻面面觀”，The Federation 學聯報 YllYTll- 1/1973, 
p,14. 
69 A review claims that the play has the best script that was incredibly above the standard expected from 
a university student. 
See Yu Kang 虞康，"Di wujie dazhuan xijujie tan zhan 第五屆大專戲劇節彈贊” The Federation 學 
聯報.10/3/1970, p.7; 
“Di wujie da zhuan xijujie hui gu zhi yi 第五屆大專戲劇節回顧之一” Chinese Students 
Weekly.2，丨2>丨\910, issue 923. 
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on mutual consent. 
In the play, divorce is portrayed as a matter that depends entirely on the life 
objectives of the husband and wife as individuals. The Husband in the play thinks that 
“no matter how dissatisfied they are with each other, once they are married, they 
should live happily for the rest of their lives."70 However, the wife thinks that if the 
marriage does not bring satisfaction to each other, "they should face the reality with 
71 • 1 • 
courage" . The presence of a third-party, "The Director", does not act as a mediator 
between the husband and wife. He simply predicts the future of such a marriage in an 
• • 72 • i l l ii impersonal and rational manner . The concept that marriage could end "naturally" 
due to the growing miscommunication between the spouses was a rebellion to the 
older generation's insistence that marriage should last for a life-time. Unlike Waiting 
(1969) presented a year ago, the new piece The Fleeing (1970) suggests that 
individualism and self-actualization should not be subordinate to the maintenance of a 
marriage and family73. 
The concept that divorce could happen when both husband and wife agree with 
it and none of them had been involved in any behavioral faults was a revolutionary 
principle that would be seen in the reformed Matrimonial Causes Ordinance of 1972. 
The previous divorce legislation requires the court to exercise moral judgment of the 
married couples ceased to continue by 1972. The new law was said to have "adopted a 
mixture of fault and non-fault based divorce", and the latter would evolve to become 
the more desirable divorce legislation in the next three decades74. 
70 "Di wujie da zhuan xijujie hui gu zhi yi 第五屆大專戲劇節回顧之一” Chinese Student Weekly, 
27/3/1970，issue 923. 
71 "Di wujie da zhuan xijujie hui gu zhi yi 第五屆大專戲劇節回顧之一” Chinese Student Weekly, 
27/3/1970, issue 923. 
72 "Di wujie da zhuan xijujie hui gu zhi yi 第五屆大專戲劇節回顧之一” Chinese Student Weekly. 
27/3/1970, issue 923. 
73 "Di wujie da zhuan xijujie hui gu zhi yi 第五屆大專戲劇節回顧之一” Chinese Student Weekly. 
27/3/1970, issue 923. 
74 Liu, Athena Nga Chee, Family Law For the Hong Kong SAR. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], 
p.100 
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4. Concept of Marriage in Student Drama: Marriage and Social Developments 
(1971-1977) 
i. Disillusion in Marriage (1971-72) 
The disillusion or an attack on sentimentalism in the early 1970s was met at a 
time when student movements in Hong Kong was the most active. In 1970, the 
students organized the Campaign to make Chinese the official language. Next year, 
the Federation of Students started the launching of "China weeks", featuring tour to 
visit mainland China and reports progress under the Cultural Revolution75. Moreover, 
the revolutionary fervent from mainland China and the import of existentialist plays 
from the West during the early 1970s encouraged student playwrights to compose 
dramas with satirical plots and philosophical themes. 
Winner of the best drama award in 1971 was a piece composed by Lam Tai-hing 
林大慶，member of the Joint-School Drama Project, and at that time a student of the 
Hong Kong University. The piece, named Five Hundred Thousand Years 五十萬年 
(1971)，discusses evolution of Chinese civilization and the human race throughout the 
previous five husband thousand years. The remaining six plays all discuss the nature 
of human beings and their shortcomings. Marriage and romantic love ceased to be a 
topic that required serious discussion, but another "shortcoming" of human nature that 
can hardly be explained and always brought satirical endings. 
Moreover, the formalized “triumph of the romance" found in popular 
Hollywood films of the 1970s7 were totally absent in the plays written by college 
students. Apart from the tragedies mentioned above, the seriousness of "marriage" 
75Leung, Benjamin K.P ., "The Student Movement in Hong Kong: Transition to a Democratizing 
Society" in The Dynamics of Social Movement in Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok 
Lui. [Hong Kong University Press,2000] p.229-233 
76 See Salaff, Janet W. Working Daughters of Hong Kong: Filial Piety or Power in the Family?[ New 
York: Columbia University, 1995], pp.48-70. Salaff noted that the "favourite films" of the 1970s in 
Hong Kong among the youth were “Love Story, The Graduate, The Young One s{ from Taiwan) and a 
Hong Kong film from the 1960s, The Prince and the Maid. ...The films all showed that “ Love 
triumphed over parental objections based on status, but the successful romance ended in the death of 
the bride. 
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and love expected by the youth was mocked by the universities students in their 
drama productions competition for the FS Drama Festivals 1972. The "couples" in 
Hue ge bang (華格邦 Wanderers) ( 1972 ) only acted as the target of mockery for a 
mid-age homeless woman. Xique zhitou、喜昔鳥枝頭 The Lovers) (1972) stages a 
satirical one-act play about the lover of the bride encountering the groom and leads at 
the morning of their wedding day. Weiqiang wai�圍牆夕f Beyond the Wall) (1972) 
talks about a dead person's ghost seeing his wife and her lover visiting his own grave. 
He then comes up with the conclusion "that everything in life (take love as an 
example) was an illusion". The so called "eternal" love in marriage does not exist in 
• • • • 11 • • real life, while "eternality only exists after death" . The concept that marriage might 
not last for a life-time expressed in 1969-1970 now evolved to the concept that due to 
the short-comings of human nature, marital relations did not always bring happiness 
as those portrayed in the popular Hollywood movies of the time. Moreover, the 
overemphasis on the search for a satisfactory marriage was denied in 1971-1972 
dramas, as marriage were presented as stressful with complicated relations, love 
could be always unrequited, and marital relations, together with everything happened 
in life, could be insignificant illusions of human existence. 
During 1971-1972, university student playwrights Lam Tai-hing and Yuen 
Lup-fun were also leading the secondary school students of the Joint-School Drama 
Project in staging productions written by the two of them. After staging a play about 
inter-generational conflicts and juvenile crimes in Lost 失落(1971) written by Lam 
Tai-hing 林大慶 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立熏力，the productions in 1972 by the same 
playwrights changed the themes from local social issues to an investigations 
international relations and development of human civilizations. In Dust 塵 and 
Dazhen、大戰 The Great War) (1972), the playwrights uses abstract settings and 
characters to reveal the destruction of wars and industrialization to the creation of a 
better world for all mankind. Disillusionment on marriage and the shifting of focus 
from romance to the discussion of human existence were by the need to use dramas in 
77 Hong, Qingtian 洪清田，“Xianggang zhuan shang xuesheng lianhui di qijie xijujie guan hou 香港 
專上學生聯會第七屆戲劇節觀後” Chinese Student Weekly 1972/1/21，issue 1018. 
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negotiating local social issues starting from 1973. 
ii. Dichotomy between the Socially Conscious and the Dating Groups 
In 1973-74, attention among local educated youth shifted from focusing on the 
revolution in Communist China, back to the colony's campaign on anti-corruption and 
• • 78 
inflation . Dramas composed by the local students alienated from their absurdist, 
existential plays, and started to showed a conscious revelation of social problem in 
their dramas7 . 
The five short-pieces performed by the Joint-School Drama Project in 1973 all 
had a clear theme that related to the social problems of the time, such as the widening 
gap between the rich and the poor, inter-generational conflicts at home and schools, 
and the ineffectiveness of the campaign to keep Hong Kong clean (see appendix 2). 
The remaining piece, Hua (花Flowers) (1973) was the first play written by the girls of 
the Joint-School Drama Project. During the preface of the script, the playwrights 
consciously want to discuss social issues of teenage girls and the youth culture of 
dance parties. In the play, the group of girls is divided into a fraction who welcome 
and support dance parties and think that young girls should acquire more social skills 
through the parties. The other group of girls thinks that dance parties are indecent 
ways to learn how to socialize80. 
The dichotomy between sentimentalism and social responsibility became a label 
78 Leung, Benjamin K.P. "The Student Movement in Hong Kong: Transition to a Democratizing 
Society" in The Dynamics of Social Movement in Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok 
Lui. [Hong Kong University Press,2000], p.229-233 
79 For example, Quan jun mo zuo nan zi han (勸君莫傲男子漢Not to be a Gentleman) criticizes the 
problem of corruption among the police force of Hong Kong. Those are important issues that were 
socially discussed in Hong Kong. 
See Yiu, Wing Ka 女兆穎嘉."Xianggang Zhengdu de Wenhua Zhengce Yu Xianggang Huaju de Fazhan" 
香港政府的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000年)” 
[Mphil Thesis., Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2003], appendix 7. 
See also Chan Lai-yum 陳麗音，Lam Tai-hing 林大慶,，and Du Zhuosheng 杜焯升，Clear Sky 霧饊雲 
織 1972) collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays from the 1970s edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Associations of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong). 2003], pp. 95-126. 
80 Chinese Student Weekly, 17/8/1973 issue 1100, p.6 
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for separating local youth of the time in 1973-1974. During the 9l FS Drama Festival, 
Wu san yun kai 嚷饊雲開 The Clear Sky), (1974) stages a group of students 
organizing a tour to mainland China. In the play, the students who play nationalistic 
songs "Defend the Yellow River" and supports the tours of visiting China found 
themselves in conflict with students who spend their time going to dance parties, 
dating girls, listening to "popular music". 
One of these "westernized" students, who enjoy popular entertainment of 
• • . • • 81 i "social gatherings" and dancing with girls who have English names , was labeled as 
a "superficial" person. He was mocked by a studious girl of the class that he only 
thinks every girl he meets would like to marry him. However, the other group of 
students is the "nationalists". They cared for the development in mainland China, and 
showed little interest in pleasing members of the opposite sex . 
As the Federation of Students had found themselves divided into two fractions: 
on 
the Pro-China Faction and the Social Actionist Faction In 1975, dramas composed 
for the FS Drama Festival also discussed only on two main issues: the social 
situations of mainland China and Hong Kong84. As the student's political and social 
awareness were expressed in various student movements in the 1970s, the attentions 
81 Two characters in the play is given English names "Diana" and "Peter". They were listening to 
popular music in the common room, until another student changed the song to "Defend the Yellow 
River". 
Chan Lai-yum 陳麗音，Lam Tai-hing 林大慶，and Du Zhuosheng 杜焯升，Wu san yun kai霧饊雲開 
Clear Sky) (1972), in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays from the 1970s ed. Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Associations of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong). 2003], pp. 95-126 
82 Chan Lai-yum 陳麗音 ,Lam Tai-hing 林大慶,and Du Zhuosheng 杜焯升，Wu san yun kai(霧饊雲開 
Clear Sky) (1972). These playwrights are also active participants of the Joint-School Drama Project. 
Collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays from the 1970s edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Associations of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong). 2003]pp. 95-126 
83 Leung, Benjamin K.P., "The Student Movement in Hong Kong: Transition to a Democratizing 
Society" by p.213-215 collected in The Dynamics of Social Movement in Hong Kong edited by Stephen 
Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui.[Hong Kong University Press, 2000]p.215 
84 Plays in 1975 (10th annual festival) consists 2 plays about China, e.g., Xinxue、新血New Blood), 
Xin sheng? xin sheng!(新生？新生！ New Born? New Born!) and 3 others about social problem: Qiao 
、橋 The Bridge) , Lian (煉 The Flame), and Jiliu、急流 Rapid Current) 
See Yiu Wing Ka 女兆穎嘉，"Xianggang zhengdu de wenhua zhengce yu Xianggang huaju de fazhan”香 
港政府的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000年)” [Mphil Thesis, Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, 2003], appendix 7, p. xxiv. 
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devoted to the drama festival also declined since 1975. 
After the decline of the FS Drama Festival among the tertiary institutions, the 
Joint-School Drama Project started to take the lead in staging school dramas 
discussion social issues and youth problems from 1974-1977. In 1974, the Project 
staged a well-received drama, Certificate of Examination 1974 會考~、九七四, 
collectively composed by the participating students, presenting social inequality 
between the rich and poor, male and female. 
According to the student audience and cultural critics, Certificate of Examination 
1974 was the first piece, among all the productions by the organization since 1968, 
that covers the experience of a general audience—as many of the secondary school 
student were preparing themselves for public examination 5. Unlike the 5 short drama 
pieces produced in 1973, the piece was also welcomed by the cultural critics as the 
• • 86 content was inspired by the real-life experience of the students themselves . 
iii. Dating Against Parental Disapproval 
In Certificate of Examination 1974, as the son of the family is preparing for his 
Certificate of Examination, the two daughters, Ar Li 阿麗 and Fanny P可芬 spend time 
in dating the men against the disapproval of the parents. The entire family lives at the 
temporary housing district 安置區(refer to figure 1 for set designs), due to poverty 
and the father's unemployment, the sixteen year old daughter Fanny decides to leave 
school and sell dim-sum at local restaurants. Fan also knows a young waiter, Kei P可基， 
85 One of the playwrights, Ko Ting-lung, reports that among 10 actors in the play, 5 of them are 
preparing themselves for the Cert Exam at the year of the plays' production. From "Cong xuwu dao 
xieshi—fang xiao xieju she (從虛無到寫實一訪校協劇社)，，by Undergrad in Joint-School Drama 
Project, Certificate of Examination 1974 [Hong Kong: Guangjiaojing Chubanshe 廣角鏡出版示土，1975] 
p. 61 
Cultural Critic Ye Si 也其斤 also writes that the Certificate of Exam 1974 covers a wider audience 
compared with One-Sixth (1973) as the latter only discusses the admission exams to Hong Kong 
University. Express Daily 快幸民 1974/9/15. 
86 From reviews on Certificate of Exams, 1974 by Xin Wan Bao 新晚報,20/9/1974 ； 
and Ta Kung Pao 大公報,19/9/1974. 
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who wants her to work at a night club 1. The Mother warns Fanny that she would not 
let her to associate with Kei, but Fanny “ignores the Mother and looks very 
88 
disturbed"00. The Mother even tells Kei directly that she does not allow her daughter 
• O Q 
to work at Night Club, and orders him to "leave Fanny alone" 
Nevertheless, when Kei is whistling offstage, Fanny encouraged by her older 
sister, Li, who thinks that "one should work hard to achieve 'higher goals'", leaves the 
house immediately to join Kei. Fanny also wants to ask the young sister to go party 
with her. When she knows that her sister is not interested in going because “those 
parties are not very decent", Fanny dresses up and leave, without answering her 
mother about the time she would be returning home. 
iv. Marriage for Upward Social Mobility 
Marriage for money or upward social mobility was also a topic commonly found 
in plays of the Joint-School Drama Project. As the secondary students used plays they 
composed to “reveal social problems"91, the plays aim at denouncing “the deceptive 
social mythology o f ' a better future" through the struggle for high education, better 
living standards and even mar r iage�The presentation of marriage for upward social 
87 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四 in Restless 
Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, ed. Cheung Ping Kuen. [International Association of Theatre 
Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 3，p,196 
88 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲)¾ 社，Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四.Script 
collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 3，p,200 
89 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四.Script 
collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 4, p,213 
90 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲虜！！社，Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四.Script 
collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, edited by Cheung Ping Kuen. 
[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 3, p,213 
91 Zeng you 曾遊，"About Certificate of Examination 1974 也談會考一九七四’ • 
Joint-School Drama Project, Certificate of Examination 1974 by the [Hong Kong: Guangjiaojing 
Chubanshe 廣角鏡出版社，1975] p. 1. 
92 Zeng you 曾遊，"About Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四,.Preface to Certificate 
of Examination 1974 by the Joint-School Drama Project. [Hong Kong: Guangjiaojing Chubanshe 廣角 
鏡出版社，1975] p. 1. 
From "From Nihilism to Realism: An Interview with the Joint School Drama Project 從虛無至[J寫實一 
訪校協慮!J 社” by Undergrad in Certificate of Examination 1974 by the Joint-School Drama Project. 
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mobility was different from 1969 in the way that, in student drama of 1970s, parents 
do not like the children to marry for money, but the younger generation voluntarily, 
eagerly and go against parental intervention to marry for money. 
In Certificate of Examination 1974, the second daughter of the working class 
family, Ar Li, has a wealthy suitor who works as the assistant manager of the factory. 
Ar Li wants to show her family members her ability of getting a potential husband 
with a promising career. She asks her brother to go to a Western restaurant for his 
birthday because “she is not the one paying" and claims that her brother can get help 
about how to get into the university, because the assistant manager is also a university 
QO o o 
graduate. However, the Father orders the younger brother not to go with Ar Li and 
says “we don not have money for luxurious dinners, we would stay and have dinner at 
home" and "we do not need any respect from him [assistant manager]".94 Unsatisfied 
by her authoritarian parents, Ar Li decides to pack her belonging and leave home, as 
she thinks there is nothing good with her family95. 
Similar to the parents in Certificate of Examination 1974, parents in Niu 牛 
(The Bull) (1977) also prefer marriage within the same social and economic 
background and resent any association with the capitalist class • However, their 
eldest son, Rong 榮 does not agree with his parents. He finally marries the daughter of 
a factory owner not only against his parents' consents, but also without their 
acknowledgement. Rong is the only son to get into the university. One day, he returns 
to his father's noodle store and tells the family he has been to "his classmate's place 
[Hong Kong: GuangJiaoJing Chubanshe 廣角鏡出版社，1975] p. 63 
93 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四.Script 
collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, ed. Cheung Ping Kuen. [International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 3，192. 
94 Joint School Drama Project 台協戲劇社• Certificate of Examination 1974 會考一九七四 Restless 
Youth: Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s, ed. Cheung Ping Kuen [International Association of Theatre 
Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 2, 178. 
95 Joint School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Certificate of Examination 1974 in Restless Youth: Hong 
Kong Plays From the 1970s, ed. Cheung Ping Kuen. [International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong), 2003], Scene 4, p, 218 
96Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社,Niu (牛 The Bull) (1977). Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音)Scene 2, p. 2—2 
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• 97 for dinner" . Rong continues and says that his classmates' father is a "member at the 
Legislative Council" and "also the president of a financial enterprise". After hearing 
his older brother's speech, Rong's younger brother, Qiang 強，gives the following 
comments, 
Qiang: [Speaks in English] 
Two ways to make money, 
Steal it or marry it. 
Rong later works in the factory as the manager because of his personal connection 
with the daughter's father. A few years later, in scene 9, as Rong is absent from an 
important family event, two of the guests tell Yong's father that his son is getting 
married, but apparently Ming himself does not know anything about it: 
Guest C: Hey, Ming and Ying, when is your eldest son getting married? 
Guest D: I saw him dating a girl a couple days ago 
Guest C: That girl is really beautiful and she's rich! 
Guest D How do you know she's rich? 
Guest C: Just by the way she looks! 
(Ming [The Father] listens, getting nervous) 
Ming [The Father]: What did you say? 
Guest C: I saw it! I saw that girl getting off from a car. It's a very huge Benz\ Yong 
went to open the door for her. Yong's a big boy now. I could hardly recognize him, I 
thought he was the driver! 
In the beginning of The Bull (1977), the play shows a couple who wants to get 
married in the 1960s. The male character, Ming 明，intends to use a couple hundred 
97 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇示i (Niu 牛 The Bull) (1977). Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音)，Scene 6, p. 6-5 
98 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，(Niu 牛 The Bull) (1977). Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音)，Scene 6，p. 6-6 
99 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Niu 牛(The Bull) (1977): Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音),Scene 6, p. 6-6 
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dollars that they save for the wedding ceremony to start their own business as street 
hawkers. His fiancee, Ying 英，is not very happy because she thinks "it doesn't seem 
alright not to have any wedding ceremony because people will laugh at us”100� 
However, Ming's response shows an individualistic perspective towards marriage 
which is different from the traditional Chinese preference of a grand wedding banquet: 
Ming: We will have no ceremonies, not even a wedding banquet [...] 
We are the ones getting married. 
Let the others have their own comments!1 
However, Ming still keeps the traditional ideas of an ideal couple, that 
emphasizes the appearance of women and the career capability of men. In the play, 
Ming says he and Ying makes a great couple because the woman has physical beauty 
and the man is talented “lan cai nui mao” 良口才女貌.He also thinks that they are an 
ideal match ,“men dong hu dui” P，當戶對，because they are both living in poverty . 
From Demographic Trends in Hong Kong 1971-82, there is a high level of marriage 
between persons in the same occupational group is expected given that there is a high 
correlation between people's education and their occupation and that persons from 
similar occupational groups are more likely to meet and mix socially than are persons 
from markedly different occupational groups 3. The reasons for keeping a traditional 
idea of marrying one with similar background may not only because the couples 
uphold the traditional values. It may simply reflect the absence of social interaction 
among people of different social classes, and therefore, resulting higher difficulties for 
people of different occupations to meet one another in common social context. 
The presentation of marriage as a means to obtain upward social mobility in 
100 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲虜！！社,Niu (牛 The Bull) (1977): Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音）Scene 2, p. 2-3 
101 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社，Niu (牛 The Bull) (1977) Unpublished Script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音）Scene 2, p. 2-3 
102 Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲虜!j社,Niu (牛 The Bull) (1977) Unpublished script for 
Rehearsals. (Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音）Scene 2, p. 2-4 
103 Demographic Trends in Hong Kong 1971-82： An Analysis based on vital registration statistics of 
births, marriages, and deaths and on census results. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 
1982], p.31 
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1974-77 was different from that of 1969. In 1969, there were only two types of people 
who wanted to get married for money: Daughters from impoverished family under 
parental intervention to marry a wealthy man, and those "deceptive" men, 
unsuccessful in their career, with the hope to marry a young rich girl for money. From 
1974-1977, however, both young girls and boys in local drama willingly use marriage 
to move upward in the social ladder. These young people are unsatisfied with the 
living conditions and lack of opportunities provided by their immediate family. They 
are also successful in going against parental advice, which favors "dignity" to remain 
at the same social class, over the necessity to marry out of their own social circle for 
marital gains. 
5. Summary 
When the local students were leading the spoken drama movement in Hong Kong 
1966-1977, they used their productions to show their determination to rebel against 
parental intervention and values expressed in the plays of the previous decade. Their 
creations marked the beginning that ideas on the freedom of marriage, divorce and re-
marriage without parental intervention were addressed in the original local dramas. 
Student plays in 1969-1970 were ahead of the Matrimonial Cause Ordinance 
(1972) to express the concept that women should have the right to divorce. 
Nevertheless, women's right to divorce was not presented in a radical manner, and the 
status of women in marriage and society was not questioned. Instead, productions in 
both FS Drama Festivals and the Joint-School Drama Projects generally presented the 
traditional gender roles in marriage. Fathers were all authoritative and seldom take 
care of household activities. Mothers were presented in ignorant and over-protective 
to their children. The ideal wife was still one that was respective of the husband's 
advice and opinions, while the husbands were presented as making most of the 
decisions at home. 
During 1966-1973, the Federation of Students Drama Festival was leading student 
dramas as plays composed by the students from tertiary institutions were more critical 
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to the existing social order. However, from 1973-1977, the Federation of Students 
started to change their focus from leading the cultural scenes of Hong Kong to the 
devotion to student activism and protests against social injustice. Some participants of 
the Joint-School Drama Projects, by 1973 entered the university, began to lead the 
group to use drama as a means to discuss social problems of poverty and the 
inadequate opportunity for upward social mobility. 
By 1977, young people in the plays already developed the courage to neglect 
parental intervention and get married according to their own will. Their dissatisfaction 
towards the living condition of their family and the willingness to strive for a better 
life through marriage constituted to the social problem, the problem of runaway girls 
and teenage sex, which would be discussed in the local drama of 1977-1980. 
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Fig 1: A Scene from Waiting (BU) performed for the 4th FS Drama Festival, 19791. 
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Fig. 2: Set Design of CE 1974 (1974) by the Joint School Drama Project2 
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Fig. 3: Act I, CE 1974 (1974), when the eldest daughter is indulged with her fantasy 
of the vice-manager of the factory. 
1 The Federation 學 報 20/2/1969, p.7. 
2 Joint-School Drama Project 校協虞戈劇社.CE 1974 會考一九七四,A Play in 4 Acts. [Hong Kong: 
Guangjiaojiang Publishing Ltd 廣角鏡出版社•，1975], p. 6-7 
3 Joint-School Drama Project. CE 1974 會考一九七四’ A Play in 4 Acts. [Hong Kong: Guangjiaojiang 
Publishing Ltd 廣角鏡出版社•，1975],p.21 
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Chapter III 
Women's Identity under the Institution of Marriage in Local Drama of 
(1977-1989) 
Although the FS Drama Festival and the Joint-School Drama Project continues 
to stage student drama throughout the early 1980s1, the establishment of Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre in 1977 had shifted the leadership of local drama from amateur 
student drama groups to professional theatre companies. Themes of original local 
drama from 1977-1980 continued to focus on the youth problem focusing and the 
discussion of pre-marital sex and cohabitations among the young girls. However, 
discussion on the youth problem would soon be replaced by the dramatists' search for 
the history of Hong Kong after The Sino-British Declaration of 1984. 
After the Declaration, which prepared the political transition of Hong Kong in 
1997, there was a significant increase in number of original plays in Hong Kong. The 
colony started to search for its own cultural identity under the uncertain political 
transition from colonial Britain to communist China in 1997. In reviewing the history 
of Hong Kong, the role of women under the institution of marriage was shown to be 
the dominant theme in local dramas from 1984 all the way to 1989. 
The decade of 1980s was also a time when women's issues started to gain 
increasing attentions from the Hong Kong government. Since the compulsory 
education policy extended to 12-14 years old in Hong Kong, the opportunity for 
1 After the format of Joint-School Drama Festival changed from competition to presentations of 
dramas since 1979, the Drama Festival continues for 3 more years until it ended at 1982. 
Chung King-Fai 鍾景輝，interview by Annie Lam, 21 November 2005. 
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women to receive better education increased. The enhanced education level allowed 
them to participate in the labor market. Once the gap between genders is narrowed, 
and a group of educated women in the societies became financially more independent, 
the society needed to further evaluate women's roles in traditional Chinese culture, 
which had been shared by most of the people in Hong Kong. Attacks on the Three 
Subordinations, practice of concubinage, and traditional gender roles in marriage 
became the common themes of local dram from 1984-1985. 
Moreover, three professional and semi-professional theatre groups were led by 
female Artistic Directors in the 1980s, namely Jane Lai (黎翠珍 Li Cuizhen) and 
Vicki Ooi (黃清霞 Huang Qingxia) of Seals Theatre Company、海豹慮!(團,Joanna 
Chan (陳尹 • Chen Yinying) of Hong Kong Repertory Theatre (1986-1990), and 
Chris Johnson of Chung Ying Theatre (1988-1993) 2. Joanna Chan of the Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre was also the first female playwright and director to introduce the 
image of a modern, middle class career women who is financially independent from 
her family, her husband and refuses to have any children, which was a complete 
denial of the subordination rule for traditional Chinese women. 
1. Young Women's Problems (1977-1980) 
i. Runaway Girls 
Since the establishment of The Hong Kong Repertory Theatre by the Urban 
Council in June 1977, this first professional drama predominantly introduced 
2 Lo, Ching-man, Carmen 羅靜雯(Artistic Director of Cinematic Theatre, actress of File SG-3 7), 
interview by Annie Lam, 9 February, 2006. 
Chan Hoi-cheong, ed. Celebrating 20 Years: the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20th Anniversary 
Souvenir Book好戲連台二十年:香港話劇團二十周年紀念特刊.[Hong Kong: Provincial Urban 
Council of Hong Kong, 1997] 
Chung Ying's 15 th anniversary journal (1979-1994). [Hong Kong: Chung Ying Theatre Company, 
1994] 
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translated plays and adopted plays from both Western and Chinese classics3. The first 
local play, Qingchun de jiazhi〈青春的價値 The Value of Youth) (1978) adopted from 
a local TV series, continued the discussion of runaway girls, which had been a 
dominant theme in the secondary school plays during 1970s. Nevertheless, this time 
the story centered at the personal development of the young girl, Juan 娟，and her 
relationship with the family and her peers4, as she searches for her own identity and 
independence from her dysfunctional family, her boyfriend who wants her to work as 
a young prostitute, and the juvenile prison. 
The development of young woman, from their teenage exploration of sexuality, 
to their marriage and pregnancy, or even divorce started to take center stage in the 
local Hong Kong drama. Director of the play, Mok Yan-lan (莫紉蘭 Mo Renlan) 
writes in the program that "Runaway Girls is an important social problem. Our play 
did not only reveal the dark side of the society, but also offers hope to these girls"5. 
The stage setting featured a number of "shades" (see figure 2). When a shade is 
removed, it ‘‘symbolizes the superficial beauty of the society is taken away, revealing 
• 6 the social phenomenon under the surface" . The revelation of social problems about 
the sexuality of the local young girls continued to be one of the mostly concerned 
topics for the local dramatist in the early 1980s. 
3 Celebrating 20 Years: the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20,h Anniversary Souvenir Book.戲連台二 
十年:香港話劇團二十周年紀念特刊,ed. Chan Hoi-cheong [Provincial Urban Council of Hong 
Kong, 1997] pp.18, 87-93. 
4 Hong Kong Repertory Theatre. Qingchun de jiazhi�青春白勺價値 Values of Youth) (1978), 
unpublished script collected in Hong Kong Drama Achieve, Chinese University of Hong Kong Library. 
5 Director's Notes, Program for Qingchun de jiazhi、青春的價値 Values of Youth) (1978) by the HK 
Rep Theatre. 
6 Director's Notes, Program for Qingchun de jiazhi�青春的價値 Values of Youth) by the HK Rep 
Theater. 
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ii. Family Problems and Teenage Sex 
In the description of the play, the playwrights writes that the intention of 
Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37, File SG-37) performed by Zhiqun Theatre Group 致群劇 
社 in 19807, playwright Quentin Fong (方競生 Fang Jingsheng)says that the play 
about "doubts on sexuality" among the young boys and girls. “One obvious 
phenomenon," Fong says, "is that the crime rate for criminal sexual offense among 
the young people had increased in recent years. Teenage sex became more and more 
common...These young people, with anxieties and doubts on sex, would directly and 
indirectly affect their studies, friendship, mental and physical health.. .which cannot 
o 
be overlooked" • 
In the play, the thirteen year old Joyce Fan has been suspected of getting 
pregnant after seeing Meng, his boyfriend from another class. The social worker, Miss 
Shi, had been following the case, File SG-37. Ms. Shi discovers that the young girl is 
taking birth control pills, as Joyce tells her that those pills "can be found everywhere 
at home: on my sister's desk. My sister and I are not the only one taking those pills, 
even my mother takes it"9. She does not want to focus on study because her mother 
told her that “ there is no need for girls to study too much because sooner or later, you 
• in ought to get married and do the housework". 
7 Fong, Quentin 方競生.Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982), in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong 
Plays From the 1980 破浪的舞台:香港劇本十年集：八 >年代，,ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003] pp. 1-21 
Fong, Quentin. Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982), in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays 
From the 1980s破浪的舞台：香港劇本十年集：八十年代,ed. Lo, Wai-Luk. [ Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003] p. 6 
9 Fong, Quentin 方競生.Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982), in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong 
Plays From the 1980s破浪的舞台：香港虜体十年集：八十年代,ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong),2003], p. 10 
10 Fong, Quentin 方競生.Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982), in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong 
Plays From the 1980s破浪的舞台:香港劇本十年集：八十年代，ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong),2003], p 11 
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Joyce tells the social worker how she got to know about intimate relations, “I 
learnt some of them from magazines and newspapers.. .but mostly from my sister and 
mother". The question of whether the young people should have the right to choose 
their own attitude towards pre-marital sex was asked again in this play, as Joyce tells 
the social worker that, “I am not a kid anymore, can't I do things that I want to do?"11 
The demand for the teenagers to follow their individual values instead of morals 
established by the society was in fact not as strong as the play had portrayed. 
However, signs of individualism and the attempt to break from traditional morals can 
be found among the young generations in the early 1980s. 
According to a survey on the attitude of the young generations towards 
marriage conducted by the Social Welfare Department of Hong Kong and the Hong 
• , a j 2 鲁 參 . 
Kong Council of Social Services in 1981 , the responsibility for these changes on 
youth sexuality, lies on the "television, which sometimes imparts the wrong concepts 
and meanings of marriage in its soap opera serial"13. It was also argued in the repot 
that “westernization, in particular, seems to have eroded away many traditional 
Chinese values and meanings associated with marriage previously held by m a n y " . 
Moreover, the survey shows that 21.6% male and 21.5% female in the survey thought 
11 Fong, Quentin 方競生.Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982), in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong 
Plays From the 1980s破浪的舞台:香港劇本十年集：八十年代” ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong),2003], p. 11 
12 Report on The Attitudes of The Younger Generation Towards Marriage, 1981.[ Hong Kong: The 
Centre Guiding Committee on Family Life Education, Social Welfare Department, and Committee on 
Family Life Education, The Hong Kong Council of Social Services, 1981]. 
13 Report on The Attitudes of The Younger Generation Towards Marriage, 1981. [Hong Kong: The 
Centre Guiding Committee on Family Life Education, Social Welfare Department, and Committee on 
Family Life Education, The Hong Kong Council of Social Service, 1981], p.23 
14 Report on The Attitudes of The Younger Generation Towards Marriage, 1981. [Hong Kong: The 
Centre Guiding Committee on Family Life Education, Social Welfare Department, and Committee on 
Family Life Education, The Hong Kong Council of Social Services, 1981], p.2 
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that co-habitation "was such a matter for the individual to decide"15 instead of asking 
whether the society should accept the practice. 
Joyce's mother is the first single parent mother character, "who has been 
separated from her husband", in local drama16. The mother does not receive any 
education and works every evening at a place for Ma-Jiong gambling. She has no time 
to take care of her daughters, and putting all blames and responsibilities on the 
teachers and her husband. She was seen by her daughter of having ‘‘abnormal sexual 
relations with another man". With two daughters having causal pre-marital sexual 
relations, the mother shows no special concerns and says "there is nothing wrong 
dating a boy, every girl needs to get married someday, just don't get yourself pregnant 
when you are dating, then everything will be fine" 7. 
However, it does not mean that the mother character finds a woman's life 
totally easy and satisfactory. She tells the social worker that if she was not pregnant 
with the first child, she would not have forced herself to marry her "nasty husband". 
The mother is not totally irresponsible for the family. Compared with her husband, 
she contributes a lot to the financial well-being of the family members.18 As 
15 Report on The Attitudes of The Younger Generation Towards Marriage, 1981. [Hong Kong: The 
Centre Guiding Committee on Family Life Education, Social Welfare Department, and Committee on 
Family Life Education, The Hong Kong Council of Social Services, 1981], p.23 
16 Fong, Quentin 方競生，Dangan SG-37、檔案SG-37) (1982). Script published and collected in Brave 
the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s破浪的舞台:香港劇本十年集：八十年代. 
edited by Lo, Wai-Luk[ International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong),2003] ,p. 4 
17 Fong, Quentin 方競生，File SG-37 (1982) in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 
1980s 破浪的舞台:香港慮体十年集：八十年代.’ ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], p.18-19. 
18 The mother in the play tells that social worker that "I had been working very hard since sixteen 
years old, selling fishball at the wharf. That man [her husband] just continues to mess up his life with 
other women, to a point that he finally abandoned the three of us!" 
Fong, Quentin 方競生,File SG-37 (1982) in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s 
破浪的舞台:香港虜体十年集：A-f-^/t, ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International Association of Theatre 
Critics (Hong Kong),2003], p.18-19. 
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dysfunctional family and single parenthood appeared to the cause for runaway girls in 
the society, the mother's dilemma to work for the family and at the same time, take 
care of the daughters revealed the lack of governmental support for these single 
working mothers. The blaming of the working mothers "for the existing youth 
problem" would eventually be condemned, and the demand for a better social welfare 
for these families later became one of the agendas promoted by the local feminist 
organizations in the 1980s. 
2. Victimization of Women (1982-1984) 
i. Suppression of Women in Eileen Cheung inspired plays 
During 1982, at the time when the Sino-British Negotiation about the future of 
Hong Kong had just started, Zuni as an avant-garde theatre group established in 1982, 
took the lead in re-evaluating traditional Chinese values from the perspective of 
women's role in the society. Within the first 4 years of Zuni's establishment,. There 
were 2 plays inspired by contemporary Chinese writer Eileen Chang's (張愛玲 
Zhang Ailing) novels, Xinjing、心經 Secret) (1982), and Liang main、兩女性 One 
Woman, Two Stories) 1983, were staged. 
Both of the above plays attempted to discuss the mentality of women living 
under the traditional patriarchal Chinese culture (see appendix 4) . In the beginning, 
the question of expected gender relations and moral behaviors in traditional family 
19 The President for the Hong Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism, Chen Shunqing 
陳川頁聲，had condemned the government's blame on working mothers as the cause for the existing 
youth problems. 
See Annual Report: Association for the Advancement of Feminism 婦女協進會’ 1986-87, [Hong Kong: 
Association for the Advancement of Feminism 1987], p.3 
20 Gary Chan,"Zuni Plays mocks Political Attitude". South China Morning Post, 9/4/1986 
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was revealed. The Secret (1983) was about a relationship between the daughter and 
her father in a "sexually repressed traditional Chinese society" . Next year, women as 
the victim of traditional arranged marriage was presented in One Woman, Two Stories . 
The play features two characters in Eileen Cheung's novels, Yingnti 銀娣 and Qiqiao 
七巧,through arranged marriage, being unwillingly united with two wealthy families. 
The reviewers claimed that the two women characters were shown to “force 
themselves to suppress emotions and comply family-influenced traditions"22. The 
scene of wedding was commented by the reviewers not as a joyous ritual, but with a 
sense of melancholy . 
The first original play that "investigates women's psychology and identity"24 
was a production called Portraits of Women 烈女傳 staged at the Studio Theatre of 
the Hong Kong Arts Centre in 1983 composed and directed by Pia Ho f可秀萍 and 
Danny Yung 容念曾.The advertisement of this production conveys a message that 
“Portrait of women uses Hong Kong as the setting, women as the centre of discussion, 
and asks why women found themselves under suppression? What can they do as they 
encounter numerous suppressions?" 5 
One theatre critic claims that "we are used to segregating gender roles in 
society: the aggressive and the determined belongs to the males, the passive ones 
belong to the females. The 'storyteller' in the play condemns such action, saying that 
21 Film Biweekly 電影雙週刊6 /1982 
22 South China Morning Post, 4/9/1983 
23 Sing Tao Daily, 9/4/1983 
24 Chinese Star, 22/9/1983 
25 “Portraits of Women in the Modern S o c i e t y " 現 代 社 會 的 T a Kung Pao, 6/11/1983 
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if we restrict women as women, it is already a form of discrimination"26 The golden 
rules for traditional women~the "Three Subordination" towards fathers, husbands 
and sons, was changed by the director of the play into the "subordination towards 
mothers, wives and daughters" in order to switch the opposition of the oppressor and 
oppressed in the society. She also arranges female actress to speak vulgarly and act in 
a masculine way and switch the genders of leaders and followers in traditional 
1 • 27 
literatures . However, these attempts failed to impress one feminist audience as she 
found it unable to convey a practical solution to the suppression of local women28. 
ii. Suffering of the Concubine 
Starting from the Sino British Declaration of 1984, as the Hong Kong 
Identity became a major theme among the local playwrights, Yuen Lup Fun 袁立動， 
active participant of the Joint-School Drama Project, winner of the FS Drama Festival, 
and the founder of the Hong Kong Repertory Company, has started the Trilogy of 
Hong Kong 香港三咅晒 with Gerald Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 ,a museum curator at 
both the Museum of Art and the Museum of History. The Trilogy of Hong Kong is 
consisted of three plays, Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984), Qianjie、遷界 The 
Evacuation Order) (19 8 5)29, and Mingyun jiaoxiangqu、命運交響曲Fate Symphony) 
26 Wei De 惟得，“ Shi ping Lienuzhuan de san ge yue zhang 試評烈坎淳的三個樂章，Collected in 
Newspaper Cutting Collection (1983) [Hong Kong: Zuni Icosahedron]. 
27 The story of snow-white becomes a fragile little boy, and the story of Jesus and the 12 disciples had 
turned into a story about 12 women followers, the Red Chamber Story had Jia Baoyu turned into a girl 
who wants to become a nun. Film BiWeekly 電影雙週干[J, 21/11/83 
28 Film BiWeekly 電影雙週刊,1\1皿2> 
29 “ The Evacuation Order relates the dislocation of tens of thousands of villagers when, in the first 
year of the Qing Dynasty (AD 1662), an edict was issued to evacuate all residents within a 50 mile belt 
along the coastline of South-East China... By focusing on a peasant family of the Shatin Valley, this 
play, which is based mostly on written chronicles now in existence (from the program notes),gives the 
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(1986) 0 that "embodies an historical progression connecting the past, present and 
future of Hong Kong"31. At the post-performance discussion of the Evacuation Order, 
the "younger members of the audience" were reported to have been shocked by "the 
lack of communication between man and wife". Nevertheless, this “traditional 
lifestyle" found in the previous century, as Evacuation Order was set in the late Qing 
period of Shatin, was expressed in the first play of the trilogy, which was set in the 
contemporary rural village Hong Kong. 
The first play of the trilogy, Ebb, performed in 1984 at the Arts Centre by the 
• • ,., 32 
Living Theatre Ensemble , marked the a successful beginning by drawing a full 
house audience for the performances . Ebb was also the first play that openly 
discusses the issue and experience of concubines, a decade after the passing of the 
Marriage Reform Ordinance in 1971 for the question of concubinage to appear on he 
local dramatic scene. 
The play depicts a village woman as the victim of The Three Subordinations, 
fiill epic sense of the cataclysmic event as well as its repercussions on the inner life of individuals and 
their immediate family". Darly Ries, "Dramatizing Events~the New Theatre" Hong Kong Standard, 
28/4/1985. 
30 Yuen Lup-fiin 袁立熏力 and Lam Tai-hing ^f^M^’Mingyunjiaoxiangqu( <命運交響曲Fate 
Symphony) (performed by Lixing Theatre Group 力行虜!]/社 in 1986) in Brave the New Stage: Hong 
Kong Plays from the 1980s, ed. Lo Wai-luk [ International Association of Theatre Critic (Hong Kong), 
2003], p 69 
31 
Darly Ries, “ Dramatizing Events~the New Theatre", Hong Kong Standard, 28/4/ 1985 
32 The Living Theatre Ensemble does not have a permanent list of actors and stage crew. On the 
contrary, after the 7-8 core members of the Ensemble has arranged the scripts, performance venues and 
dates, they start to search for interested parties, usually the friends of the core members, for the 
performance. 
Zhen Zairong 曾載容 and Huang Meilan 黃美蘭,“Interview with Living Theatre Ensembles". 
Zhuhai Xuesheng Bao 珠海學生報.15/4/1985, p.4 
Darly Ries “ Dramatizing E v e n t s t h e New Theatre". Hong Kong Standard. 28/4/ 1985 
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as her father wants her to marry as a concubine for money, her husband disrespects 
her as only a property for reproduction, her son was born disabled and later 
abandoned by the in-laws without her consent. It reveals the misfortune of a woman 
who has the experience of being a concubine and a prostitute for the sake of her 
family, while receiving no respect from the male villagers where traditional values of 
chauvinism was still preserved. 
In the first scene of the drama, heroine of the play, Jindi 金娣，recalls her youth 
as a young girl without much education background or any skills required to work in 
the city. Her father decides that the only way for Jindi to obtain quick money was to 
get married to a rich man in the village as a concubine. 
Jindi: That night, Dad was offering incense to the ancestor. Then, he told me to choose 
between letting everyone in the family die in starvation, or marrying Master Ho as his 
concubine, so that we can have enough money to buy a new fishing boat. 
Jindi's misfortune did not end with her marriage to Master Ho, who only 
treated her as a “child-bearing machine" without any affection35. After giving birth to 
a disabled child, her in-laws leave the child at the garbage collection site and demand 
Jindi 's father to return all the money given by Jindi，s husband. 
Unable to repay the debt, Jindi is then sold as a prostitute to Temple Street. 
34Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳,Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984)，published and 
collected in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980,. ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003] Act I, pp. 64-106. 
35 Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳,Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984), published and 
collected in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s, ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Act III, p. 102 
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After the debt is paid, Jindi returned to her immediate family but only finds that her 
father is dead. The elder brother is married and the family authority all goes to her 
sister-in-law who looks down upon her. She also receives a lot of humiliations from 
the men of the fishing village because she has been once a prostitute. In her 
monologue, Jindi is an elder daughter of the family who had "sacrificed her life and 
happiness for her family, helped the family financially even after getting married", but 
ended up having no rewards but only humiliations36. 
In order to trace the vanishing traditions of Hong Kong, the play uses wedding 
ceremonies as an example. The villagers in the play talks about how marriage was 
used to be a communal event that involves the whole village' participation, but now, 
has become "a matter between two individuals" . However, the play also reveals how 
traditions emphasized not only communal over individualism, but also patriarchic 
values over women's rights. In a wedding ceremony, the rituals all signifies that the 
men should be the "head of the family, and the women should be obedient to the 
husband. 
The imitation of a wedding ceremony in the last scene of the play shows the 
traditional values of marriage and wedding held in the rural villages of Hong Kong. 
The ritual of "Shang Tou 上頭” is a ceremony that the bride's hair is combed with 
seven wishes to the bride and her marriage. The wishes for the bride, such as 
"bringing prosperity to the husband and nurturing the sons 旺夫益子”，‘‘good harvest 
36 Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳,Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984), in Brave the New 
Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s, Lo, Wai-Luk. [ International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong), 2003], Act III，p. 102 Act III，p. 102 
37 Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳，Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984), in Brave the New 
Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s, ed. Lo, Wai-Luk. [ International Association of Theatre 
Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Act I，p.92 
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for the fishing agriculture 魚頭大禾丨J，網網千斤”，"buying boats and lands"(買船買 
地)38, and the "three knocking of the head 敲頭”39, which signifies the Three 
Subordinations, all convey one message, that this woman has to be submissive and 
bring good fortune to her husband. 
As Ebb and The Evacuation Order were composed with playwrights and directors 
leading the crew to conduct research and experience the livelihood at rural villages of 
Hong Kong, the contradiction between the statuses of traditional rural women with 
that of the urban women was not completely fictional40. It was not until 1993, a 
decade after the staging of tragedy of women in rural Hong Kong, that the right of 
women at the New Territories aroused public attention during the debate on the Land 
Inheritance Right for Women. It was assumed by the idea that women in villages of 
New Territories did not need to the right of land inheritance according to the Three 
Subordinations of women to be dependent on their fathers, sons and husbands 
encountered attack. However, the public was ready to state this belief both as 
feudalistic and against the principle of women's independence \ 
38 Tsang, Chu-chiu 曾柱昭 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳，Shi hai (逝海 Ebb) (1984), in Brave the New 
Stage: Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s, ed. Lo, Wai-Luk.[ International Association of Theatre 
Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], Act III，p. 102-10 
39 
The three Subordinations were stated in the ritual of Shang Tou. The wife needs to "be obedient" to 
the father before marriage (在家從父)，the second knock, obedient to the husband ( 出嫁從夫 ) a n d 
the third knock reminds the bride to the obedient to the son when she gets old (老來從子). 
40 Yuxiu 如秀"Xianggang sanbuqu 香港三部曲”，mXuanju (fan diao): minzhongjusheyanchuzhi 
jubenji.選舉(反調):民眾劇社演出之劇本Kong: minzhong she民眾社，1988], pp. 
133-139 
41 Original Source: Ming Pao Daily, 30.3.1994. 
Quoted by Lee Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong" Collected in The Dynamics of Social 
Movement in Hong Kong edited by Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. Hong Kong University 
Press. Hong Kong: 2000, p. 248 
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3. Rise of Career Women (1984-1985) 
i. Modern and Traditional Images of Women in Marriage 
In 1984, a new production about women by the same directors of Zuni, Lie 
nu zhuan、列女傳，新片反 Chronicle of Women, a revision of Portraits of Women) was 
staged at the Shouson Theatre of the Hong Kong Arts Centre. In August of 1984, the 
theatre group was invited by the Cloud Gate Theatre of Taiwan 臺北雲門舞集 to 
perform at the National Arts Hall of Tapei 臺北國立藝館 . I n this new production, 
the stage is occupied by all female actresses. One review notices the extent of 
provocations for the chauvinist male audience as they see women on stage saying 
what they think without restrictions, even with the use of vulgar language.42 
As the presentation of masculine women was a provocation to the patriarchal 
Hong Kong, image of "motherhood" was considered the ideal and standard identity 
for the women. In Chronicle of Women, the pictures of mothers, and the hands holding 
the picture shown on the slide suggests “ as if it is the traditional image of women 
rooted deeply in our culture and adds to the feeling of a heritage that pass on from 
generation to generation"43. Nevertheless, the avant-garde overthrew the restricted 
identity of women as someone else's mother. One audience recalls that 
every time after one story ends, the performer would say, “I am Pia Ho 我是/[可秀萍”， 
which symbolizes that the era will come when every woman could have their own 
identity, "instead of some one else's mother, wife, daughter, mistress or concubine".44 
42 Ming Pao Daily 1986, 11.28 “烈女傳一三個女人的神話”. 
Advertisement, “August 3-4 performances at the National Theatre of Taiwan: Portrays of Women 列 
女傳”’ Min Sheng Bao ^^#^:,7/31/1984. 
4 3
 “烈女傳一三個女人的神話”P a o Daily, 28/11/1986 
4 4
 “烈女傳一三個女人的神話”滅呢Pao Daily, 28/11/1986 
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The critic also claims that the play was a first one to show woman with her own 
identity, instead of being submissive to the males or claim their identity according to 
the males of her marriage and family. 
Topics of career women and the issue of emigrations were a common topic in the 
plays of the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre, especially when female director Joanna 
Chan 陳尹 g succeeded Daniel S.P. Yang as the Artistic Director from 1986-1990. 
All of the 4 original local play directed by Chan during her four year at the Rep 
namely Shui xi gu yuan xin (誰繫古夂園心 Before the Dawn: Wind Rises) (1985), Ren 
jian you qing、人間有情 Where Love Abides) (1986-87), Yue you yuan que (月有圓 
缺 The Shape of the Moon) (1986), and Hua jin gao lou、花近高樓 Crown Ourselves 
with Roses) (1988-1989) showed the image of at least one married woman with her 
own career. 
One female character in Joanna Chan (陳尹璧）’s first original production at the 
Hong Kong Repertory Theatre, Before the Dawn: Wind Rises 誰繁故園心 in 1985 
had rewritten the history of the image of married women in the traditional local 
dramas. One of the main characters in the play, Wen 文，is “ university-educated 
woman, successful and independent woman in her 30s"45. While the Mother of Wen's 
husband in the 1950s was a widow taking pride in working very hard to combat 
poverty and manipulating the destiny of her two sons without deciding for her own 
future, Wen belongs to the "upper class career woman"46 of the 1980s. She is 
45 Chan, Joanna 陳尹瑩，Shui xi gu yuan xin (誰繫古夂園乂已、Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) (1985), 
unpublished performance script. Collected in Hong Kong Studies, University Library, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. 
46 Chan, Joanna 陳尹螢，Shui xi gu yuan xin (誰繫故園心 Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) 
(1985)unpublished performance script. Collected in Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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financially independent, with a foreign citizenship that would allow her to emigrate. 
She is also free from the burden of giving births as she and her husband decides not to 
have any children. 
When Wen's sister-in-law from mainland China asks why she does not have any 
children, she simply replies she does not want any children because so that she and 
her husband can enjoy their own time. Being childless is not surprising to Wen as she 
“a lot of business women in the United States are like that".47 It is very difficult for 
her sister-in-law to imagine a "family without children", but Wen thinks that women 
should remain as they were in the old days. They should not have to rely on the son 
when they get old. 
The need to extend a family lineage through marriage, and to depend on the 
children during old age was considered by Wen as "old fashioned". As urbanization 
and the demand for accommodation increase, young married couples are either 
delaying childbirth, or having less children48. The refusal to have children also 
overthrew the last rule of the Three Subordination, that nowadays, women with her 
own career and financial independence no longer need to be subordinated or even rely 
on their sons after they were widowed. 
Knowing that her husband also has a successful business, the sister-in-law asks 
47 Chan, Joanna 陳尹璧，Shuixi guyuan xin (誰繫故園心 Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) (1985), 
unpublished performance script. Act I, p. 1-10. Collected in Hong Kong Studies, University Library, 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
48 f r l Hong Kong Social and Economic Trends 1978-1988. [Census and Statistics Department of Hong 
Kong, 1988] p.2. 
Hong Kong Social and Economic Trends 1980-1990. Census and Statistics Department of Hong Kong, 
1990] p.2. 
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Wen not to get a job. But Wen thinks, "Men and women should be equal! We don't 
have to depend on each other!" Wen claims that she is never bored, because she and 
her husband are both busy, and they have to go to different places on their own49. She 
thinks that it is very out-dated to have the wife following the husband everywhere he 
goes, especially as she is disappointed with her husband's change of career path from 
an engineer to a businessman. She tells her sister-in-law that she wants to "change 
another one [husband] if she had the time to do so"50. Nevertheless, the image of 
career women in local drama of 1985 was still shown as married to a husband and 
responsible for most of the domestic work. 
The unequal gender relations for a middle-class educated couple went under a 
more radical presentation in the third Trilogy of Hong Kong, Fate ’s Symphony 命運交 
響曲{]M6) by Lixin Theatre Group, in 1985. Premiered at the Shouson Theatre of the 
Arts Center in 1986, the play welcomed enough audience to have its re-run at the 
Hong Kong Queen Elizabeth Stadium in 198751. 
The play opens with the wife, Huiixin 慧心,s pregnancy. The wife in the play is 
a middle class school teacher. She and her husband, Zicai 子才，has been married for 
five years until the wife is bearing the first son, which the husband considers as "an 
49 Chan, Joanna 陳尹瑩，Shui xi gu yuan xin (誰繫故園心 Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) (1985)， 
unpublished performance script. Act I, p. 1-10. Collected in Hong Kong Studies, University Library, 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
50 Chan, Joanna —尹瑩,Shui xi gu yuan xin (誰繫故園心 Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) (1985), 
unpublished performance script. Act I, p. 1-16. Collected in Hong Kong Studies, University Library, 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
51 Chan Lai-yun 陳麗音，Lam Tai-hing 林大慶,and Yuen Lup-fon 袁立勳."The Re-Run of 
Symphony 董嵐命運交響曲',in Lam Tai-hing, Yuen Lup-fun. Fate Symphony 命運交響曲.[Hong 
Kong: Shan Bian She 山邊社，1988], pp. 113-116. 
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• 52 accident" . When the husband does not seem to care for the wife during and after her 
pregnancy, the wife has several direct confrontations with her husband that he has 
never taken care of her. 
As an educated woman, Huixin thinks that she could have used her education 
and knowledge on something other than being a stay-home mother, 
“ I have given up everything to stay at home with the son . . .Do I not have my own world? 
Should I not step out of this house to try my talent? . . .Sometimes I really regret having 
a son, because he is restricting me to do things that I want to do. I should have hardened 
my hearts, ignored the crying of our son, just like you, returning home late and sleep 
right away without caring for a n y t h i n g " . 
Although the maternity benefits legislation in 1991 had allowed women to "get 
paid during maternity leave for no less than two-third of their regular wage”)4, the 
middle class wife cares more about the equal sharing of responsibility for nurturing 
the newborn child instead of worrying about the financial situation of the family. Her 
concerns match with the changing demands for amendments of the Paid Maternity 
Bill of 1991, as the society's demands changed from protecting and assuring women's 
contribution to the labor force, "towards stressing women's right and men's paternal 
52 Lam Tai-hing 林大慶 ,and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳，Mingyun jiaxiangqu�命運交響曲 Fate 
Symphony), Act I in Brave the New Stage, Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s edited by Lo Wai Luk, 
[International Association of Theater Critics (Hong Kong) 2003], p.170, 175. 
53 Lam Tai-hing 林大慶，and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳，Mingyun jiaxiangqu、命運交響曲Fate 
Symphony) Act III in Brave the New Stage, Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed Lo Wai Luk. 
[International Association of Theater Critics (Hong Kong), 2003]， p.204 
54 Lee, Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong" in The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui.[Hong Kong University Press, 2000], p. 241 
73 
responsibility" 5. Ching Kwan Lee also observes in her essay on women's movement 
in Hong Kong that an organization for women's right proposed maternity paid leave 
for men as well, as they should be given "an equal share of responsibility in 
childbirth"5 in 1992, about half a decade after the message was conveyed in local 
dramatic performance. 
As Huixin's family has been arguing the couple to emigrate to the United 
States with the newborn child, Zicai insists that he does not want to leave Hong Kong, 
Huixin finally leaves without staying with her husband, because she think that her 
choice of "emigrating is a problem that affects the future of our next generation"57. As 
these educated women start to act independently from their husbands, especially over 
the issue of emigration, physical separation among the married couples would 
gradually become the dominant threat to the stability of the Hong Kong marriage and 
a popular topic found in local dramas of the next decade. 
4, Re-evaluation of Gender Roles in Marriage and the Society (1986-1989) 
i. Gender Relations among the Grassroot Marriages 
In order to include the proletariat audience, the People's Theatre and the Hong 
Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism 香港婦女協進會(HKAAF) 
Lee, Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong", in The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000], p. 241 
56 Lee, Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong", The Dynamics of Social Movement in 
Hong Kong ed. Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. [Hong Kong University Press, 2000], p. 242 
57 Lam Tai-hing 林大慶’ and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳，Mingyun jiaxiangqu (命運交響曲 Fate 
Symphony), Act III, in Brave the New Stage, Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk. 
[International Association of Theater Critics (Hong Kong), 2003]，p.204 
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and the Working Committee of the HKAAF organized a drama performance for the 
United Nations' Ten Years of Women's Right 跨越婦 女十年:Nuren liubuqu (女人六 
音隔 Six Plays About Women) 58 in 1985. Members from the People's Theatre 
believe that dramas should be played for a wide range of audience, including 
housewives who seldom attend dramatic performances at the Arts Center or City Hall. 
Members of the HKAFF also hoped to arose the awareness among women who lack 
the education and financial independence to voice for their own rights in response to 
the United Nations' campaign on the Ten Years of Women's Right 跨越婦女十年.59 
Starting from November of 1985 to 1986, Six Plays About Women had been 
touring in 8 housing estates throughout Hong Kong60. Organizers of the play hoped 
that housewives would attend the performances after buying grocery at nearby 
markets, or taking their children with them to watch the plays at the community 
centers . Although during the post-performance evaluation, the HKAFF found that 
community drama might not be the best way to reach the proletariat housewives62, 
these plays did attempt to reveal the oppression and inequality faced by these group of 
women within their marriages, which had yet been commonly acknowledged by the 
government until the Green Paper on Equal Opportunities for Men and Women were 
58 "Preface: Report of the Working Committee, 1986-87" Annual Report: Association for the 
Advancement of Feminism1986-87 [ Hong Kong: Association for the Advancement of Feminism, 1987], 
p. 4. 
59 "Preface: Report of the Working Committee, 1986-87" Annual Report: Association for the 
Advancement of Fern inism 1986-87 [ Hong Kong : Association for the Advancement of Feminism, 
1987], p. 5 
60 "Preface: Report of the Working Committee, 1986-87" Annual Report: Association for the 
Advancement of Feminism1986-87. [ Hong Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism, 1987], 
p. 12-13. 
61 Xuanju 如秀，"Street Theatre 街頭劇記（下)，’.Collected in (fan diao).. Minzhongjusheyanchu zhi 
jubenji.選舉(反調):民眾劇社演出之劇本集..[Hong Kong: minzhong She民眾社，1988], p. 76 
62 "Preface: Report of the Working Committee, 1986-87" Annual Report: Association for the 
Advancement of Feminism 1986-87 [ Hong Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism, 1987], 
p. 4 
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issued in 199363. 
The Six Plays about Women were consisted of six independent scenes about 
women's pregnancy, gender stereotyping in education, and the socialization of such 
gender stereotypes, popular literature and gender relationships, husband-and-wife 
relations, the status of housewives, and the life of an old lady64. 
The first play is a monologue is about the how the society value the status of a 
wife in the family by the number of sons she gives birth to. The lady in the play wants 
to have a son so badly because she already has a "unprofitable deal 倉虫本貨”，as 
daughters earn less from their work compared with the sons, and they will soon be 
married. The pregnant woman is also worried that she will be discriminated by the 
relatives if she does not give birth to a son65. One of the review claims that the 
changes made in different performances about the entrance of the pregnant woman, 
from laying on a bed to being carried and placed on surgical bed, shows how women 
are always manipulated in their childbearing experiences . 
63 Lee, Ching-kwan, "Public Discourses and Collective Identities: Emergence of Women as a 
Collective Actor in the Women's Movement in Hong Kong". Collected in The Dynamics of Social 
Movement in Hong Kong edited by Stephen Wing Kai Chiu and Tai Lok Lui. Hong Kong University 
Press. Hong Kong: 2000, p. 248 
Annual Report: Association for the Advancement of Feminism 1986-87 [ Hong Kong Association for 
the Advancement of Feminism: 1987] , p. 13. 
Content of the plays in the following paragraphs are taken from unpublished scripts of "Women's Six 
Plays" collected from the Archive of Hong Kong Association of Advancement Feminism. 
See also Qiu, Xuezhen裘雪珍.“跨越婦女十年社區話劇展覽巡迴演出Kuayue funu shinian shequ 
juaji zhanlan xunhui yanchu" in Community Development Resources Book 1985&198, ed. Lee P.K.Y. 
[Hong Kong: Hong Kong Council of Social Service] pp. 73-74. 
Play no. 1. Original Script of the Six Plays About Women was collected at the achieve of the Hong 
Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism. 
66Street Theatre 徉！頭虜|j言己（下）”Xuanju (fan diao).. minzhongjusheyanchu zhijubenji.選舉(反 
調)••民眾劇社演出之劇本集.[Hong Kong: minzhong she民眾社，1988], p74 
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The second play shows how the school is conditioning students iby imposing 
stereotyped gender concepts on husband and wife. The students say "father goes to 
work, mother does the housework," or "my father is a manager and mother is a 
secretary," "my father is a doctor and my mother is a nurse". The gender role in 
marriage is already pre-assumed in a very early age through school education. After 
marriage, the mother should stay at home and does the housework and the father 
should leave home and work as professionals. Even if a married woman works, her 
job has always to be "inferior" than those of their husbands. 
Women participating in "inferior jobs" appeared in the play reflected the social 
phenomenon of the time. In 1971-1981, although there was an increase for married 
woman to participate in the work force, it was said that "in the commercial sector, the 
managerial positions were predominantly male, whereas the clerical jobs were 
occupied by women. In the technical professional sphere such as architecture and 
engineering, women were conspicuous by their virtual absence."67 
In the fifth play, The Wife's was told that her neighbor was just divorced after ten 
years of marriage with her husband. Now the divorcee has "nothing left" and probably 
cannot even support herself financially. The Wife gets very frightened because she 
also cannot imagine what she could do besides being a housewife. But the husband 
complains that the women only stay at home and relax. The men need to "slave" in 
the outside world, as the husband says, 
"If I were not here, how could you have a place to live, and have all these things here 
67 Ho, Suk-Ching, “ Women's Labor Force Participation in Hong Kong, 1971-81", Journal of 
Marriage and Family, November 1984, p.951 
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[indicating the furniture in the apartment]? I am the one working and giving you money. 
What have you done for this family?"68 
The wife is left alone and weeps, "I gave birth to the children and I take care of 
them. I clean the house everyday. I cook for the family. I do their laundry, and you 
said I did nothing?" 9. An observer records that the role of housewife was played by a 
puppet while the husband wears a mask, showing only half of his body from 
backstage was a deliberate choice to exaggerate the oppressor and the oppressed. The 
housewife is just like a puppet being manipulated in the household and the husband, a 
cunning figure who dominates the family. The last complaint of the housewife to her 
husband, "you said I did nothing?" was reported as a line receiving the most empathy 
n (\ 
from the female audience. 
However, reactions from the audience were mainly pessimistic albeit the 
intense attack against chauvinism in the plays. Some female audiences were reported 
that they did not believe any changes in their family because their husbands believe 
that household chores are women's responsibilities and refuses to help at home. 
These women also prefer to have a job and hire someone else to take care of the 
family but they cannot afford the cost. They claimed that they had no choice but to 
continue to live like women in the plays and blamed themselves for the current 
• • n 1 
situation because they are not educated enough . Nevertheless, the critic perceives 
68 Play no.5. Original Script of the Six Plays About Women, collected at the achieve of the Hong Kong 
Association for the Advancement of Feminism. 
69 Play no.5. Original Script of the Six Plays About Women, collected at the achieve of Hong Kong 
Association for the Advancement of Feminism. 
"Post-Performance Evaluation 演出之後”，Xuanju (fan diao): minzhong jushe yanchu zhijuben ji. 
選舉(反調):民眾劇社演出之劇本集.[Hong Kong: minzhong she民眾社，1988], p70-71 
1 "Post-Performance Evaluation 演出之後”，Xuanju (fan diao)\ minzhong jushe yanchu zhijuben 
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that it was not a matter of education levels because the middle-class women were 
found confined to the only roles of wife and mother in a marriage, just like the wife 
presented in Fate Symphony. Though education level enhanced their opportunities, the 
majority of women in presented in local dram till 1986 continued followed traditional 
images of being the responisble mother and wife in a marriage. 
ii. A More Radical Call for the Liberation of Women by the Avant-Gardes 
A year after the question of Hong Kong's future was stated in the 
Sino-British Declaration (1984), theatre workers of Hong Kong started to use spoken 
drama to search for a the cultural root of Hong Kong. The mostly reviewed ones were 
Chung Ying Theatre's lam Hong Kong by Raymond To (杜國威 Du Guowei) and 
Hardy Tsoi 蔡錫昌 in 1985 72, and the Trilogy of Hong Kong written by Yuen Lup-fun 
from 1984-1987 . As an avant-garde theatre group, Zuni took a step forward in 
propagating the liberation of women in Sister of the World United 姊姊妹妹站起來 
(1987) by Edward Lam, Joseph Lau §[J�澤、源 performed in the Drama Theatre of 
the Hong Kong Academy of Performing Arts. 
During an interview in 1985, Edward Lam says “ [nowadays] everyone's 
talking about history, about identity... history is changing.. .there are a lot of 
phenomenal circumstances we had never been aware of'73. At the post-performance 
interview, Lam tells the reporter that "he had always been impressed by the idea of the 
ji-選舉(反調）：民眾劇社演出之劇本集.[Hong Kong: minzhong she民眾社,1988], p70-71 
72 Yuxiu 女口豸，“I am Hong Kong A" , xuanju (fan diao): minzhong jushe yanchu zhi juben ji. 
選舉(反調):民眾劇社演出之劇本集.[Hong Kong: minzhong she民眾社，1988]，pp. 126-131. 
我係香港人 I Am Hong Kong was a play written by Raymond To 杜國威 and Hardy Tsoi 蔡錫昌， 
performed by Chung Ying Theatre company had 30 performances in both Hong Kong City Hall and the 
Adelaine Youth Arts Festival in Australia within 1985. 
73 Darly Ries, "Dramatizing Events~the New Theatre" Hong Kong Standard, 28/4/1985. 
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German film-maker Fassbinder that it is the lives of women that record the true 
significance of history rather than those of men"74. 
Lam claims that Sister of the World United was a production about the need 
for liberation of women, gays and democrats. The play was based on a radio script 
they had written earlier concerning the lives of women in China earlier this century75. 
It is about the feminist movement during the revolution in China, the times are 1887, 
1911, 1927, and 1949. The characters include the last Empress, wife of the President, 
female martyr during the Revolution, the dancer at Paramount, the film actress who 
kills herself, and a female member of the Legislative Council.76 
All of the above images of women in the Lam's 1987 production showed that 
history had proved that women were capable of political leadership. Furthermore, the 
plays presented how women nowadays can even replace men as significant leaders in 
history and the society. However, the reality of social development in protecting the 
right and safety of women in their marriage did not progress in the same pace as it 
was in the cultural discourse. When the president of Hong Kong Family Welfare 
Council Ma Tong-wai raised the issue in 1980 about the social needs to protect 
battered wives, he received very few attentions. Some even said it was not an issue 
because "it was Chinese culture to batter wives". Some others told him not to talk 
about it anymore, because it will upset the stability of the family77. 
74 Bradley Winterton, "Time for Zuni to experiment a little", South China Morning Post, 11/10/1987 
75 
Bradley Winterton, "Time for Zuni to experiment a little", South China Morning Post, 11/10/ 
1987 76 Ming Pao Daily, 28/9/1987 
77 Pai Shing Semi-monthly 百姓半月刊,1/5/1986, issue 119’ p. 15 
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Nevertheless, as more and more cases of battered wives was reported, and the 
Harmony House was established in 1985 to provide shelter for the women under 
domestic violence78. Finally, at the end of 1987, a new ordinance enable women of all 
ages, either married or unmarried, to seek an injunction for seven days after the 
reported abused, The new law was also said to protect the children of the women from 
further domestic abuse79. 
One year after the new ordinance was passed, female theatre worker Wong 
Yuen-ling (黃婉玲 Huang Warding) composed and directed a play about city 
violence in the patriarchal society of Hong Kong. The production, Weidajiayuan 偉大 
家園，which means “The Great Family" in Chinese, had aroused controversies from 
the cultural critics. The production is staged by the City Contemporary Theatre at its 
own theatre studio in Wong Tai Sin, Kowloon, and another decentralized location to 
attract audience from the local communities 
Weidajiayuan attempts to re-evaluate the roles of family and women in the 
society . With the incorporation of "theater, dance, images from video recording and 
live music", the director wants to reveal that "no one would understand the urban 
violence more than the women of the society: in the family, at the office, school or on 
the street. ..I am both afraid of and furious of these abuses, which was encouraged by 
the present patriarchal society."82 
78 Pai Shing Semi-monthly, 1/5/1986 issue 119, p. 15 
79 Guo, Danian WM.^-^Waidajiayuen, nuxing zhengzhi 偉 大 家 園 ， H o n g Kong 
Economic Journal. 4 /8/1988. 
0 Weidaijiayuen Program Booklet, Courtesy of the Dierctor, Wong Yuen-ling 
81 "Weidajiayuan—a multi media performance"，Sing Tao Daily, 21/7/ 1988. 
82 .The Condemnation of a Violent Society", Hong Kong Economic Times, 15/7/1988. 
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All 14 scenes are non-verbal and involve the movement of actors and 
multi-media images. Husband-wife relationship depicted in Weidajiayuan was full of 
intense violence from the father/husband, and fear and obedient from the mother. 
Again, the mother/wife tend to be the one doing the housework ("folding clothes" in 
Scene I) at home, and the father is always ‘‘flipping (pornographic) magazines"83 . 
The family was depicted as a place "with no one speaking to each other". In Scene 5, 
mother folding clothes and father flips magazine, with the TV on84. When the 
daughter was wearing her nightgown in front of the mirror, the father "stares at her", 
and the Mother has to "tear the nightgown of her daughter away" and it's picked up 
or 
by her father . 
One of the common views shared by the critics after the performance was the 
submissive portrayal of women under social suppressions. The critics demanded for a 
stronger attack or a call to overthrow the entire patriarchal society. In Hong Kong 
Economic Times, Jin Bingxing 金炳興 criticizes that the voices of women are not loud 
enough to convey the message of urban violence and actions against attacks from 
masculine abuse was almost absent in the performance. The critic explains the 
phenomenon as “originated from the institution of marriage"86. The greatest violence 
between the sexes, was not the fact that men were flipping through pornographic 
magazines while his wife is sitting next to him, but "the patriarchal and masculine" 
83 Weidajiayuan. Scene 1,Original Script, Director's Notes and Blocking Directions by the Courtesy of 
Wong Yuen-ling. 
Weidajiayuan. Scene 5,Original Script, Director's Notes and Blocking Directions by the Courtesy of 
Wong Yuen-ling. 
85 Weidajiayuan. Scene 5, Original Script, Director's Notes and Blocking Directions by the Courtesy 
of Wong Yuen-ling. 
86Jin Bingxing 金炳興 ,"Jia Yuan ke yi hui 家原可以毀”’ Hong Kong Economic Times, 
8/8/ 1988. 
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sense of "egoism and superiority”87. 
However, the columnist Flora Yu of the South China Morning Post criticized 
the symbols of this "alternative play" failed to bring out the theme of urban violence. 
She comments that "the play parochially portrayed females as the poor souls 
constantly subjected to the sexual exploitation, harassment and assault from men, the 
88 
aggressors • Nevertheless, the director says that the social reality does show "Chinese 
women for the most part have become conditioned to accepting all this with passive 
resignation, if not actually contributing to the exploitation by meekly co-operating 
with their exploiters"89. Though the performance was criticized as lacking 
aggressiveness and rigorous condemnation to the exploitation of women in their 
marriages, it reflected the behavior of some women in Hong Kong as they unwillingly 
accept the role of being the sacrifice of male domination in their marriages. 
iii. Emergence of Men as the Victim of Marriage 
Although women as the victim of marriage continued to prevail in local drama 
throughout the entire 1980s, cultural critics and other dramatists constantly called for 
the presentation of new gender relations in local dramas. Premiered in April 1988, 
Hua jin gao lo、花近高樓 Crown Ourselves with Roses) had its re-run in May 1989, 
and a third-run in August 1989 . Similar with Fate Symphony, Before The Dawn 
Wind Blows and Where Love Abides 人間有情,the 1988 production by the Hong 
Kong Repertory Theatre directed by Joanna Chan 陳尹 • covers an entire period of 
87Jin Bingxing 金炳興，"Jia yuan ke yi hui 家原可以毀，，，Hong Kong Economic Times, 
8/8/1988. 
88 i 
Yu , Flora, "Missing Links in a Portrayal of Violence: Theatre: Weidajiayuan, City Contemporary 
Theatre Sunday" , South China Morning Post. 14/8/1988. 
Hong Kong Standard, 27/7/1988 
90 Celebrating 20 Years: the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20lh Anniversary Souvenir Book, ed. Chan 
Hoi-cheong. [Provincial Urban Council of Hong Kong, 1997],p. 89-91. 
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1950s-1980s, showing the changes within a local family within three decades. Crown 
Ourselves also opens another decade of dramatic discourse, as men are shown with 
their “inferiority” inside the family. 
In the Act III when the play is set in the 1980s, the main characters Mr and Mrs. 
Liao are engaged in an intense argument as the wife is very furious about her 
husband's failure in the stock market. She starts the argument with her husband in the 
presence of another friend of hers, venting in details how her husband lost all the 
money in their investments without caring for the dignity of the husband91. 
Responding to the complaints of his wife, he roared in great anger while his wife 
turns her back from him, "32 years of marriage", he had earned and saved money for 
the family so that every meal is decent. He says “I give her money, so that you can 
wear nice clothes. Every now and then, I buy you some pieces of gold and silver, and 
you still think all these are not enough". The husband feels very defeated and his pride 
of being the head of the family was threatened, "even though I strived for emigration 
right...I am still not a good husband, not a good father, not a good friend, or not even 
a good human being.. .My wife thinks I am not well off enough. My daughter thinks I 
am ignorant. My son doesn't respect me, and refuses everything that I give him"92. 
Nevertheless, the resolution between the couples at the end of the play offered a sense 
of optimism and hope for the coming future as family was waiting for the year of 
91 Chan, Joanna 傲尹璧,Huajin gao lo、花近高樓 Crown ourselves with Roses). Act III, p.279. 
Brave the New Stage, Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk, [International Association of 
Theater Critics (Hong Kong), 2003] 
92 Chan, Joanna 陳尹瑩，Hua jin gao lo、花近高樓Crown ourselves with Roses) Act III, p.279. Brave 
the New Stage, Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk, [International Association of Theater 
Critics (Hong Kong), 2003] 
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1997. The envisioning of hope and the reconciliation of the couples in the 1988 play, 
will eventually find itself encountering the challenge of intensified emigrations and 
separations of the local families after the Tiananmen Incident of 1989, which would 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
4. Summary 
Throughout the entire 1980s, conflicts between the youth and the older 
generations over the concept of marriage had turned into the war between the 
sexes一among the gender expectations for husbands and wives. Intergenerational 
differences were presented mainly in terms of the different ways women in the society 
live, or used to live, under traditional chauvinism. During the Sino-British Negotiation 
of 1982-1984, when the future of Hong Kong was negotiated by the politicians, local 
dramatists used their productions to negotiate the past of Hong Kong. Women were 
presented as suppressed victims of marriage under the traditional Chinese values of 
the Three Subordinations. 
In 1985, however, local dramatists started to change the image of women in 
their production by introducing the image of career women. Instead of spending their 
lives as domestic housewives and mothers, women were even presented by the 
avant-garde dramatists to have their own identity. They were presented to have the 
capability of leadership roles in the society, just like some great male leaders in 
history. However, these ideas did not totally reflect the other sector of the society. In 
other local dramas, women regardless of their social and economic background 
continued to scarifie their career and other interests in life in order to spend time for 
childbirth, nurturing the children, and housework. Even until 1988, family violence 
85 
and women's conditioned submissiveness due to the traditional rules of the Three 
Subordinations became the most important social problem revealed in the local 
drama. 
Nevertheless, the image of career women was proven to be the ones mostly 
welcomed by both dramatists and the critics. Though not completely revolutionary 
and feminists, these women differed from the women of earlier generations as they 
are not afraid to voice their demands and discontents directly in front of their 
husbands. The sense of "inferiority" felt by husbands of these wives was met with the 
political uncertainties of Hong Kong facing the 1997 crisis. Stress and conflicts over 
the issue of emigration, and physical separations between the married couples would 
become the most dominant theme in local drama after the intensified political 
uncertainties on the future of Hong Kong due to the Tiananmen Incident of 1989, 
86 
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Figure 1: Set Design for Values of Youth 青春的價値(1979), removal of the shades 
signifies the revelation of hidden social issues 
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Figure 2: The masked husband as the oppressor in the 5th play of the Six Plays About 
Women (\9^6)2 
'The Hong Kong Repertory Theatre, Value of Youth 青春的價値(1979), performance program 
2 Xuanju (Fan Diao): minzhong jus he yanchu zhi jub en ji.選舉(反調):民眾慮师土丨寅出之虜!J本集. 
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Figure 3: The cover page of the program for Weidajiayuan (1988). The background 
shows the script of a pregnant woman's monologue in the play3. 
Figure 4: The re-run of Fate Symphony (1986) at Queen Elizabeth Stadium in 19874. 
3 Wong, Yuen-ling Weidajiayuan 偉大家園(1988) produced by the City Contemporary 
Dance Company. Performance Program. Personal Copy, Courtesy of Director Wong Yuen-ling 黄婉玲. 




The Disintegration of Family in Local Drama (1989-1997) 
During the decade of 1989-1997, instability and uncertainties did not only 
exist in politics, but also in the domestic relations in Hong Kong. Following a decade 
of presenting women as victims under the institution of marriage and the patriarchal 
society, local drama of 1989-1997 started to present men as the victims of marriages 
and social expectations for a responsible husband. The number of "astronaut families" 
--families with husbands working in Hong Kong and the wives and children 
emigrated overseas—increased after large scale migration due to the Tiananmen 
Incident in 1989 . In local dramas, husbands of the families found themselves facing 
both the absence of their spouses in Hong Kong, and the possibility of extramarital 
affairs among their overseas wives. 
At the same time, males of the societies started to face challenges as their 
female counterparts rise in economic and social status. Local dramas showed the 
social phenomenon that men and women further delayed their marriages or even 
abandoned the idea of getting married . Moreover, alternatives for legal marriage, 
such as cohabitation and deliberate single parenthood, and the refusal to get married 
were no longer criticized and condemned in the dramas, but portrayed as a personal 
choice of the individuals. 
1 Lam C. W et, al, "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong", Marriage, 
Divorce and Remarriage, Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, edited by Katherine 
P.H. Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [University of Hong Kong Press: 2005], p.247. 
1996 Population By Census, Main Report. [Hong Kong,: Census and Statistics Department, 1997]. 
Table 5.10 "Working Population by Educational Attainment and Sex, 1986，1991, and 1996" p. 91 
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Besides cohabitations among heterosexual couples, decriminalization of 
homosexuality in 1991 challenged the existing institution of marriage in Hong Kong. 
Local drama offered a stage to negotiate whether heterosexual marriage should be the 
only legalized form for sexual activities between two persons. The first local drama 
discreetly staging homosexual relations in an entire production was directed by 
Edward Lam in 1989, a declared homosexual male local dramatist. His productions 
throughout the period of 1989-1995 discuss the social repression encountered by the 
homosexual males and people with sexual identities different from the traditional 
sexual identity expected for male and female. 
During 1996-1997, the search for cultural identity in Hong Kong was facing its 
political deadline of July 1997. Families, as one of the most important elements in 
Chinese culture, became the most common topic in the local dramas. However, the 
disintegration of families and marriage distinguished Hong Kong from traditional 
Chinese culture. Hong Kong dramatists by 1997 found themselves identifying more 
closely with the cultural values of marriage in modernized Western societies, instead 
of maintaining traditional Chinese values shared by the previous generations. 
1. Re-evaluation on the Necessity of Marriage (1989-1992) 
Since the political upheaval in 1989, threats towards the future regime of Hong 
Kong intensified. Large-scale migration, especially among the middle-class 
population, resulted in the formation of astronaut families, which gave rise to the 
possibility of extra-marital affairs among husbands and wives who were physically 
9 0 
13 separated�Audience of local dramas in the 1990s started to hear voices from the 
husbands about their wives having extramarital affairs. 
i. Divorce as ‘‘common sense" 
A month after the Tiananmen Incident in Beijing during 1989 , the Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre staged Raymond To 杜國威，s Se (色 A Gleam of Color) in the 
rehearsal room of Hong Kong Repertory Theatre in Sheung Wan Civic Centre in July 
19894. A Gleam of Color does not mention the very political incident, which shocked 
the intellectual youth of the Chinese communities and facilitated debates and doubts 
over the political stability of Hong Kong as Beijing claims its sovereignty in 1997. 
Instead, A Gleam of Color is a 35-45 minutes short piece about a divorced 
woman who went to a single man's apartment in to sell cooking utensils5. Although 
career women emerged in local drama starting from 1985, these women were all 
shown in a domestic setting, managing household chores or complaining about their 
husbands. Scenes of career women participating in a full-time job did not appear on 
the stage. In A Gleam of Color, the "initial action" of woman to step into a single 
man's private living place as a salesperson marked the beginning of the portrayal of 
single or divorced career women in the theatre of Hong Kong. 
3 
See the research done by Waters J.L. (2002) "Flexible families? 'Astronaut' Households and The 
Experiences of Lone Mothers In Vancouver, British Columbia". Social and Cultural Geography, 3 (2), 
pp. 117-134. 
4 Celebrating 20 Years: the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20th Anniversary Souvenir Book 好戲連台 
二十年：香港話劇團二十周年紀念特刊,ed. Chan Hoi-cheong. [Provincial Urban Council of Hong 
Kong, 1997], p. 92. 
5 To, Raymond 杜國威.A Gleam of Color 色,Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color 昨 
天孩子，色.[Hong Kong Subculture Co. Ltd, 2001], pp. 103-136. 
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Moreover, women as the initiator for divorce appeared again on local stage. 
The play was also a first attempt for local drama to describe the psychological 
transformation of a woman from being a housewife to a divorced single parent with a 
full time career. The single mother used to think that the only sense of achievements 
for every woman comes from "marrying a good husband, having children with him, 
knit him a sweater and cook him meals, take care for him 24 hours and try to please 
him” . After the divorce, she loses all sense of achievements and suddenly realizes 
she had been "silly and ignorant"7, she has been completely isolated from the outside 
world as a housewife. Being a saleslady is her first full-time job since the year she got 
married, but her career path does not start with great success. 
The emergence of a single mother as the leading character also reflects the 
social phenomenon of a widespread single parenthood in Hong Kong. According to 
government statistics, in 1991, the number of single mothers outnumbered that of the 
• 8 
single fathers by a 1,580�Moreover, the number of divorce decrees increased from 
2,062 in 1981 to 6,295 in 1991 .As divorce and single parenthood became a more 
common issue in Hong Kong, the man in the play asked the woman very casually, 
6TO, Raymond 杜國威.Se (色 A Gleam of Color) in Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color 昨 
天孩子，色.[Hong Kong Subculture Co. Ltd, 2001], pl26 
7 To, Raymond 丰 S e (色 A Gleam of Color )'m Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color 昨 
天孩子，色.[Hong Kong Subculture Co. Ltd, 2001], pl26 g 
The Number of single fathers per 1000 single mothers 498 in 1991. 
Lam, C. W. et, al, "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong", Marriage, Divorce 
and Remarriage, Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, edited by Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [University of Hong Kong Press: 2005], (p. 249, Table 2). 
9 
Census and Statistics Department, (2002a:21), recorded in Lam, C. W. et. al, "The Changing 
Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong", Marriage, Divorce and Remarriage, Professional 
Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [University 
of Hong Kong Press: 2005], p. 246. 
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“are you divorced.. .recently?" When the woman is surprised at his precise 
assumption, the man claims that he knows she is recently divorced simple by 
"common sense"10. 
Distrust on marriage is also shared by the male character. The young man tells 
the woman that he deliberately chooses to remain unmarried. He thinks that having a 
wife “only means trouble"11 even though his previous employer urged him to get 
married in order to be more ambitious. In reaction to the increasing number of single 
population due to divorce and delayed marriages, the play reflects a significant social 
phenomenon in Hong Kong, that was the increase in the never married population 
among all males of 15-44 from 1981-199112. As the stability and values of 
relationships can no longer be determined, the play shows a general insecurity for 
both male and females in Hong Kong towards the marriage institution. 
The choice of performance venue in a rehearsal room was also a breakthrough 
of Hong Kong Repertory Theatre Company. The Company used to stage plays in 
official performance venues such as the Concert Halls at civic centers and Ko Shan 
13 • 
Theatre . The framed theatre with elevated platform commonly chosen by the 
professional theatre company was replaced by the rehearsal room, where audience 
was at four sides of the performers. The use of rehearsal room for performance was 
10 To, Raymond 杜國威,Se (色 A Gleam of Color ), Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color 昨 
天孩子，色.[Hong Kong Subculture Co. Ltd, 2001], p 124 
11 To, Raymond 杜國威，Se (色 A Gleam of Color ), Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color 昨 
天孩子，色.[Hong Kong Subculture Co. Ltd, 2001], p 120 
12 Hong Kong 1991 Population Census: Summary Results. [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Departments, 1992], p,39. 
13 A Gleam of Color is the first production of the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre to utilize their 
rehearsal room for performances. See appendix 3. 
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described by cultural critic of the time as "unrefined but interestingly innovative"14. 
The unofficial theatre venue also allowed the shortening of distance between the 
audience and the performers. Moreover, the critic writes that “for the problems and 
struggles faced by people like these, the actors' presentations were too “superficial，， 
because for audience with ‘real personal experience' would know more than this" 15. 
It indicates that divorce, single-parenthood, and delayed marriages among young 
adults were not only what happened in the spoken drama, but also a common 
phenomenon. 
ii. Experience of an "Astronaut" Husband 
After a decade of women taking the center stage, in November of 1990, Chung 
Ying Theatre staged a play about the threat of a disintegrated marriage for an 
astronaut husband. Staged at the Hong Kong Arts Centre, McAulay Studio in 1990, 
from November 23 to 26, Ren dao wu qiu pin zi gao、人到無求品自高 Be a 
Gentleman with No Desire) composed by James Cheung (張炎祥 Zhang Yanxiang)16 
was a play performed entirely by only one man. As a middle class civil servant, the 
character of the play points to a "stranger" and asked if he is also an "astronaut". 
14 Lin, Weiwei 林娓娓.“Shmg/Se dai lai zhi xinxian gan 聲/色帶來之新鮮感，，,力力 Wan Bao 新晚 
報,22/7/1989, in To, Raymond. Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color, [Hong Kong: Subculture Inc. 
2001, p. 167. 
15 Lin, Weiwei 林娓娓.“Sheng/Se dai lai zhi xinxian gan 聲/色帶來之新鮮感”,Xin Wan Bao,新晚 
報,22/7/1989, in To, Raymond. Yesterday's Child/A Gleam of Color, p.167. [Hong Kong: Subculture 
Inc. 2001], p. 167. 
16 James Cheung 張炎祥 was the playwright of Wuan Yiduo yi er san shi、聞一多一二三事 The 
Story of Wuan Yiduo) for the Joint-School Drama Festival, 1976. 
The biography of the Zhang Yanxiang 張炎祥 and his notes for the script and the script of A Man With 
No Desire are recorded in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s, ed. Lo Wai Luk. 
[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], p.330-343, 
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According to the playwrights' notes to the characters in the play, ‘‘the stranger" 
actually means the "audience"17, suggesting that there might be a lot of "astronauts" at 
the audience seat. The interaction between the performer and the audience in an 
intimate setting of the McAulay Studio Theatre, served the function of incorporating 
the audience's experiences into that of the performers, thus stating the imitation of the 
life on stage and in real life. 
In the play, the husband tells the audience that he received a call very early in 
the morning from his mother in Australia, who anxiously informs him that his wife is 
having an affair with their house builder1 . However, he seems not to care about the 
issue because he thinks the situation would not go worse as long as he returns to 
• 19 
Australia . At the workplace, his career is challenged by a female colleague, 
Elizabeth, her competitor for the post of Housing Manager. Elizabeth is also an 
astronaut wife with a husband at Canada and she later becomes the manager of the 
Department. At home, the man is alone everyday for two years. At the end of the play, 
his wife stops answering all long distance calls from her astronaut husband. 
Marriage in the above two plays are presented by individuals who either refuses 
to lead a married life at a marriageable age, or faces challenges in their marriages and 
career. None of the character has a spouse beside them and they live the life of a 
1 Cheung, James 張炎祥.Ren dao wu qiu pin zi gao、人到無求品自高 Be a Gentleman with No 
Desire) in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk. [International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], p. 330 
18Cheung, James 張炎祥.Ren dao wu qiu pin zi gao、人到無求品自高 Be a Gentleman with No 
Desire)'m Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk. [International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], p. 332 
19Cheung, James 張炎祥.Ren dao wu qiu pin zi gao、人到無求品自高 Be a Gentleman with No 
Desire) in Brave the New Stage: Hong Kong Plays from the 1980s ed. Lo Wai Luk. [International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003], p. 333 
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bachelor in Hong Kong. The image of "home", with parents and children in a family 
setting was broken down into the presentation of individuals~the unmarried, the 
divorced, and the “astronauts”� The interdependency of husbands and wives were 
absent in the plays as each party were separated either by legal divorce or physical 
separations. 
iii. Refusal to Get Married 
Seeing all the marital problems intensified and become more common in the 
society, younger generations started to doubt the necessity of marriage. The young 
people's unwillingness to get married was expressed in Cheung Tak-ming's (張達明 
Zhang Darning) first award wining play Ke xiang tu qing yuan、客鄕途情遠 Far 
Away Home) (1992)20 performed by the Chung Ying Theatre at the Hong Kong 
Academy of Performing Arts. Graduated from the Hong Kong Academy for 
Performing Arts, the play had also made Cheung the Best Playwright in the First 
Annual Drama Award in 1992. 
The play starts with the father's decision to return to mainland China and 
remarry a woman there after many years of being a widower. The elder son of the 
family has emigrated to Canada with his wife and children, he forces the younger 
brother to get married as soon as possible, so that even no one needs to worry about 
him if the younger brother stays alone in Hong Kong. 
20 Ke xiang tu qing yuan、客乡郎途情遠 Far Away Home) won the champion of the Best Original 
Drama Script in 1992 by the Arts Development Council. 
Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明.Ke xiang tu qing yuan、客鄉途情遠Far Away Home )，in Yousheng jubenji 
優勝虜体集(Volume 2: 1992) [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 1993] , pp.79-151’ 
and Zhang Darning wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人‘情篇).[Hong Kong: 
Reculture Co. Ltd., 2004]，pp, 120-205 
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The younger son resists by saying that he would rather have freedom instead 
of meeting the social obligation to get married21. Moreover, being single in Hong 
Kong does not necessarily mean that his family need to worry about him because "he 
has the wisdom" to take care of himself. The younger son thinks that people always 
say "Hong Kong is unstable"22, but he thinks that he is at a more unstable stage of life 
because he does not want to set up a family. He tells his cousin that 
"We young people know what freedom means...if he [the elder brother] wants 
to set up a happy family, it does not mean I also need to set up a happy family 
as well. Moreover, he should not draw the conclusion that I am childish. On 
the contrary, I think I am mature because I am capable of independent 
thinking"23. 
According to the Report on Youth Sexuality Study (From 3-7 Student Survey) 
in 1991, the respondents showed that there is a decrease of those who think they "will 
get married" in 1991 compared with those in 1981. The percentage of no idea among 
the boys increased from 13.8% in 1981 to 15.8% in 199124. Seeing the older 
generation engaged in a remarriage in mainland China and his older brother setting up 
21 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明.Ke xiang tu qingyuan、客鄉途情遠Far Away Home), 
Act I Scene 4 in Zhang Darning wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人’情篇）.[Hong 
Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd., 2004], p. 134 
22 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明.Ke xiang tu qingyuan、客雒P途f青遠Far Away Home), Act I Scene 4, in 
Zhang Darning Wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人，情篇）.[Hong Kong: Reculture 
Co. Ltd., 2004], p. 134 
23 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明.Ke xiang tu qingyuan、客鄕途情遠Far Away Home ), Act I Scene 4, in 
Zhang darning Wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人，情篇）RQCuWme 
Co. Ltd., 2004], p. 134 
24Report on Youth Sexuality Study (From 3-7 Student Survey) [Hong Kong:The Task Force on the Youth 
Sexuality Study of The Family Planning Assoiation of Hong Kong: 1991], p. 39 
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a family in Canada, the younger brother decides to stay in Hong Kong and live in 
bachelorhood instead of setting up another family. 
A reviewer of A Long Journey Home concluded the decade of 1990s as a period 
after the search for a cultural root, or finding a Hong Kong identity. It is a decade of 
selecting what should values be kept and what should be abandoned, and this process 
of selection could be found in the production25. The transition of political sovereignty 
in 1997 also provoked the discourse over the transition of modern and traditional 
values on domesticity. As a stable family with strong bondage found in traditional 
rural Chinese societies was vanishing in the modern and highly urbanized city of 
Hong Kong, family dispute, worsening marital relations and urban violence became 
dominant issues in local drama of the pre-97 era. 
The reason for the refusal of younger generations to get married could be partly 
due to the the increasing divorce rate and the general disillusion on love and marriage. 
The next year, Cheung wrote another play about Hong Kong family, Ar Dum yijia kan 
hai de rizi、亞Dum 一家看海的日子 Ar Dum ,s Family) (1993)% staged by the 
Exploration Theatre at the Shousan Theatre of the Arts Center for a three-night 
performance from April 10-12, 1993. 
25 Chen Cuihuai 鄭翠懷 , “ Ci shi ci di 此時此地”.Crossover Magazine 越界，1992/3，p.78. 
6 Ar Dum ’s Family 亞Dum 一家看海的日子(1993) has won the champion of the Best Drama 
Award by the Arts Development Council in 1993 in Yousheng jubenji 優勝慮体集(Volume 3: 1993)., 
[Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 1995]pp.l-80. 
Cheung, Tak-ming張達明.亞Dum —家看海的日子.Zhang Darning wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀 
(演出版劇本一香港人,情篇、.[Hong Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd., 2004], pp，6-85 
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The advertisement of the play says that it is a “scary, comedy with a murder plot 
that happens inside a depressing city"27. The husband Ar Dum and his wife, live with 
their daughter, son, and the grandfather at a very small apartment. The wife is always 
very suspicious of her husband engaging in an extramarital relation because all of her 
* 1 x* " • 28 
girlfriends are divorced . As the number of divorce decrees had been increasing from 
1981-1991, from 1992-1996, the existing Matrimonial Causes Ordinance was under 
public consultation for an amendment so that the time needed to petition for divorce 
after marriage could be shortened29. 
The argument between the couple starts when she discovers an unknown 
lady's handkerchief in the laundry. With the presence of the son, the wife asks very 
discreetly whether the husband is having an affair with another woman. When the 
wife orders her son to return to his room, her son refuses, "I have the right to know 
what is going on in my own family!" . A few days after the couples has settled the 
issue, the son suddenly brings it up again and asks to spend some time thinking about 
where the handkerchief comes from. The wife is very angry and orders her son never 
to mention the handkerchief again, otherwise, the whole family would never stay in 
peace. However, the son replies, "it is totally fine. Which of our neighbors is not 
27 Ar Dum's Family. Advertisement. Crossover Magazine 越界,1993/4, vol. 38. 
Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明 .Ar Dum's Family 亞Dum ~-家看海的日子.Act I Scene 4. Zhang 
Darning Wuttaiju du張達明舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人，情篇).[Hong Kong: Reculture Co. 
Ltd., 2004], pp.43 
29 Lam, C.W. et al. "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong" Marriage, 
Divorce and Remarriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context edited by {Catherine 
P.H. Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005], p.246 
30 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明 . A r Dum's Family 亞Dum 一家看海的日子.Act I Scene 4 in Zhang 
Darning wuttaiju du 舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人’情篇).[Hong Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd.,2004], 
p.43 
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fighting everyday with their families? It is not our problem, mom, every family in the 
world is like this."31 
The disillusionment of an "ideal family" is also met with the daughter's 
disillusionment of "true love，，，The daughter is a young, vulnerable girl who always 
dream for "eternal love" because "there is no love in the family, and parents are 
• 3 2 
always fighting" . She has a diary that keeps newspaper articles of love tragedies and 
her unrequited love stories. Moreover, satirical plots about neighbors getting a divorce 
due to trivial events and the other married couple's substitution of children and 
extended families with a pet dog all present the social contexts of disintegrating 
marriage and families, which discouraged marriage among the new generations. 
iv’ Delayed Marriages among the Career Women 
The dilemma between men and women's career and marriages were staged in the 
Raymond To's melodrama, Wo he chun tuanyou geyue hui、我禾口春天有個約會I 
Have A Date With Spring) premiered by the Hong Kong Repertory its premiered in 
City Hall during October of 1992 . It continued to draw full house audience to the 
Tsuen Wan Town Hall and Sai Wan Ho Civic Centre during its re-run in June and 
July of 1993/4 In 1994, the 
same play was adopted into a film in 17 days by producer 
31 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明 .A r Dum ’s Family 亞Dum 一家看海的日子.Act II Scene 2 in Zhang 
Darning wuttaiju du 舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人，情篇).[Hong Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd.,2004], 
p.55 
32 Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明 .A r Dum's Family 亞Dum 一家看海的日子.Act I Scene 3 in Zhang 
Darning wuttaiju du 舞臺劇讀(演出版劇本一香港人，情篇).[Hong Kong: Reculture Co. 
Ltd.,2004]p. 23,29 
33 Celebrating 20 Years: Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20th Anniversary Souvenir Book 好戲連台二十 
年：香港話劇團二十周年紀念特刊,ed. Chan Hoi-cheong. [Hong Kong: Provincial Urban Council 
of Hong Kong, 1997], p. 94 
34 Shi Qi 石琪，"Hao pin ru chao, chong yan bao man 好評如潮，重演爆滿 ” .Ming Pao Daily 明 
報 19/6/1993. Zhou Fan Fu 周凡夫，"Jaio haojiao zuo you liyou 叫好叫座有理由”，Express Daily 
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Gao zhisen 高志森，making I Have A Date the first local drama production to be 
adopted into cinematic production for the popular audience35. 
In 1995, the play was re-staged by Spring Time Group, a commercial theatre 
company formed by the playwright, director and producer of the play. During its 1995 
production in the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, director Ko Tin-lung 古 
天農 recalls that there were 70 performances and almost 70,000 audience in total, 
selling 97% of the tickets, making the first local drama to receive the vast amount of 
• 37 • 
audience . According to the statistics given by the Hong Kong Arts Development 
Council, the re-staging of I Have a Date With Spring in 1995 also received the highest 
number of reviews, compared with other local dramatic productions within the same 
year38. 
Apart from the “great songs and dance, glamorous costumes and settings" 39of I 
Have a Date With Spring, critics claimed that the popularity of the play does not base 
on any deep philosophical meanings of the story, but on the simple issues of the 
快幸H, 26/6/1993. 
To, Raymond. / Have A Date With Spring. [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd., 1995], p. 155-158. 
35 Li hanxiang ^ ^ W , "Xianggang yintan xin qi xiang . Oriental Daily News 東 
方日報,1994/4/6-7. 10, 13, 15. 
Re-edited and collected in Raymond To. / Have A Date With Spring. [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd. 
Hong Kong, 1995], p. 1 4 7 - 1 5 1 ； 
Ren yinging 任瑩璧，"Guan huai renxing fengqu zhong you xinsuan 關 1 襃人f生風趣中有辛酸”,Sing 
Dao Daily 星島日報,14/4/1994. 
To, Raymond. I Have A Date With Spring. [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd., 1995], p. 152-153. 
36 Ko, Tin-lung 古天農 was a member of the Joint-School Drama Project in the 1970s, and the main 
actor for The Bull, 1976. 
Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音(participant of Joint-School Drama Festivals in the 1970s), interviewed by 
Annie Lam, 11 November 2005. 
Gu Tiannong ,香港話劇訪談錄 interviewed by Hu Zhiyi (胡 力家戈)in Xianggang huaju fangtan lu 
香港話劇訪談錄，，ed. Yuen Lup-fun, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2000], p. 162 
38 Xianggang Yanyi Pingluan Nianbao (1995)香港演藝評論年報一九九五.[Hong Kong: 
International Association of Theater Critics (Hong Kong), 1998], p.33 
39 "Chong kan chuntian 重看春天” Sing Tao Daily, 15/7/1993. 
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relationships, marriages and career of the female singers that touched the popular 
audience. 
The story centers with four female singers of a dance club in the 1960s. The 
story starts with a flashback of the heroine, Yao Xiaodie 小蝶，as she returns to the 
stage where she rose in fame during the 1960s. Her memory starts from the riots of 
1966, when Hong Kong was in social turmoil40�Without deep political discussions on 
the social turmoil, the riot allowed an opportunity for Xiaodie to perform and became 
famous overnight as the original singer was unable to get through the demonstrating 
mass and reach the dance club. It was also the night when one of the four female 
singers, Fengpin 鳳萍 tells Xiaodie that between career and marriage, "...if I were 
you I would choose career over romantic love. 
Later, Xiaodie finds herself caught between a wealthy admirer and a music 
composer. Even though the man and his mother agree that Xiaodie can continue her 
singing career after marriage, she refuses the wealthy man's proposal with the reason 
“I don't want to get married! No one would listen to any female singer who has been 
married and have children. 2" On the other hand, the musician, Shen Jiahao 沈家豪 
also tells his girlfriend that he does not want to get married because the latter, s 
singing career allows her to become more and more famous, he confesses that he "has 
no confidence" in front of Xiaodie—who is now a celebrity and public f i g u r e ' . 
40 To, Raymond. I Have A Date With Spring, [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995], p. 38 
41 To, Raymond 杜國威，I Have A Date With Spring 我和春天有約會,[Hong Kong: Subculture Co, 
Ltd, 1995], p. 44 
42 To, Raymond, I Have A Date With Spring，[Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995],p. 83 
43 To, Raymond, I Have A Date With Spring，[Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995], 
p.63-64， 88-90 
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After a long separation between Jiahao and Xiaodie, at the end of the play, the 
heroines was told that if Jiaohao "has better luck in his career, he would have come 
back for her, because men always put their career in the first place”44. As Xiaodie 
ponders whether it is fair for women to spend her whole life waiting for the man she 
loves to marry her, she meets Amy, a twenty year old young girl who tells her the 
nineties is an era for “modern love story", that means “the females should take the 
initiative, whether in deciding when to be in love, or when to leave the relationship", 
because “no one will wait for each other over the years"45. 
The romanticization of the committed inter-personal relations in the 1960s, 
and the professional acting skills demonstrated by the actors, who are mainly 
graduates of the Hong Kong Academy for Performance Arts, were the two main 
factors moving drama reviewers and attracting the mass audience46. The nostalgia for 
life-long inter-personal relationship in the drama was challenged by the new 
generation of "modern love" among the younger generation, while the durability of 
relationships no longer guaranteed. 
Facing large-scale migration, trans-national employment and the increasing 
number of divorce among their parents, the younger generations experience 
disillusionment on the myth of an ideal family. Family in the eyes of the youth 
44 To, Raymond, / Have A Date With Spring, [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995],p. 129 
45 To, Raymond, / Have A Date With Spring, [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995],p. 131 
46 Ren Yinging 任盈盈，“Guan huai renxin fengqu zhong you xinsuan 關懷人性風趣中有辛酸” Sing 
Tao Daily 14/4/1994. 
Shi Qi 石琪“ Hao pin ru chao, chong yan bao man ”好評如潮，重演爆滿，Ming Pao Daily 明幸艮 
19/6/1993，Zhou Zhou, Fan Fu 周凡夫，“ Jiao hao jia zuo you li you 叫好叫座有理由” Express Daily 
快幸艮’ 26. 6. 1993. 
To, Raymond, I Have A Date With Spring, [Hong Kong: Subculture Co, Ltd, 1995], 
p.152-53， 155-158. 
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presented on the local drama stage is not a place for life-time commitment and mutual 
support. Extramarital affairs among the parents are no longer a taboo within the 
family for the young people. As marriage increasingly is presented with its stress, 
arguments and suspicions among the couples, the desire of younger generations for 
not getting married were increasingly obvious in the local dramas, especially in the 
few years before the uncertain political handover of Hong Kong in 1997. 
2. Alternatives to Marriage Introduced (1991-1995) 
i. The Beginning of Homosexual Plays 
Men became victims presented in local dramas not only in heterosexual 
marriages, but also as homosexuals in a society dominated by heterosexual 
relationships. Local dramatist Edward Lam (林奕華 Lin Yihua), a member of 
avant-garde theatre group Zuni Icosahedron and the founder of the Edward Lam 
Company, started to negotiate men's "historical significance" in his 1989 play, How 
to Love a Man who Does Not Love Me教我如何愛四個不愛我的男义 7 . After 
premiered in Shatin Town Hall and the Hong Kong City Hall in 1991, the local play 
also went on a tour to Paris, London, and Brussels from December 1991 to April 
199 348 The play discusses the role of men in his life "since his birth to death"49. 
Scenes of homosexual relationships, such as "two men kissing each other or 
demonstrating sexual movements" were discreetly staged in the production50. 
47Zhang jinpin 張近平 “ J i a o wo ru he kan Jinjnian 教我如f可看進念” Hong Kong Economic Journal 
信幸艮 2/11/1989，in Drama Works by Edward Lam 林奕華的戲劇世界 1989-2000，[Hong Kong: 
Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.236-237. 
48 Posters of the play's foreign tours, in Drama Works by Edward Lam 林奕華的戲劇世界 1989-2000, 
[Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.85 
49 Reader's response, Youth Weekly 2A/\Q/19^9. 
50 Tang Ling 唐凌，"Jinnian de yi yan 進念的異豔”，Hong Kong Economic Journal 信幸艮, 
11/11/1989 
Drama Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000 林奕華的戲劇世界,[Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural 
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Compared with the plays with themes inspired by the political situation in 
mainland China, How to Love is relatively "apolitical" , especially as it is produced 5 
months immediately after the June Fourth Incident. One cultural critic regards the 
plays as "a play about men—men's history, men's personalities, and it is apolitical"51. 
The critic considers the "historical significance of men" as less political than "the 
right to vote, political structures, and demonstrations". The theme of men's role in 
history was also considered more difficult for the audience to follow compared with 
the above political themes. However, as "apolitical" as it was said to be, How to Love 
a Man who Does Not Love Me allowed the Hong Kong drama audience to be 
challenged by seeing two men "being in love with each other" on stage52, signifying 
the first dramatic attempt in showing homosexual relations without negative 
connotations two years before the decriminalization of homosexuality in 199153. 
Although homosexual acts was decriminalized in Hong Kong in 1991, during 
the same year, the acceptance for male homosexual intimacy and male homosexuality 
among the secondary school students was still low According to Youth Sexuality 
Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.240-241 
50 Reader's review, Youth Weekly, 24/10/1989. 
51 Zhang Jinpin 張近平 " J i a o wo ru he kanjinjnian 口我如f可看進念”,Hong Kong Economic Journal 
信幸艮7J\ 1/1989，in Drama Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural 
Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.236-237. 
52 Photographs of the Performance. Drama Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi 
Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.236-237. 
Readers' review, Hong Kong Economic Journal M幸庋,20-23/10/1989，in Drama Works by Edward 
Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p.226-229. 
53 . 
Plays that mentioned homosexuality tend to suggest they were the "feminine boys" without 
masculine charms. 
Pan Weishen 潘惠森 Fanghu zai sa qiu shang tiao wu (仿佛在f少丘上跑匕舞Dancing on the Sand 
Dome) Scene III, in Yiusheng jubenji 優勝劇本集(Volume 2, 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and 
Information Centre, 1995], P.287, and Central Deconstruct by the same playwright (performed by 
the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre), showing sexual harassment by the gay males in the city. 
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Study among Form 3-7 Students by the Family Planning Associations of Hong Kong, 
the acceptance of public heterosexual intimacy was 59.9% compared with only 4.9% 
for male homosexual intimacy54. 
In order to the challenge the cultural taboo, Lam returned to Hong Kong from 
Europe and staged an even more discreet homosexual play, Scenes from a Man 's 
Changing Room 男更衣室的四道風景 from 15-26 August 1991. In the play, there 
were scene of two men imitating the sexual behaviors on stage by two fully dressed 
men, "which is with no difference compared with what would be done between a man 
and a woman" 5. Although the idea of “gay marriage" was yet proposed by the 
dramatist in the play, the drama nevertheless shows the emergence of homosexual 
relations, now accepted by the legislation of Hong Kong, offered an alternative for 
couples who did not want to be united under the existing marriage institution. 
ii. Deliberate Single Parenthood 
As women in Hong Kong are becoming more and more financially 
independent throughout 1990s5 , the need to get married for financial support from a 
57 
husband was reduced . Local stage of 1990s no longer had women getting married in 
54 Report on the Youth Sexuality Study (In school survey) -1996 [ Task Force on the Youth Sexuality 
Study of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong, 1996], p. 58 
55 Wu Meijun 吳美筠，“ Zhai ping si ge fengjing 齋評四個風景，，，Crossover Magazine 越界 10/1991, 
p.70 
5 Population By-Census, 1996: Main Report. [Hong Kong, Census and Statistics Department 1997], p. 
93, table 5.12. 
During 1981-1991, female labour force participation rates increased in all age groups, and the 
increased "was very significant in the prime working ages 20-49". The number of women works as 
"professionals" made up half of their male counterparts (30, 815 females to 68，516 males). 
1 Population By-Census, 1996: Main Report. [Census and Statistics Department. Hong Kong: 1997], 
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order to solve financial crisis in their families, nor do they stay in marriage in order to 
receive financially support from their husbands. These career women were shown as 
having career achievements, but facing marital problems such as divorce, engaging in 
extramarital affairs among married men, pre-marital pregnancy, and delayed 
marriages. 
The first play dedicated for the discourse of career women and their marital 
problems in Hong Kong was found in his award winning Danuren Zhouji 大女人周言己 
(Journal of Career Women) written by Karely Ng (吳家/禧 Wu Jiaxi, pseudonym 
“Mok Hei"莫晞）5 , active participant of the Joint-School Drama Project from 
1973-1980, founder of the Exploration theatre 赫墾坊 in 1982, and a graduate from 
the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts in 1988. Representing a generation of 
locally trained, professional dramatist, the scripts of Karely Ng were all written in 
Cantonese, as the regional dialect represents a distinctive culture, values, and ways of 
thinking shared by the Hong Kong audience. 
In Journal of Career Woman, one of the female characters, Fanny, takes out a 
piece of newspaper article about “Test Tube Babies"59. Since the first test tube baby 
p. 33. The number for working female's education attainment in tertiary degree course increased from 
41,111 in 1986 to 67,883 in 1991 and 160, 045 in 1996. (Compared with that for the male: 9,855 in 
1986, 134’ 285 in 1991，and 245, 236 in 1996).p. 91 (Table 5.10) Working Population by Education 
Attainment and Sex, 1986, 1991，and 1996). Moreover, as the Sinuate Mean Age at Marriage for male 
postponed from 29.7 in 1986 to 30.5 in 1991, that for women increased from 27.1 to 28.2 in 1991. 
8 Ng, Karley 吳家禱.Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women) won the first-runner 
up of the Best Original Dramatic Script Award in 1992 given by the Arts Development Council. The 
script of the play is collected in Yiusheng Jubenji 優勝慮丨体集(Volume 2: 1992).[ Hong Kong Arts 
Resource and Information Centre, 1995], pp. 155-257. 
59 Ng, Karley 吳家；禧，Danuren Zhouji (大女人周言己 Journal of Career WomenJAct I Scene 2, 
Collection of Yiusheng jubenji 優勝劇本集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and 
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was born in Hong Kong in 1986, this new technology had received controversies from 
the medical experts and religious leaders60. However, Fanny insists to have a baby of 
her own by using the latest technology without getting married. According to her, 
fathers and marriage are unnecessary for her child because “the most important thing 
is whether I am a responsible person, and whether or not I know how to be a good 
mother" . When Fanny is asked what kind of a man should be the child's father, 
Fanny lists out a lot of criteria, but she finally adds, ‘‘ but all these criteria have 
nothing to do with the fact that I am getting married with him or not"62. 
At the end of the play Fanny tells her friend she is pregnant with a man whom 
63 
she knows for only ten days. The scene between the young people and Fanny shows 
a contrasting view between a "progressive" older generation and a more reactionary 
“younger generation". Seeing Fanny is pregnant, the young girl asks if her husband 
would allow her to participate in the filming of their cinema production about Chinese 
culture, Fanny tells her that “I don't have a husband". The young girl is immediately 
very concerned and asks if she has met a "bad person" who has made he pregnant. 
Information Centre, 1995], pp. 183 
60 "Tube Babies 試管嬰兒，，’ Ke qiangji 鏗鏘集(57).. Video-recording. RTHK (Television Section), 
1986. 
61 Ng, Karley Danuren Zhouji (大女人周言己 Journal of Career Women), Act I Scene 2. 
Yiusheng Jubenji 優勝慮体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 
1993], pp. 184 
62 Ng, Karley 吳家 H，Danuren Zhouji (大女人周言己 Journal of Career Women), Act I Scene 1, 
Yiusheng jubenji 優勝虜丨体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 
1993], pp. 190. 
63 Ng, Karley 吳家禱，Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene 1， 
Yiusheng jubenji 優勝慮体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 
1993], pp. 221. 
64 Ng, Karley 吳家禱,Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene 2. 
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When Fanny tells the young girl that the father is not in Hong Kong. The young boy 
exclaims, "Irresponsible!"65, assuming that the man must be leaving Fanny without 
taking the responsibility of being the father. But Fanny insists that she just wants a 
baby of her own, and the man knows nothing about her pregnancy. Fanny asks them 
why they are young people but still cannot "accept her decision"66, the young people 
are very surprised and says they need to find a "more traditional Chinese woman" for 
their film, instead of a woman who deliberately get herself pregnant without getting 
married. The male-friend, Kim, also says that it is not normal to be pregnant without 
getting married because everyone suspects that he is the one making Fanny pregnant. 
Pre-marital pregnancy among women with no intention to get married in order to stay 
away from criticisms is presented to be very "modern"67, "abnormal"68 and 
"open"69 . 
Yiusheng jubenji 優勝慮丨体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 
1993], pp. 224. 
65 Ng, Karley 吳家禧，Danuren Zhouji (大女人周雪己 Journal of Career Women), Yiusheng jubenji 優 
勝慮体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 1993], pp. 225 
Ng, Karley 吳家;f喜，Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene 2. 
Yiusheng jubenji 優勝慮体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information 
Centre,1993], pp. 226 
67 In the play, Pamela says there are only men who want to control a woman by making her pregnant, 
but Fanny deliberately makes herself pregnant with a stranger, which is really a "modern" 
practice. Da^wrew Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene 3. Yiusheng Jubenji 優 
勝虜lj本集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 1995], pp. 237 
68 Kim thinks it would be more "normal" for Fanny to get married before she gives birth to her baby. 
Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene 3 in Yiusheng jubenji 優勝劇 
本集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 1995], pp. 226 
69 The young girl exclaims, "that's very open!" when Fanny says she just wants a baby of her own 
without getting marred, Danuren Zhouji (大女人周記 Journal of Career Women), Act II Scene III in 
Yiusheng jubenji 優勝虜体集(Volume 2: 1992). [Hong Kong Arts Resource and Information Centre, 
1995], pp. 226 
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iii. Cohabitation 
As the insecurity and distrust towards marriage rose, the alternative to getting 
married and divorce was cohabiting with a domestic partner. In this way, either one 
party's departure would not involve the whole legal procedure of petitioning for 
divorce. In 1992，the Hong Kong Law Reform Commission recommended an easier 
legal procedure on the petition for divorce, and the consultation had shown a majority 
in favour of simplifying the grounds and procedure for divorce petitions70. 
Due to the insecurity associated with the increasing number of divorce in local 
marriage, cohabitation became an alterative to marriage shown in Karley Ng's next 
award-winning play, Wo yao jiehun (我要结婚I Want to Get Married) (1993) by the 
Exploration Theatre. 
I Want to Get Married (1993) is the title of a dating agency that arranges the 
clients from "knowing each other, dating, registration, booking wedding banquets, 
sending wedding invitations and spending their honeymoons"71. In the advertisement 
of the dramatic production, it was written that the play is a "realistic romantic comedy, 
70 . 
The new ordinance aimed "at the reduction in the period required for separation, abolition of 
desertion, introduction of joint application and reduction of the three-year time bar to present a petition 
for divorce" 
See Lin , Anthea, Family Law for the HKSAR . [Hong Kong University Press, 1999, p.101], quoting 
from Hong Kong Law Reform Commission. Report on Grounds for Divorce and Time Restriction on 
Petitions for Divorce Within Three Years Of Marriage (topic 29), [Hong Kong: The Law Reform 
Commission, 1992], Appendix Al . 
71 Ng, Karley 吳家禱，Wo yao jiehun (我要结婚 I Want to Get Married), Prologue, Yiusheng jubenji 
優勝處体集(Volume 3),1993. Hong Kong Arts Resources and Information Centre, 1995, pp. 83 
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which provides information for those who are preparing to get married or divorce"72 
(see figure 2). The performance lasted for 8 nights from Christmas Eve to New Year 
Eve at the Studio Theatre of the Hong Kong Cultural Centre, a new performance 
venue established in 198973. 
Sonia and Melvin in the play start cohabiting in order to avoid the 
complication and stress associated with a legal marriage. The scene is called "the 
stage of cohabitation'74 and the playwright did not pass any moral judgment on 
whether cohabitation was an appropriate alternative for marriage among the young 
couples, as the society's attitude towards cohabitation increased from the 1980s 
especially among the school-age youths. The proportion of youth accepting 
cohabitations rose from 36.1% to 59.2% among boys and 14.5% to 51.5% among 
e n 
girls • Moreover, both the man and the woman share household responsibilities, as 
both of them have full time jobs need to work long hours. Melvin even takes the 
responsibility of cooking for Sonia most of the time. 
Similar to his previous production, playwright Karely Ng emphasizes at the 
end of the play that marriage is an essential element for happiness, especially the 
production was performed during festive Christmas and New Year holidays. Melvin, 
the employer of an advertisement company, says that after the divorce, he really 
72 Ng, Karley 吳家禧，Woyao jiehun (我要结婚I Want to Get Married). Advertisement, Crossover 
Magazine 越界.12/1993. 
73 Ng, Karley 吳家禧，Woyao jiehun (我要结婚 I Want to Get Ma^rze 沟 Advertisement, Crossover 
Magazine 越界.12/1993. 
74 Ng, Karley 吳家禧，Woyao jiehun (我要结婚 I Want to Get Married) Act II Scene 2. Yiusheng 
jubenji 優勝虞体集’ (Volume 3 1993). [Hong Kong Arts Resources and Information Centre, 1995], pp. 
150 
75 Report on Youth Sexuality: In School Survey, 1991 by The Task Force on the Youth Sexuality Study 
of The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong. P. 39 
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thought of giving up the idea of a second marriage, because he said he needed some 
freedom. "But after a few years, I started avoiding going home, because that is the 
loneliest place. And I started to wonder if I am going to be lonely like this till the end 
of my life?" The happy ending at the end, Ken says "marriage is like gambling, no 
matter how many times you have lost you just need to win once. Then you will get 
everything you ever wanted, and never would you need to gamble again". The 
dialogue conveys a message that marriage was still desirable and the presentation of 
had yet been obsolete in local original plays of early 1990s. 
iv. The Birth of a Neutral Sex 
In 1995, The Disability Discrimination Ordinance was passed by the Legislative 
Council with HIV/AIDS specified as one form of disability77. However, as the 
legislators attempted to urge for the legalization against "discrimination experienced 
by people with different sexual orientations", the proposal was vetoed in the 199678. It 
was reported in the South China Morning Post that "the Hong Kong Government 
wants to take action against discrimination, but some here feel homosexuality runs 
against Chinese culture and oppose legislation on the issue, an official said 
Wednesday”79. 
According to the Home Affairs secretary Michael Suen, “on a proposal to 
introduce legislation to prohibit discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation, 
76 Ng, Karley 吳家禱.Woyao jiehun (我要结婚I Want to Get Married) (Act I Scene 3) Yiusheng 
jubenji 優勝慮体集’ 1993. Hong Kong Arts Resources and Information Centre. Hong Kong: 1995, pp. 
125 
77 Lee, Shui-shan and Chan, Chi-wing. The First Decade of AIDS in Hong Kong: A Collection of 
Essays [ Hong Kong Advisory Council on AIDS, 1999], p. XXII 
78 Moir, Jane. "Sex Question 'Designed to Put Off Public". South China Morning Post. 26/10/1995. 
79 Moir, Jane. "Sex Question 'Designed to Put Off Public，，. Sm/沩 China Morning Post. 26/10/1995. 
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over 85 per cent of the submissions indicated strong opposition". The report by 
Agence France-Presse also observes that, "some made the point that homosexuality 
was against traditional Chinese culture which placed much emphasis on the 
institutions of family and marriage" . 
While equal opportunities for the homosexuals was under debate, dramatist 
Edward Lam in 1995 staged another play negotiating sexuality—O^ce a Princess, 
Always a Princess 男裝帝女花:不認不認還需認(1995). The alternation of one's 
sexual identity was manifested in the Company's advertisement poster for the 
performance, which shows a “naked man modified by computer to erase his 
genitals" 1 (See Figure 1). 
The advertisement was allowed to be shown in the August issue of Artslink 
magazine, but when Lam wanted the advertisement to be shown in the general media, 
his attempt was prohibited by the public information unit of the Urban Services 
Department. The "absence of the penis" on the naked young man had become the 
topic of discussion involving the cultural activities sub-committee to arrange a special 
meeting and members of the Urban Council. 
The Director of Information Services Irene Yau Lee-Che Yun later claims that 
she did not mean the design convey an unhealthy message, but she thinks that if the 
advertisement is published in newspapers and if the children get access to the image, 
80 
Agence France-Presse. "Hong Kong opposes laws to stop discrimination against Homosexuals": 
26 /6/ 1996. 
81 
Jane Moir and Gren Manuel /'Naked Man Picture Sparks Arts Show" . South China Morning Post. 
6/7/1995. 
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“they will not understand what it means in the advertisement because the theme of the 
advertisement is very unclear"82. The resolution on behalf of the Urban Council was 
to print a statement at the bottom of the poster that the Council was not responsible 
for the content and message conveyed by the performance. 
The debates between cultural elites of Hong Kong and the Urban Council83 on 
Once a Princess, Always a Princess (1995) had raised two important cultural issues: 
the discriminatory social reactions towards the exposure of male and female bodies, 
and the creation of a "neutral sex". On the first issue, Lam stats in a press conference 
that “the Chinese society...has a double standard...they think a man should not 
1 • 84 • 
expose his body" , while the popular magazines are allowed to show and comments 
on female body parts. Showing a naked man with his genitals removed also aroused 
the discourse on Chinese masculinity in Hong Kong. The threat of losing the male 
genitals was regarded as the loss of masculine authorities over women, as "the male 
penis had always been used as a tool to control women and extend the male family's 
lineage", which was the primary goal in traditional Chinese marriages85. 
82 Liang Guanli 梁冠麗， “ Shi ju zueding jiantao xuanchuan wenyi jiemu zhengce 市局決定檢討宣 
傳文藝節目政策”，万朋双a呢Z/朋香港聯合幸艮 .\1门丨\995 in Drama Works by Edward Lam 
1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p. 195-196. 
83 -++-
Wong, Ying-kei 黄英王奇."Nanzhuang di nu hua hai bao fengbo 男裝帝女花海幸諷波”，Ming 
Pao Monthly Magazine 明幸g月干【J, 16/7/1995, in Drama Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong 
Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], 198-199. 
84 
Darren Goodsir and Michelle Chin, "Photos Still Exposed to the Censors" South China Morning 
Post, 15/8/1995. 85 Ye Dehui 葉德輝，"Di san ge yuan wang 第三個願望” East Magazine 東週干�J, 7/1995 in Drama 
Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p, 
204-205, 
and "Yangju de lishi 陽具的歷史，’ byMaJiahui 馬家腾,East Magazine 東週刊,11 \9奶，'m Drama 
Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p, 
206-207. 
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Secondly, a male with his symbol of masculinity removed also brought the 
critics attentions to the emergence of a "neutral sex" in the society. A critic observes 
that "whether you agree with homosexuality or not, one cannot deny that the in the 
modern society, besides traditional two genders, a "neutral" sex had been 
produced. ... the emergence of a 'neutral sex' is just a externalization of the internal, 
and eventually establishing a self-identity"86. In 1995, not only that the expected 
gender roles in marriage was overthrown, even gender identity of males and females 
were challenged. The legalized form of heterosexual marriage of husband and wife, 
with the traditional expectation of women being the subordinated housewife and the 
male as the dominant breadwinner was no longer welcomed by the cultural elites of 
Hong Kong. 
3. Marriage Concepts and the Cultural Identity of Hong Kong (1996-1997) 
i. Commercial Prostitutes in China and the Hong Kong Husbands 
The handover of Hong Kong to mainland China had led to the increase in trade 
and commerce across the two regions. The intensified cross-border working activities 
also created marital problems among husbands who constantly travel between Hong 
Kong and Shenzhen for business. In the year of 1996, Hong Kong dramatist Tang Shu 
Wing (登樹榮 Deng Shurong)87 obtained the subsidy from the Arts Development 
86 Fo Lin,佛琳"Inspir ing Independent Thinking—after watching Once a Princess, Always A 
Princess” Ta Kung Pao 大公幸g. 12/8/1995 in Drama Works by Edward Lam 1989-2000, [Hong Kong: 
Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. Ltd., 2000],p, 272-273 
87 Tang Shu Wing 鄧樹榮 returned to Hong Kong in 1992 after finishing his theatre training in Paris. In 
1993-1995, he was the artistic director of Gang Theatre 岡!！劇場 with He Yinfeng 何應豐. 
In May, 1995, he ended his partnership with He. A month later, Deng went to Guangzhou for a research 
on puppet theatre, which led to his production of The Murder of Three Women in May, 1997. 
His biography can be found in Aesthetic of Synthesis: Theatre Art ofTsangShu Wing 合成美學一鄧樹 
榮的劇場世界,ed. Bernice Chan Kwok Wai 陳國慧 and Damian Cheng 小西[International 
Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong): 2004], 
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Council and went to a puppet theatre group in Guangdong for a three month research. 
In 1997, he cooperated with Guangdong Puppet Theatre 廣東木偶慮[|團 and created 
the Sheng yu si sanbuqu (生與死三咅g曲 Trilogy of Life and Death) ’s first part: San ji 
nu zi sha ren shijian (三級女子殺人事件 The Murder of Three women)88. 
According to Tang, the inspiration of the piece comes from a newspaper 
report in Guangdong一about two women who traveled from the rural part of China to 
the city in search of work. These two women later killed a prostitute from the same 
hometown for money. Tang then decided, with the agreement of the playwright, that 
their new drama production would be used to investigate how people's values are 
affected by the process of modernization89. 
The Murder of Three Women was staged two months before the handover, in 
May 15th-18th of 1997 at the Studio Theatre of the Cultural Centre90. The play was 
performed by Hong Kong actors and the puppet masters from the Guangdong Puppet 
Theatre. In the performance, there were two prostitutes (Prostitute A and B) plotting a 
murder plan to kill a third prostitute (Prostitute C).The motivation for the murder is to 
get money from Prostitute C and take the money back to their hometowns. 
88 Tang Shu Wing 鄧樹榮,"Sheng yu si san bu qu de chuangzuo yinian 生與死三部曲的創作意念”. 
Sheng yu si sanbuqu zhijuchang tansuo 生與死三咅M之慮暢探索 ed. Tang et al. [Hong Kong: Youth 
Literary Book Store, 2001] pp. 15-16 
89 Tang Shu Wing 鄧樹榮，"Sheng yu si san bu qu de chuangzuo yinian 生與死三部曲的創作意念” in 
Sheng yu si sanbuqu zhijuchang tansuo 生與死三咅^曲之慮！j場探索 ed. Tang, et al. [Hong Kong: 
Youth Literary Book Store, 2001], p. 16 
90 Tang Shu Wing 登口樹榮.San ji nu zi sha ren shijian 三級女子殺人事件 in Sheng yu si sanbuqu zhi 
juchang tansuo 生與死三咅隨之虜暢探索.,ed. Tang, et al. [Hong Kong: Youth Literary Book Store, 
2001] pp. 23-47 
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As the play is inspired by a news report and research had been done in 
Shenzhen during 1996, the piece has reflected important social phenomenon between 
Hong Kong and mainland China at the time when economic cooperation was 
intensified. Although Prostitute A never talks about her life and marriage in detail, 
there was a line in the play when she mentions her “husband” who goes to visit her 
every week “from Hong Kong" and brings her expensive lingerie of European 
i 91 • 
brands . She may belong to the increasingly common commercial mistress supported 
by the Hong Kong husbands who work across the border. According to a study of 
extramarital marriages done by the Caritas Family Counseling Services, over a quarter 
of the affairs in the China group were of a commercial nature92. However, some of 
these had already been "set up as another household on a bao arrangement, thus 
significantly affecting the marriage by dividing and diverting affection, time and 
QO 
resources between the two relations" . Although those who have extramarital affairs 
in China are reported to have a less divorce rate than those who have their affairs in 
Hong Kong, “a large number, 62% of the known incidences of the China group had to 
tolerate the co-existence of a second household on the Mainland"94. 
91 Tang, Shu Wing 登樹榮.San ji nu zi sha ren shijian 三級女子殺人事件 in Shengyu si sanbuqu zhi 
juchang tansuo 生與死三咅隨之慮暢探索.edited by Tang, et al. [Hong Kong: Youth Literary Book 
Store, 2001] p. 36 
92 Lam, C.W. et al., "Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong". Divorce and 
Remarriage, Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, edited by Katherine P.H. Young 
and Anita Y.L. Fok. [University of Hong Kong Press: 2005], p.248. 
Chiu, Marcus, Y.L. Profiling the Users of the Extramarital Affairs (EMA) Hotline Service. [Family 
Service, Caritas-HK, 2002], p. 113 
93Chiu, Marcus, Y.L. Profiling the Users of the Extramarital Affairs (EMA) Hotline Service. [Family 
Service, Caritas-HK, 2002], p. 113 
Chiu, Marcus, Y.L. Profiling the Users of the Extramarital Affairs (EMA) Hotline Service. [Family 
Service, Caritas-HK, 2002], p. 112 
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As a puppet theatre production, the performance was unlike those which "use 
man-made symbols [the puppets] to replace reality—in order to create a sense of 
abstract illusions." One critic comments that the puppets are made to imitate human 
behaviors in a realistic way that do not match with the illusions they were supposed to 
create in contrast with the real human actors on stage.95 Nevertheless, illusion ceased 
to be an important element in this modern puppet theatre, as the production 
emphasizes authentic experiences of these prostitutes and their interactions with the 
endangered marriages in Hong Kong. 
Furthermore, the play also shows that women in mainland China was no longer 
appear to be the traditional decent mother and wife in the local dramas. They are 
shown to be even more aggressive than the Hong Kong women to obtain financial 
resources. They are willing to be the mistresses of Hong Kong husband in order to be 
financially provided. Once they obtain enough money, husbands are no longer useful 
for them and they could use the money to achieve full independence. As Hong Kong 
was socially, economically and politically more connected with mainland China 
towards 1997, local dramatist began to present how both China and Hong Kong were 
moving apart from the traditional Chinese morals due to modernization and the 
increase contact with the West, towards a further breakdown of the traditional loyalty 
to marriage and family. 
95 Fong, Gilbert C F 方梓勳，“Critique on The Murder of Three Women by No Man's Land" 
Xinwanbao 新晚幸艮 19-20/5/1995. Shengyu si scmbuqu zhijuchang tansuo 生與死三部曲之劇場探 
索.Edited by Deng, et al. [Hong Kong: Youth Literary Book Store, 2001] pp. 117-120. 
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ii. Family Values Disintegrated Towards 1997 
Apart from the examination of modern values on family and marriage, the 
conscious search for the root of Hong Kong upon the handover of 1997 in Fei Ba! 
Linliuniao! Fei Ba!(飛吧！臨流鳥‘飛吧！ Fly on! Archeology Birds!) by Chan 
Ping-chiu (陳炳日召 Chen Bingzhao), local dramatist who was had engaged in the 
production and critique of experimental dramatic works in Hong Kong. 
The production was an experimental production without a fixed storyline and 
some scenes based on improvisations. The performance date was pre-shown on 27-28 
of June at the McCary Studio in Arts Centre and officially performed in the month of 
political handover, July 1997, at the Shousan Theatre96. The play was said to have 
"moved the audience with sentiments before the handover of Hong Kong, while 
drawing conclusion to a two decade's search for a Hong Kong identity" in local 
97 • 
drama • After its premiere in 1997, the play was chosen by the International 
Association of Drama Critics (Hong Kong Branch) as the most important dramatic 
production of 1997, one of the most representative work among all “dramas about 
1997"98. 
The performance of searching Hong Kong identity starts from the young 
generation's challenge to the authority and traditional images of a father. In the first 
scene, the son asks about the genealogy of his family and gradually lead to 
96 Chan Ping-chiu 陳炳昭.Fei ba! Linliuniao! Fei bal (飛吧！臨流鳥,飛吧！). Voices of Hong 
Kong: Drama 1997 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1).香港的聲音:香港話虜lj 1997 (香港劇本叢書第 
一集)’ ed. Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong): 1999], 
pp.218-271. 
97 “ Shi yan xiju xing linliuniao 實驗戲劇性臨流鳥”,Sing Tao Daily, 14/12/2000. 
98 uFei bal Linliuniao! Fei bal Chong yan 臨流鳥!飛吧 \ 重演” Pao 办，12/12/2000. 
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questioning the gender identity and the sexual orientation of his own father. The son 
received a very assured answer when he asks if the father is man "the father is 
definitely a man!"99 However, when he challenges his father to see if he is 
heterosexual or homosexual, the respondent instantly changes the topic to avoid 
answering the questions. 
Besides challenging his father's sexual orientation, the son also challenges his 
father about his extramarital affairs, in scene 3, the sons asks the father, "the woman 
we saw at the bus stop, is that your mistress?" Having doubts on the possibility if 
maintaining a marriage without extramarital relations, it was not unlikely for the 
younger generations to hesitate in getting married. In fact, the son in the play openly 
refuses to get married. At the end of scene 3, the other son asks his father, "if I tell 
you that I decided not to get married and never have any children, can you accept 
it?’’100 
Since there are also Hong Kong people returning from foreign places they 
emigrated, in Scene 20 "Where are you from", a group of returned overseas Chinese 
tells the audience the composition of her family and the actor added, "my husband's 
mistress" to "my eldest son, my second son, my husband", which forms "a happy 
family.. ."101The concept of marriage is no longer confined to the ideal, and legal 
"Chen Binzhao 陳炳昭,Fei ba! Linliuniao! Fei ba!(飛吧！臨流鳥，飛吧！ ), Scene 1 in 
Voices of Hong Kong: Drama 1997 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1).香港的聲音:香港話慮fj 1997 
(香港劇本叢書第一集)，ed. Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根.[International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong): 1999], pp.228 
100 Chan Ping-chiu 陳炳昭，Fei ba! Linliuniao! Fei ba!(飛吧！臨流鳥，飛吧！). Scene 3. 
Voices of Hong Kong: Drama 1997 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1).香港的聲音:香港話慮1997 
(香港劇本叢書第一集),Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根.[International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong 
Kong): 1999], p.233 
101 Chan Ping-chiu 陳炳昭，Fei ba! Linliuniao! Fei ba!(飛吧！臨流鳥，飛吧！), Scene 20 
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statement of a monogamous relationship, and there is no taboo to restrict the presence 
of a mistress to co-exist in their “happy family". 
The last scene "Warnings for the next generation" draws conclusions to the 
post-1989 values on marriage and family in Hong Kong under political uncertainty. 
The scene opens with the voice saying, "We shouldn't be afraid of the future!" 
However, another voice immediately follows says “ Don't have babies, don't get a 
flat", and “Mom, don't always listen to Dad. If you think he's not right, stand up for 
yourself and opposes him!"102 
The Archeology Birds summarizes the marriage concepts shared by the local 
dramatists facing the political transition of Hong Kong in July 1997. Issues of 
homosexuality, the youth's unwillingness to get married and have children, distrust on 
marriage, and the denial of women's subordination under the patriarchal systems were 
all staged in the play. The production also challenged the myth of a "happy structured 
family" to reveal the reality that most outwardly "happy" family had marital problems 
such as couples engaging in extramarital relations or even the possibility of one 
couple concealing his or her real sexual orientation. Young people presented in local 
drama of 1997 not only have the courage to challenge their parents on their marital 
concepts, but also question their parents' marital status and expressed their 
Voices of Hong Kong: Drama 1997 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1).香港的聲音:香港話虜�J 1997 
(香港劇本叢書第一集)’ ed. Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根.[International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong): 1999], p.266 
102 Chan Ping-chiu 陳炳昭，Fei ba! Linliuniao! Fei ba!(飛吧！臨流鳥，飛吧！), Scene 21. 
Voices of Hong Kong: Drama 1997 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1).香港的聲音:香港話慮lj 1997 
(香港劇本叢書第一集)，ed. Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根• [International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong): 1999],p.270 
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disagreement to follow the traditional life pattern of getting married and raising 
children. 
4. Summary 
During the period of political uncertainty of 1989-1997, local dramas which 
were popular among the local audience and international drama critics were not the 
ones negotiating the future political system of Hong Kong or in responding directly to 
the Tiananmen Incident of 1989. Award-winning pieces, productions welcomed by 
the common masses, dramatic performances invited by theatres overseas, and selected 
by local drama critics during the arts conferences were mainly plays discussing the 
fundamental values of Hong Kong's families, marriage and gender relations, with 
intensified migration, urbanization and political transitions as the backdrop of changes 
in domestic values. 
Traditional family values with husbands working for the financial resources 
and wives staying home with domestic responsibilities were overthrown in the 
dramatic presentations. Women took the roles of single-parents, career women who 
delayed their marriages, and prostitutes engaged in extra-marital affairs with married 
men, or even murderers, revolutionizing the principles of the Three-Subordinations 
and the image of passive women mentioned in the drama of last decade. 
Physical separations with their wives and children among the astronaut 
husbands, the increasing number of unmarried bachelors and divorced males, and the 
challenges given by the rising status of females in the society started to present the 
loss of patriarchal authorities among men as the father and the head of families. The 
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historical significance of men was further challenged by experimental theatre's call 
\ 
for the emancipation of homosexuality, the creation of a neutral sex, and the young 
people's suggestions for their mothers to stand up against the fathers. 
As the society was receiving public opinion over an amendment to simply the 
legal procedure of divorce towards 1995, local drama at the same time was 
challenging the necessity of marriage in Hong Kong Deliberate single parenthood, the 
new technology of creating tube babies, cohabitation, and adoption of children by the 
homosexual couples were all alternatives to legal marriage presented in local dramas. 
By 1996, when the Reformed Matrimonial Cause Ordinance was passed, legal 
marriages no longer appeared desirable in the local drama. Towards the end of 
colonial rule in Hong Kong, local dramatists had abandoned traditional Chinese 
values of patriarchal marriage with the purpose to continue family lineage, and 
adopted a westernized and liberal value of individualism towards marriage as the 
cultural identity of Hong Kong by 1997. 
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Figure 2: The advertisement poster of I Want to Get Married (1993)2 
Lam, Edward. Drama Works by Edward Lam, 1989-2000. [Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural 
Production Co. Ltd., 2000], p. 111 
2 Crossover Magazine 越界.4-17/12/1993, issue 61. 
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Figure 2: Advertisement Poster of Ar Dum ’s Family (1993)3 
1 
Figure 3: Scene from Murder of Three Women (1997). 
Prostitute B is reading a letter written by her husband4. 
3 Crossover Magazine 邀界2-8/4/1993, issue 38. 
4 Tang, Shu Wing . Trilogy of Life and Death: An Exploration of Theatre 生與死三部曲之劇場探 
麓ed. Tang, et al. [Hong Kong: Youth Literary Book Store, 2001] 
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Conclusion 
Marriage concepts presented in local original drama between 1966 and 1997 
allowed one to measure the extent to which local audiences are ready to receive 
certain social realities and new social values. This study shows that local drama has 
two different ways of reacting to marriage issues in the society and legislation of 
Hong Kong throughout the three decades. Firstly, local spoken dramas had, to a 
certain extent, delayed the presentation of marriage issues that had been discussed on 
the social and legislative levels. Secondly, some spoken dramas in Hong Kong were 
the pioneers in leading discussion on marriage concepts before these concepts and 
values were recognized by the legislations. 
In the first case, marital problems and issues did not appear in the original 
dramas until one or two decades after certain legislations has passed. The topic about 
the social status of concubines did not appear on local stage until the 1980s, more than 
a decade after the debate in the question of concubinage since the McDouall-Heenan 
Report in 1965. 
In the second case, alternative marital concepts such as homosexual relationships 
and cohabitation appeared on local drama before these practices are legalized. These 
dramas created debates and controversies among the mass media and the general 
public, leading to discussion on the messages conveyed by those local dramas instead 
of purely comments their artistic skills by the theatric critics. 
The reasons for these two patterns found in local drama towards the concept of 
marriage could actually be explained by the existing social values of the time, and the 
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readiness of the audience to accept these marriage values expressed in local drama. 
Concepts of marriage in local spoken drama since 1966 has continuously been 
destabilizing compared with the pre-1966 dramas, with the extent of changes 
intensified during the period of 1989-1997. As the students were negotiating 
traditional and modernity in terms of marriage in their dramas from 1966 to 1977, the 
authority of parents in terms of marital decisions shown among the local dramas has 
significantly criticized. The students started the criticism with a rebellion against 
parental authority in their criteria for the selection of marital partners on the student 
plays of 1966-1977. Divorce was presented as a modern and acceptable practice, that 
if any marriage does not satisfy the husband and wife, it is normal for either one of 
them to terminate the marital relationship. 
Women's right to divorce and the overthrowing of parental authorities in marital 
decisions therefore became the two dominant new marriage concepts emerged in the 
student dramas. However, marriage was considered one of the important missions in 
life according to the youth plays of 1960-70s. and the necessity of marriage was never 
challenged by the youth of the 60s and 70s. 
During 1977-1989, marriage was criticized as one of the oppressive institutions 
for the women. Local dramatist used their productions to criticize the traditional 
gender roles in marriage, and even took a step further to denounce the traditional 
patriarchal marriage and social system. Although the concept that children might not 
be needed for a marriage and family, no local drama had denounced the necessity of 
marriage during the entire decade. 
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The last ten years before the end of colonial rule marked an urgent need for the 
formation of cultural identity in Hong Kong. This period of time also marked the most 
rapid change over the concept of marriage expressed in the local drama of Hong Kong. 
Cultural elite of the colony started to look inward for a distinctive local domestic 
culture. At the same time, the dramatists were also eager to look outward, in order to 
identify Hong Kong's culture with the latest cultural trend in the modernized societies 
of the West. Alternatives to legalized marriage, such as homosexuality, cohabitation, 
delayed marriages commonly found in the Western societies started to emerge in local 
drama since 19891. 
At the same time, large scale migration either overseas or across the border of 
China and Hong Kong led to further disintegration of marriage and families. Local 
families appeared on local stage ceased to be well-structured and healthy. Instead, 
urban despair and isolations, loneliness of astronaut spouses and single parenthood 
became the dominant image of local families in the spoken dramas. 
Extra-marital affairs became a common topic since 1989, especially among the 
astronaut families and husbands working across the border of mainland China and 
Hong Kong. In local plays of 1989-1997, husbands were not the only party engaged in 
extra-marital affairs, the wives were also staged as unable to bear the loneliness of 
physical separation, and started to engage themselves with extra-marital relations 
overseas or with male prostitutes in mainland China. Since 1989, as divorce, 
extra-marital affairs became more common and openly discussed in the society, the 
instability of marriage mirrored the instability of parenthood. The younger 
1 Lam, C.W. et al. , "The Changing Nature and Ideology of Marriage in Hong Kong". Marriage, 
Divorce, and Re-marriage: Professional Practice in Hong Kong's Cultural Context, ed. Katherine P.H. 
Young and Anita Y.L. Fok. [Hong Kong University Press, 2005]，p.244. 
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generations started to wonder if their biological parents are under any threat of a 
marital breakup, which would lead to a termination of the legitimate parent-child 
relations. 
The rhythm of the intensity of changes on the concept of marriage expressed in 
local drama from 1966-1997 could be explained by the enhancement of education 
levels among the local population during the three decades. In 1971-1976, the 
percentage of university attainment among population aged 15 or above had increased 
from 2.4% in 1971 to 3.2% in 1976, and to 4.3% in 19862. The increase in percentage 
further intensified from 1986-1996, while 10.4% of all population aged 15 or above 
attained university . The increase in the percentage of population receiving higher 
education allowed the dramatist to propose more challenging and critical concepts 
towards marriage, while at the same time offered a variety of alternatives to liberalize 
traditional marriages. 
One of the most radically changed concepts of marriage in local drama was the 
expected gender roles in marriage. The image of a successful woman had changed 
from the expected roles of humble wife and mother, to modern career women, with 
make-ups and ready to deny the necessity of marriage for a satisfactory life. 
Although women in the student plays are shown with the right and freedom to 
divorce freely and re-marriage according to their own will, gender relations in the 
student's plays in 1966-1977 shows a traditional stereotype that the wives usually stay 
home for housework and the husbands are the sole financial contributor to the family. 
2 Hong Kong Population By Census 1986. Main Report [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Department, 1986] Table 17, p.25 
3 Hong Kong Population By Census-1996. Main Report, [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics 
Department, 1997] Table 4.2, p. 67. 
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The decade of 1978-1989 marked a sudden increase of educated women after the 
compulsory education policy in 1978. Since women in the society were empowered, 
both male and female local theatre workers started to focus on the sufferings of 
traditional women under the Three Subordinations. The rights and identity of new, 
emerging modern, career women of Hong Kong in 1986 onwards started to change 
the image of women as submissive housewives and mothers presented in local 
original drama. 
During the 1980s, images of authoritative parents were replaced by the image of 
motherhood in local drama of 1977-1980s. The role of "mothers" in the history of 
Hong Kong and their experiences or even sufferings under the institution of marriage 
started to gain attention for the avant-garde or feminist dramatists. Women's rights in 
marriage and the issue of concubinage were not staged in local drama until the 1980s, 
when the historical significance of women in relationship to the "oppressive" 
institution of marriage was evaluated. Image of career women emerged on local stage 
since 1986 and their image prevails throughout the 1990s. 
Throughout 1989-1997, women were shown having both the right to divorce and 
become a single mother, or to keep a deteriorated marriage for the sake of their 
children. Husbands in the 1990s dramas start to voice their worries and burdens as 
"astronauts" working and living alone in Hong Kong. Dramas also started to show 
how man starts to share housework for his partner when they are cohabiting. 
Moreover, gender roles and identities are further challenged by the avant-gardes and 
even commercial theatre in their plays about homosexual relations since 1989. 
After 1997, the disintegration of families and marriage prevails and become one 
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of the mostly discussed topics by the dramatists and the theatre critics. Among all the 
destabilizing elements for legalized marriage, extra-marital affairs between local 
husbands and mainland women intensified, and the image of “traditional family" 
among existed in nostalgic memories. While the husband in "traditional family" is 
always the leader and the provider served by his wife, or wives; "modern family" in 
post-1997 local drama becomes an absent and empty space because both the husband 
and wife spend most of their time absent from home to develop their career4. 
Moreover, the political anxiety upon the transition of 1997 did not divert the 
audience' time from entering the theatre. On the contrary, the use of movie stars and 
glamorous settings to attract a wide number of audience becomes increasingly 
common not only among the commercial theatres, but also the professional theatre 
with government subsidies. After successful box-office records by I Have A Date in 
Spring during the 3 years of re-runs in 1992-1995, both commercial and 
government-sponsored theatres starts to focus on ticket-sales of their productions. 
While the highest number of audience recorded in the local drama of 1996 was around 
6,000, The Hong Kong Repertory Theatre's production with celebrity Liza Wang (汪 
曰月圣 Wang Mingquan) in Raymond To's Romance of A Teahouse 誰遣香茶挽夢回 
on November 1997 successfully attracted a total number of 11,487 audience in the 10 
performances at the Grand Theatre of the Cultural Centre5. The Rep's production of 
Ricky, My Love 歷奇 starring local singer Kacken Lee (李克勤 Li Keqin) had a 
record of receiving 19,372 audience in their 13 performance throughout the turn of the 
4 See Chan Kum-kuen (陳敢權 Chen Ganquan). Jinwu Changgong (金屋藏公 Men Hidden in the 
House) in Down to Earth: Hong Kong Drama 1999 (Hong Kong Plays Series No. 3) ed. Jessica Yeung 
[Hong Kong: International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2001], p. 75-186. 
5 Ding Yu 丁羽，ed.，Hong Kong Theatre Critic's Forum 1999-2000 香港慮睡3 6 0度:97 -98 劇評 
人座談會言己錄’ [Hong Kong: International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2000], p. 142 
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millennium from December 1999 to January 20006. 
The above productions did not use images of happy marriage, which were more 
likely to receive a large number of audience. Wang in Romance of a Teahouse plays 
the role of a divorce woman with a lover ten years younger7. Ricky My Love was a 
musical without a happy ending. The misunderstanding between the lover results in 
the unhappy marriage of the heroine and her death in the last scene. Nevertheless, the 
number of audience attending these productions showed the audience in general was 
no longer confined to popular plot of "fairy tale ending”. An increasing number of 
audiences had adopted themselves to the appreciation of dramatic production which 
reveals the stress and problems in marriage8. 
Since spoken drama is a form of creative literature, they cannot be compared 
with government statistics and records of legislative debates as historical sources that 
reflects social phenomenon on marriage at a particular period of time. However, the 
creative and imaginative natures of dramatic literature, these pieces demonstrate a 
desirable marriage institution, or a more ideal concept of marriage, which could be 
very different from the existing legislation or traditional concepts. The responses and 
attentions received from the critics and audience also showed the readiness of the 
society to attempt the upholding of traditions or the introduction of new concepts on 
marriage. 
6 Daisy Chu 朱琼爱，ed., Hong Kong Theatre Critic's Forum 1999-2000 香港劇壇3 6 0度:1999 
一2000劇評人座談會言己錄,[Hong Kong: International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 
2000], pi 19. 
7 To, Raymond 杜國威 ,Shui qian xiang cha wan meng hui、誰遣香茶挽夢回 Romance of a 
Teahouse), [Hong Kong: Subculture Co. Ltd.香港:次文化堂，1998] 
8 To, Raymond 杜國威,Liqi (歷奇Ricky my love). [Hong Kong: Huangguan chubanshe youxian 
gongsi,皇冠出版社(香港)有限公司，1999] 
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Last but not least, another for the audience of local drama from an exclusive 
minority to more popular general masses was mainly due to the increasing dominance 
of mid-age middle class intellectuals in the population of Hong Kong. According to 
the population census of 2001, the median monthly income from main employment of 
the working population had increased 93% over that in 1991 and the proportion of the 
working population in the professional levels also increased from 23% in 1991 to 
32% in 2001, allowing more audience the financial resources to spare on culture and 
arts besides their basic needs9. The aging population in 2001 had 36 as the median age 
of the population, providing a group of mature audience for the elitist culture. 
Moreover, the proportion of the population who had attended tertiary education in 
degree courses increased from 5.9 % in 1991 to 13% in 200110. The continuous 
enhancement of education level enabled local drama to raise more critical issues that 
provokes intellectual debates and challenges the traditional value of the society. 
Apart from the middle-class intellectuals in Hong Kong by 2001, with the 
increase in divorce rate in Hong Kong throughout the previous three decades, single 
parents also became a significant group in the local population towards 2001. In a 
society with government statistics and dramatic arts showing the disintegration of 
marriage and families, does it mean that traditional values are abandoned? If the 
institution of marriage was "obsolete" in the local dramas, what relationships would 
replace marriage and family as the most important themes in local drama? Or instead 
of moving towards a complete denial of marriage, would people in the future fall back 
to the nostalgic values with fairy tale ending of a grand wedding and a happy 
2001 Population Census~Summary Results /Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 2001], 
pp, 5, 8-10 
2001 Population Census~Summary Results [Hong Kong: Census and Statistics Department, 2001], 
Table 14 p. 42 
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marriage? This thesis would provoke questions for future scholars interested in this 
topic to investigate the above questions, which would allow a more in-depth 
understanding on the structural change on the cultural identity of Hong Kong. 
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Appendix 1: Plays Performed for the FS Drama Festival (1966-1974) 
Year Title of Play Marital Topics Discussed other Themes/Awards 
(College) Marriage /Divorce Gender Relations Parental Authority 
1 9 6 6 Nightmare About a young girl 
(NCE) 馬夢 preparing her Certificate of 
Examination/ Best Drama 
(NA) Tragedy by the ~~ 1st Runner up for Best 
Lake Drama, Best Actress 
湖上的悲劇 
(HKIC)~ The One That Got 
Away 
(CC) Year of Misery Story of a poor family 
荒年 during War Years in China/ 
Best Actor 
(HKU) Father's Return 2na Runner up for Best 
Drama 
(UC) The Proposal Translated from play by 
求婚 Anton Chekhov 
1967 Fascination The experience of a Best Drama, Best Director, 
( N A ) 夢 幻 曲 who fell ill after Best Playwright 
her husband's departure 
(UC) The Coat The Distrust between 
皮大衣 Husbands and Wives 
(HKU) Killing of a Child Criticizing the social Based on a Japanese Novel 
殺嬰 discrimination against 
an improvised the 
killing of her 3rd child, 
while her husband and 
a sons all died 
(HKIC)~ A Writer's Sadness 
作家的悲哀 
(DHY) Zheng chengong Historical Play 
鄭成功 
(CC) At Home 
回家之後 
1968 A Joyful Journey A drama about a happy 
(UC) 1 夬樂旅程 family/Best Drama, Best 
Director, Best Actress. 
(NCE) Distance Criticism Against 
生人勿近 superstitious practices 
(NA) Far are the The dilemma of a wife Best Playwright 
mountains and sky between her 
山遠天高 materialistic husband & 
her romantic lover 
(HKU) The Accident Distrust between the The husband suspects that 
百密一疏 husband and his wife. his wife is still having a 
relationship with her 
previous lover/ Best Actor 
(CC) The Goat The story of a murder 
恙羊 due to the complication 
I of a love-triangle 
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(HKIC) Vengeance The husband is haunted ~~ |The husband is found 
仇 by his inability to save dancing with his female 
his wife's life upon her cousin at a party when his 
pregnancy wife fell and died. 
1969 Happiness The story of a man in 
(HKIC) Everywhere his mid-life crisis with 
逍遙處處 h i s w i f e 
(UC) Visitor by Night A play about corruption 
晚間的來客 2nd Runner Up for Best 
Drama. Best Actor, Best 
Actress 
(CC) Farewell by Night The obedience of a Best playwright 
夜別 广沧 t o w a r d s h e r First 腿ner up for Best 
husband by abandoning ^ , , . Drama her career and staying 
home as a housewife 
(BU) Waiting A married woman The lover has terminal Champion (Best Drama), 
等待 proposing a divorce to disease and finally Best Director 
her husband for her declined the woman's 
previous lover decision. 
(NA) The Bald Knight The young nun who is 
秀頭武士 trapped by accident at a 
young single man's 
room 
(HKU) The Dwarf The daily life of manual 
碼頭 ‘w o r k e r s 
(NCE) Difficult Path The mother's 
歧路 disapproval of her 
son's marriage to his 
pregnant girlfriend. 
1970 Moving to the Land The sufferings of a 20 year 
(NA) 上岸 old girl from an 
impoverished boat family 
(HKIC) Lost Hope The disillusionment of 
失落了的期望 a 18 year old girl about 
her ideal boyfriend 
The Shadow The past of a wealthy 
陰影 college student haunting his 
presence 
(CC) The Burden About the dating 
車尼 relations between the 
college males and 
females 
(UC) My Song is Gone The fantasy of a 
我曲已逝 daughter towards her 
piano teacher was 
disillusioned upon 
the relations between 
the teacher and her 
parents 
(NEC) Love and Hate The Marriage of a 
急情恨 wealth old maid to a 
womanizer, and her 
doubts on his sincerity 
(BU) Fleeing The Process of " 
奔 marriage and divorce 
between a young 
couple 
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1971 500,000 Years lAbout Chinese Civilization 
(HKU) 五十萬年 in the past 50,000 yrs 
Best Drama, Best Playwright, 
Best Director, Best Actor 
(UC) The Crying Wolf The portrayal of Best Actress, 1st runner up 
狼來了 f a t h e r a s " ^ e crying f o r B e S t Drama 
wolf'. The conflict 
between the mother 
who hates her 
husband, and the 
Electra Complex of 
her daughter 
(NA) The plot Revelation of social 
妙言十 injustice 
(CC) The Separation The Youth's rebellion 
割離 against parental authorities 
and establishments/ 2nd 
runner up for Best Drama 
(NCE) Shadow, Image and 
Illusions 影,像，形 
(BU) Between Fantasy 
and Reality 
疑幻疑真 
(LC) The Deceit Women are said to Investigating human nature 
假面 be more sentimental 
and take pleasure by 
indulging in the past 
1972 The Boa Snake A play about human 
( C U H K ) 螺 existence. Best Drama, Best 
Director 
(HKU) Hibernators A play showing different 
冬眠 perspectives towards life/1 st 
runner up for Best Drama 
Best playwright (Lam 
Tai-hung, Yuen Lup-fun) 
(BU) Beyond the Wall The ghost of a deceased Best actress, 2nd runner u p ~ 
圍牆外 m a n s e e i n g h i s w i f e for Best Drama 
and her lover visiting 
his grave. 
(HKGEC) The Wanderers One of the homeless The experience of three 
華格幫 woman mocks a homeless people on the 
young, dating couple street 
(HKIC) The Departure 丨The quarrel and dilemma of 
另�J a doctor with his family and 
girlfriend upon his 
departure to India for 
voluntary work. 
(SRBEC) Mirror of the Heart 
心鏡 
(NCE) The Lovers The return of a 
喜鵲枝頭 woman's previous 
lover at her wedding 
day. 
1973 The Sunset 
(NCE) 日落 
(BU) jl^he trees 樹 • 
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(CUHK) Outside the City lAbout civilization and its 
市外 destruction on rural life 
(HKGEC) The nightmare 靨 
(HICPTU) Mhig puo 冥破 _ 
(HKU) ^ e Chase 逐 一 
(SRBEC) The Complaints 訴 
1974 Not To be a Since this year, the festival 
(BU) Gentleman has changed from 
勸君莫做男子漢 competitions to drama 
presentations among 
different colleges 
(HKU) The Clear Sky Getting married 




(HKPTU) The Sketch 
素描 
(SRBEC) The Night 
Departure 夜另[J 
(HKGEC) Who's Fault is it? 
誰之過 
(CUHK) Sunrise, Sunset The return of an The wife claims that 
曰出曰落 intellectual to his she "worships" her 
family and found that husband 




(NCE) A Date After Sunset 
I人約黃昏後 
Abbreviations for Colleges: 
BU: Baptist University CC: Chung Chi College 
CUHK: Chinese University of Hong Kong DHY: Dahan yishu xueyuan 大漢藝循〒學院 GEC: Grantham Education 
College 
HKPTU: Hong Kong Polytechnic University HKIC: Hong Kong Industrial College 香港工業學院/ (1970 -)香港工專 
HKU: Hong Kong University LC: Lingnan College 
NA: New Asia College NCE: Northcote Education College 
SRBEC: Sir Robert Black Education College UC: United College 
The FS Drama Festivals (1966-1974 ) were all held at the City Hall Concert Hall 
Sources: 
1. This Table is based on Yiu Wing Ka 女兆穎嘉"Xianggang zhengdu de wenhua zhengce yu Xianggang huaju de fazhan 香港政府 
的文化政策與香港話劇的發展(1945-2000 年)，’.[MPhil Thesis Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2003], Appendix (7) 
2. Chinese Student Weekly, 21/1/1972 p.7 issue 1018; 
3. Performance Program. The Sixth FS Drama Festival, 1971. 
4. Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays from the 1970s Edited by Cheung Pink Kuen. [Hong Kong: International Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003]. 
5. Undergrad 學苑.1/3/1966 p.3; 8/2/1967, p.2; 
6. The Federation 學聯報.14/3/1968, p. 3, 12/1/1969, p. 2; 10/3/1970, p. 7; 22/1/1970 p.4 
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Appendix 2: Plays Performed by the Joint-School Drama Project (1969-1977) 
Date/Year Title of Play P l aywr igh t s I Venues~~~Marital Topics Discussed IOther Themes 
Parental Authority Marriage for Money Gender 
Relations 
Summer, Blossom Lee Woon-wah Hong The parents' desire -The daughter of a - All major characters 
1969 Everywhere 李援華 Kong City for their daughter proletariat family in their late teens and 
天涯f可處無 H a l 1 , t 0 m a r r y r i c h wants to marry a early twenties 
芳草 Theatre wealthy man. -Pre-marital sex, 
(T l a -An unemployed - Criteria for the 
young man wants to selection of spouses 
h e c h u marry the daughter 
wu fangcao) 0f a rich family 
1971 Lost 失落 Lam Tai-hing Hong Authoritative - All major characters 
林大慶， K o n § c i t y father and in their late teens and 
Yuen Lup-fun 他11， ignorant mother early twenties 
袁立勳 Theatre - Generation Gap 
-Drug abuse 
- Gangsters 
1972 Dust Lam Tai-hing Hong -All major characters 
塵 林大慶， K o n g City in their late teens 
Yuen Lup-fun
 H a l 1， _ A b o u t class 
袁立勳 Theatre struggles, 
civilizations and 
human existence 
1972 The Great Lam Tai-hing Hong - Criticizing -military 
War 林大慶， Kong City ambitions of 
大戰 Yuwn Lup-fun H a l 1 ' superpower nations 
(Dazhan) 袁 AL 勳 
1973 One-Sixth 六 Hong 
-The experience of 5 
分一 Kong City students from 
Hall, improvised to wealth 
Theatre family backgrounds to 
strive for university 
admission 
1973 Half a Play Lam Tai-hing School Authoritative - All major characters 
半咅臓 林大慶， Hall, father and in their late teens and 
(Banbu xi) Yuen Lup-fun Queen's ignorant mother early twenties 
袁立勳 College - P a r e n t s' disapproval 
of the youths' 
participation in 
dramas. 
1973 Flowers Chan Lai-yum *Parent's It was - All major characters 
花 陳麗音， disapproval for the considered in their late teens and 
(Hua) Zhao Xiaomao young girls' "indecent" for early twenties 
趙,」、苗 participation in girls to invite 
parties boys over for 
parties 
1973 Diaries of Ko Tin-lung Hong -About the Campaign 
the Rubbish 古天農 K o n g City to keep Hong Kong 
垃圾記 H a l 1 , clean 
Theatre 
1973 Caged 籠中 Zheng Hong -All major characters 
Wenliang Kong City in secondary school 
鄭文亮， Hall, age 
Huang Dahua Theatre - Criticizing the 
黃建華，Zhou existing education 
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Yong ping 周 system 
9-16/9/1974 Certificate of Collective H K City The parents' The oldest sister in Unemployed - All major characters 
Examination Hall disapproval of the the family wants to Father and in their late teens and 
1974 Premiere daughters dating marry the mother as early twenties 
侖考一九七 partners vice-manager of the housewife 
四 factory. - Revealing the life of 
. The vice manager Proletariat Family 
( wants to marry the - Runaway Girls 
iQn A\ J 
丄y z ^ ^ daughter of his 
employer 
Recess on Collective Chan - All major characters 
4/5/1974* The Fourth Shu-kui in Secondary School 
of May
 H a l 1， Age 
五月四曰的 North - Criticizing the 
7jN 寒 Point existing Education 
广、 . . System 
y e s m - Rebellions against 
de xiaosxi) establishments and 
traditions 
1975 Upstairs Collective Hong Fathers as -All major characters 
Kong City unemployed at school age 
Hall, workers, 
Theatre mothers as 
housewives 
Performance 樓上 _ Runaway Girls 
for the 7th (Loushang) - Life of Proletariat 
anniversary Families 
14/10/1977 The Story of Lam Tai-hmg Lee - Historical Play 
Wen Yiduo 林大慶， Theatre about Chinese 




1977 The Bull Shouson Parents wants the he eldest son of the The discussion 
Performance 牛 Theatre, young generations family marries the of the married 
for the 10th (Niu) Hong to take over his daughter of his couple on family 
anniversary Kong Arts business employer planning. 
Centre 
* (One of the performances for the May Fourth Memorial Festival by the Federation of Students) 
Sources: 
Chinese Student Weekly, 1973/9/28, issue 1106 
Chinese Student Weekly, 1971/9/17，issue 1000 
Original Unpublished Scripts: Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音，Participant of Joint-School Drama Project 
Published Scripts: Half a Play, CE 1974, Recess on the Fourth of May collected in Restless Youth: Hong Kong Plays from the 
1970s Edited by Cheung, Ping Kuen. International Association of Drama Critics. [Hong Kong: 2003] 
Chan, Lai-yum, Aileen.陳麗音，<lslyacha@cityu.edu.hk >, "About Joint-School Drama Project”，2 June 2006, personal 
e-mail ( 2 June 2006). 
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Appendix 3: Productions of the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre (1977-1997) 
Date (no. of Title of Play Venues Playwright Remarks 
performances) 
Re-runs (no of 
performances) 
8/ 1977 (5) 大難不死 CHT 曹爾頓•懷爾德 Translated Play 
(重演）（Re-run) The Skin of Our Teeth Thornton Wilder 
9-11/09/ 1977 (5) 
26-28/08/ 1977 (5)(重 黑奴 CHT 史杜威夫人 Translated Play 
演）(Re -run) 23-25/09/ Uncle Tom's Harrie Beecher Stowe 
1977 (5) Cabin 
11-12 Oct 1977 (8) 17-20 農村三部曲 CHT About the life of peasant. 
/11/ 1977 (8) The Rural Trilogy Hong Shen Written by playwright from mainland 
China 
2-4 /12/ 1977 (5) 灰蘭記 CHT 布萊希特 Translated Play 
(重演)(Re-run) The Caucasian Chalk Circle Bertolt Brecht 
13-15/01/1978(5) 
30/12/ 1977- 王子復仇記 CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
1 / 0 1 / 1 9 7 8 Halmet William Shakespeare 
19-22/01/1978(10) 
19-21/05/ 1978 (5)(重演）醉心貴族的小市民 CHT 莫里哀 Moliere Translated Play 
(Re- run) 16-18 Jun 1978 The Would-be Gentleman 
(5) 
28-30/07/1978(4) 青春的價値 CHT 梁立人 -Runaway Girls 
(重演）（Re-run) The Value ofYouth Leung Lap-yan - Teenage 
11-13/08/1978(4) Prostitutions 
19-27/09/ 1978 (7) 長路漫漫入夜深 CHT 尤金•奧尼爾 Translated Play 
Long Day's Journey into Eugene O'Neill 
Night 
22-24/12/ 1978 (2) M ACH 彼德•舒化 Translated Play 
5-7/01/ 1979 (5) Equus Peter Shaffer 
(重演)(Re-run) 
19-20/01/1979(2) 
16-18/03/ 1979 弒君記 CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
30/03—1 /04/1979(10) Macbeth William Shakespeare 
7-10/06/ 1979 ^ S CHT 奧古斯丁 • 庫 塞 克 ~ Translated Play 
21 -24/06/ 1979 (10) The Centre-Forward Augustine Cuzzani 
21-29/07/1979(10) 駱駝祥子 CHT Based on Lao She's Novel Rickshaw 
The Rickshaw-Puller Camel Lao She 
Cheung 
16-19/08/1979 創奇者 CHT 威廉•基遜 Translated Play 
19-22/09/1979 The Miracle Maker William Gibson 
28-30/09/1979(13) 
19-20/10/1979(3) 新楊乃武與小白菜 The CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
14-18/11/1979 (7) Great Trail William Shakespeare 
22-25/12/1979 (5) 聖女貞德 CHT 蕭伯納 Translated Play 
9-13/01/1980 (5) Saint Joan Bernard Shaw 
(重演)(Re-run) 駱駝祥子 CHT See Above 
21 -23 Feb 1980 (4) The Rickshaw-Puller Camel Lao She 
Cheung 
2-5 Apr 1980 (6) 夢斷城西 CHT 阿瑟•羅禮士 Translated Play 
20-22/05/1980 (3) West Side Story Arthur Laurents 
4-8/06/1980 
18-22/06/1980(10) 
31 J u l - 10 Aug 1980 (10)羅密歐與茱麗葉 R o m e o ~ C H T 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
and Juliet William Shakespeare 
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10-14 Sep 1980 |控方證人 [CHT |亞嘉泰•克莉絲蒂~~iTranslated Play 
24-28/09/1980 (12) Witness for the Prosecution Agatha Christie 
6-17 Oct 1980 (3) 羅生門 Rashomon CHCH 芥川龍之介 Translated Play 
Ryunosuke Akutagawa 
10-18/12/1980(11) — 曰出 Sunrise 一 CHT 會禺 Cao Yu Modern Chinese Play 
10-18 Jan 1981 (10) 公敵 Tlie Public Enemy CHT 易卜生 Henr iUbsen~ Translated Play 
5-8 Mar 1981 M S CHT 瑪莎.羅曼 Translated Play 
18-22/03/1981 (13) Getting Out Marsha Norman 
(重演)(Re-run) 羅生門 CHT 芥川龍之介 Translated Play 
27-28/05/1981 (4) Rashomon [Ryunosuke Akutagawa 
7-17 Jul 1981 (12) 太平天國 C H C H ~ ~ S S I Play with Traditional Costume 
Taiping tianguo Yang Hansheng 
25-30 Aug 1981 (7) 登龍有術 CHT 阿比•巴路士 ‘ 
How to Succeed in Business Abe Burrows 
Without Really Trying 
Translated Play 
15-18 Oct 1981 (4) 喬峰 Qiao Feng CHT (原著：金庸 
18-24 Nov 1981 (7) Author: Louis Cha) 
盧景文、李耀文 
Lo King-man, Lee Play adopted from Chinese novel 
Yiu-man 
28 Feb-11 Mar 1 9 8 2 “ “馴悍記 CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
(14) The Training of the Shrew | | William Shakespeare 
(重演)(Re-run) 側門 Side Door CHT 陳耀雄、關展博 Chan See Above 
21-30 May 1982 (12) Yiu-hung, Kwan 
Chin-pok 
25 Jun - 4 Jul 1982 ( 1 2 ) 海鷗 S � g u l l CHT 契訶夫 Anton Chekhov Translated Play 
10-19 Sep 1982(12) 小城風光 CHT 曹爾頓•懷爾德 Translated Play 
Our Town Thornton Wilder 
10-19 Sep 1982(12) 大刺客 The Assassination of CHT 陳有后 Play with Traditional Costume 
the 1 st Emperor of China Chan Yau-hau 
4-18 Oct 1982 (7) 5 X CHT 班納•龐馬蘭斯 Translated Play 
24-30/11/ 1982 (9) Elephant Man Bernard Pomerance 
15-19 Jan 1983 (7) 推銷員之死 CHCH 阿瑟•密勒 Translated Play 
Death of a Salesman Arthur Miller 
25-28 Jan 1983 (4) 昨天孩子/ 球 CHT 杜國威 Prostitutes as unmarried, illegitimate 
Yesterday Child/ Ball Raymond To single mother 
-Prostitution 
-Illegitimate Son 
23 F e b - 5 Mar 1983 (11)雪山飛狐 CHT (原著：金庸 Play Adopted from Chinese Novels 
Hu Fei Author: Louis Cha) 
30 A p r - 9 May 1983 (14)莫扎特之死 CHT 彼得•舒化 Translated Play 
Amadeus Peter Shaffer 
2-10 Jul 1983 (11) 海達•蓋伯樂 CHT Translated Play 
Hedda Gabler Henrik Ibsen 
31 A u g - 9 Sep 1983 (12)西太后 Tlie Empress CHT 陳尹瑩 Play with Traditional Costume 
Dowager Joanna Chan 
18-24/10/1983 (9) 阿 Q 正傳 CHT 陳白塵 Chan Baichen Play adopted from Chinese novel 
6-12/11/1983 (9) The Story of AR Q 原著：魯迅 Author: Lu 
2Cun 




24-29 Jan 1984(12) |威尼斯商人 [CHT |莎士比亞 iTranslated Play 
The Merchant of Venice William Shakespeare 
14-18 Mar 1984 (6) 馬拉/ 沙德 Marat/ Sade CHCH 一 彼得•韋斯 Peter Weiss Translated Play 
(重演）(Re-run) 威尼斯商人 CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
1-10 May 1984 (12) The Merchant of Venice William Shakespeare 
21-30 Jun 1984 (13) 不可兒戲 CHT 王爾德 Translated Play 
The Importance of Being Oscar Wilde 
Earnest 
8-11 Sep 1984 (6) 太陽神的約會 CHT/ 莫紉蘭 WA 
14-16 Sep 1984 (4) Birthday Party of the Sun KST Mok Yan-lan 
God . 
18-20 Oct 1984 (4) CHT ^ ^ Contemporaiy Chinese Play 
24-28 Oct 1984 (5) Teahouse Lao She 
7-16 Dec 1984(14) 三便士歌劇 CHT 布萊希特 Translated Play 
The Threepenny Opera Bertolt Brecht 
21-29 Jan 1985 (13) 次神的兒女 CHT 馬克•麥道夫 Translated Play 
Children of a Lesser God Mark Medoff 
7-15 Mar 1985 (11) 一八四一 1841 CHT 陳敢權 Chan The History of Hong Kong since 1841 ~ 
Kam-kuen 
3-12 May 1985 (15) / J n M M The Little Foxes CHT 蓮麗.海爾曼 Translated Play 
Lillian Hellman 
(重演）(Re-run) 不可兒戲 CHT 王爾德 Translated Play 
14-23 Jun 1985 (14) The Importance of Being Oscar Wilde 
Earnest 
(廣州重演）(Guangzhou 不可兒戲 王爾德 Translated Play 
Tour) The Importance of Being Oscar Wilde 
27-29 Jun 1985 (3) Earnest 
22-25 Aug 1985 (6) 曰月精忠 CHCH 羅拔•寶德 Translated Play 
A Man For All Seasons Robert Bolt 
18-21 Oct 1985 (6) 誰繫故園心 CHT 陳尹瑩 -The wife regretting her marriage 
8-14 Nov 1985 (10) Before the Dawn Wind Joanna Chan -The husband receiving no respect from 
Rises his wife and children 
28-31 /12/ 1985 (7) 小井胡同 CHT 李龍雲 Play Set in Mainland China 
(重演)(Re-run) Xiajing Hutong Li Longyun 
7-16/03/ 1986(15) 
27 J a n - 2 Feb 1986 ( 9 ) ~ 請君入瓷 KST 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
14-16 Feb 1986 (3) Measure for Measure William Shakespeare 
2-12/05/ 1986(15) 嫉 Othello CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
William Shakespeare 
20-29 Jun 1986(14) 紅白喜事 CHT 魏敏、孟冰、林朗、李 Play Set in Mainland China 
Comedy of Betrothal 冬青 
Wei Min, Meng Bing, 
Lin Lang, Li Dongqing 
(三度公演) 小井胡同 CHT 李龍雲 See Above 
(Third Run) Xiajing Hutong Li Longyun 
22-24/08/1986 (5) 
21-27 Oct 1986 (7) 蝦碌戲班 Noises Off ~ 米高•弗雷恩 Michael “ 
KS1 _ Translated Play rrayn 
28 Nov - 6 Dec 1986 ( 5 )人間有情 杜國威 -Arranged Marriage for the older 
Where Love Abides C H T Raymond To generation 
-The girl takes the initiative to meet her 
husband-to-be 
5-11 Feb 1987 (6) 石頭記 1 P 1 
26-Feb - 1 Mar 1987(4) Journey of The Stone C H T Joanna Chan I n s P i r e d a C h i n e s e N o v e l 
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m m (Re-run) |蝦碌戲班 |米高•弗雷恩 
1-4 May 1987 (4) Noises Off NCWCCT M i c h a d F r a y n Translated Play 
7-13 May 1987 (7) C H 1 
5-14 Jun 1987 (14) 月有圓缺 杜良媞 -Arguments among concubines 
The Shape of the Moon Tue Liang-tee -Marriage for a Foreign Passport 
-Career women taking the initiative to 
marry the man they want 
CHT - the husband is the victim of keeping 2 
wives at home 
- A father character sends his son away 
because of his lover 
29 Aug - 1 Sep 1987 ( 6 ) 賽金花 Sai Jinhua C H C H ~ 金東方 Jin Dongfang P l a y w i t h T r a d i t i o n a l Costume 
16-22 Oct 1987 (7) 傾城之戀 陳冠中 
Love in a Fallen City Chan Koon-chung 
Kb I (原著•張愛玲 Adopted by Eileen Cheung's Novel 
Author: Eileen Chang) 
(重演）(Re-run) 人間有情 杜國威Raymond To 
13-17/11/1987 (5) Where Love Abides KST See Above 
(廣州重演）（Guangzhou 人間有情 杜國威 
Tour) Where Love Abides Raymond To See Above 
20-22/11/1987 (4) 
22-29 Jan 1988 (8) 有酒今朝醉 ~ ~ 祖•馬斯達洛夫 “ ~ 
^ , , Kb 1 T ^ I ranslated Play Cabaret Joe Masterorf J 
5-15 Mar 1988 (14) 六國尋找作家的角色Six 皮藍德婁 
Characters in Search of An CHT Luigi Pirandello Translated Play 
Author 
13-24 May 1988 (16) 第十二夜 CHT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
Twelfth Night William Shakespeare 
24 Jun - 3 Jul 1988 ( 1 4 )秦王李世民 CHT Play with Traditional Costume 
Li Shimin, King of Qin Yan Haiping 
4-16 Aug 1988 (17) 花近高樓 CHT 陳尹瑩 The career woman wants to get a divorce 
Crown Ourselves With Joanna Chan if she has the time 
Roses Career Woman 
16-20 Sep 1988 (5) 名份/星星的時間 CHT Lam Sheung-mo 
The Name/ The Hour of the Minoru Betsuyaku 
Stars 
14-20 Oct 1988 (7) 遍地芳菲 KST 杜國威 About the 1911 Revolution 
Boundless Movement Raymond To 
2-17 Dec 1988 (10) 榆樹下的慾望 S W C C T ~ Eugenie O'Niel Translated Play 
15-18/12/1988 (5) Desire Under The Elms 
12-25 Feb 1989(16) 笑傲江湖 S W C C T ~ 陳尹瑩 J o a n n a Chan(原 Play adopted by Chinese novel 
Laughing In the Wind 著：金庸 Author: Louis 
Cha) 
7-13 Mar 1989 (9) 廢墟中環 S W C C T ~ 潘惠森 Homosexuality was mentioned with 
Central Deconstructed Poon Wai-sum negative connation 
(重演) 花近高樓 SWCCT 陳尹璧 See Above 
(Re-run) Crown Ourselves With Joanna Chan 
12-21 May 1989(12) Roses 
10-19 Jul 1989(12) 聲/ 色 HKRTRH 黃哲倫，杜國威 Divorced single mother 
The Sound of A Voice/ A David Henry Hwang The divorced woman takes the initiative 
Gleam of Colour Raymond To to divorce her husband 
Divorce due to the extra-
marital relation of the husband 
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- delayed marriage among 
young male adults 
(三度公演) 花近高樓 C H C H ~ 陳尹璧 See Above 
(Third run) Crown Ourselves With Joanna Chan 
26-30/08/1989 (5) Roses 
15-17 Sep 1989 (5) 牢窗內外 SWCCT/ 杰羅梅•勞倫斯及羅伯Translated Play 
18-19 Nov 1989 (2) The Nigh Thoreau Spent In NCWCCT 特 .李 
Jail Jerome Lawrence & 
Robert E. Lee 
29-Sep-9 Oct 1989(14)北京人 CHT W S Cotemporary Chinese Drama 
The Peking Man Cao Yu 
23-27 Nov 1989 (5) 我手誰牽 S W C C T ~ 阿倫•艾克邦 Translated Play 
Woman In Mind Alan Ayckbourn 
(重演)(Re-run) 俏紅娘 HKCCST/曹威頓.懷爾德 Translated Play 
6-10 Nov 1989(7) The Matchmaker HKCCST Thornton Wilder 
14-21/12/1989(10) 
18-24 Jan 1990 (7) 無事生非 HKCCGT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
Much Ado About Nothing William Shakespeare 
24 F e b - 9 Mar 1990(16)雄霸天下 S W C C T ~ 尙•阿努依 Translated Play 
Becket Jean Anouilh 
11-25 Mar 1990 (18) 七十二家房客 HKCCST沈一家、楊華生、張樵 




5-14 Jun 1990 (8) 伴我同行 S W C C T ~ 古天農 Unmarried Domestic Helper(self-combed 
One of the Lucky Ones Ko Tin-lung maids) 
(重演)(Re-run) 雄霸天下 CHT 尙•阿努依 Translated Play 
29/06-9/07/1990(10) Becket Jean Anouilh 
26-31 Aug 1990 (6) 胡天胡帝 HKCCGT 愛爾非•扎爾 Translated Play 
Ubu Roi Alfred Jarry 
12-15 Oct 1990 (6) 孔子、耶稣、披頭四連儂 HKCCGT 沙葉新 Written by playwright from mainland 
Confucius, Jesus Christ & Sha Yexin China 
John Lennon of the Beatles 
30 Nov - 1 2 Dec 1990 培爾•金特 CHT 易卜生 Translated Play 
(16) Peer Gynt Henrik Ibsen 
20 Jan - 2 Feb 1991 (16 )費加羅的婚禮 HKCCST 皮埃爾•博馬舍 Translated Play 
The Marriage of Figaro Pierre-Augustin 
Caronde Beaumarchais 
1-13 Mar 1991 (16) 禁葬令 S W C C T ~ 尙•阿努依 Translated Play 
Antigone Jean Anouilh 
21-29 Mar 1991 (12) 扶桑過客 HKCCST 杜國威 
Tokyo Blues Raymond To 
A Chinese student is having an affair 
with a married man 
Overseas Chinese Students in Japan 
(重演) 孔子、耶稣、披頭四連儂HKCCGT沙葉新 
(Re-run) Confucius, Jesus Christ & Sha Yexin 
3-5 Jul 1991 (4) John Lennon of the Beatles 
22-24 Jun 1991 (3) 
2-14 Aug 1991 (16) 扮野金龜婿 S W C C T ~ 彼得•舒化 Translated Play 
Black Comedy Peter Shaffer 
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6-15 Sep 1991 (13) |欽差大臣 The Government ISWHCCT |果戈里 iTranslated Play 
Inspector Gogol Nikolai 
25 O c t - 4 Nov 1991 (14)傅雷與傅聰 CHT 
Fou Lei & Fou Ts'ong Hu Weimin 
(重演)(Re-run) 伴我同行 SWHCCT古天農 See Above 
29 Nov - 4 Dec 1991 (8) One of the Lucky Ones Ko Tin-lung 
3-12 Jan 1992(14) 蝴蝶君 CHT 黃哲倫 David HenryTrans l a t ed Play 
M. Butterfly Hwang 
28 Feb - 8 Mar 1992 (16)藍葉之屋 House of Blue CHT 約翰•蓋爾 Translated Play 
Leaves John Guare 
15-17/05/1992 (4) 橫衝直撞偷錯情 HKCCGT 喬治•費杜 Translated Play 
22-24/05/1992 (3) A Flea in Her Ear SHTHA Georges Feydeau 
(重演)(Re-rim) 費加羅的婚禮 HKCCST皮埃爾•博馬舍 Translated Play 
26-Jun - 11 Jul 1992 (19) The Marriage of Figaro Pierre-Augustin 
Caronde Beaumarchais 
16-31 Oct 1992 (18) 我和春天有個約會 CHT 杜國威 Marriage and Delayed Marriages among 
I Have a Date with Spring Raymond To Female Singers 
20-25 Nov 1992 (8) 黑夜衝激 CHT 陳敢權 Sexual Orientations of the local youth~~ 
The Night Rider Anthony Chan Pre-marital sex 
8-13 Dec 1992 (7) 百無禁忌 HKCCHG 喬治•華克 Translated Play 
Nothing Sacred T George F. Walker 
15-20 Jan 1993 (8) SWHCCT 古天農 
The Trial Ko Tin-lung 
30 Jan，14 Feb 1993 (19)他人的錢 HKSSCT 謝利.史汀拿 Translated Play 
Other People's Money Jerry Sterner 
19-31 Mar 1993 (16) 關漢卿 S W C C T ~ S S 
Guan Hanging Tian Han Play with Traditional Costume 
15-23 May 1993 (10) 李爾王 HKCCGT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
King Lear William Shakespeare 
(重演)(Re-run) 我和春天有個約會I Have a SWHCCT/杜國威 See Above 
17-23 Jun 1993 (9) Date with Spring TWTHA Raymond To 
2-4 Jul 1993 (4) 
23-31 Jul 1993 (10) 三對冤家三個家 SWCCT 阿倫.艾克邦 Translated Play 
Absurd Person Singular Alan Ayckbourn 
(重演)(Re-run) 他人的錢 HKCCST謝利•史汀拿 Translated Play 
10-20 Sep 1993 (13) Other People's Money Jerry Sterner 
28 O c t - 9 Nov 1993 (16)南海十三郎 SWHCCT 杜國威 Life of a Playwright 
The Legend of the Mad Raymond To 
Phoenix 
(重演)(Re-run) 蝴蝶君 S W C C T ~ 黃哲倫 David H e n r y ~ See Above 
10-23/12/1993 (16) M. Butterfly Hwang 
28 Jan - 5 Feb 1994 (8)""“芭巴拉少校 Major Barbara HKCCGT 蕭伯納 George Bernard Translated Play 
Shaw 
11-27 Mar 1994 (20) 閻惜姣 HKCCST 楊世彭 Daniel S. P. Play with Traditional Costume 
Yan Xijiao Yang 
7-22 May 1994(19) 不搶錢家族 HKCCST 摩斯•赫特及 Translated Play 
You Can't Take It 喬治•卡夫曼 
WithoutYou Moss Hart & 
George S. Kaufman 
1-12 Jul 1994(15) 似是故人來 The Visit S W C C T ~ 弗德烈•杜倫,€ Translated Play 
Friedrich Duerrenmatt 
20 Aug - 3 Sep 1994 (16)竹林七賢 SWHCCT 陳耀雄 Play inspired by traditional Chinese 
The Seven Wisemen of the Chan Yiu-hung legend 
Bamboo Grove 
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21-30 Oct 1994(10) |城寨風情 IHKCCGT |杜國威 |The Marriage between a young boy and a 
Tales of the Walled City Raymond To strip dancer 
2-18 Dec 1994 (20) 黑鹿開口了 HKCCST 基斯杜化•塞格爾 ~ Translated Play 
Black Elk Speaks Christopher Sergei 
4-19 Mar 1995 (19) 朱門怨婦 CHT 田納西•威廉姆斯T r a n s l a t e d Play 
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof Tennessee Williams 
6-21 May 1995 (16) 三姐妹 Three Sisters CHT Anton Chekhov Translated Play 
(重演)(Re-rim) 閻惜姣 H K C C S T楊世彭 See Above 
9-11/06/1995 (5) Yan Xijiao Daniel S.P.Yang 
(新加坡演出) 閻惜姣 SWCCT 楊世彭 See Above 
(Singapore Tour) Yan Xijiao Daniel S. P. Yang 
17-18/06/1995(3) 
11-25 Aug 1995 (16) 一僕二主 S W C C T ~ 哥爾多尼 Translated Play 
The Servant of Two Masters Carlo Goldoni 
24 N o v - 1 0 Dec 1995~~紅房間、白房間、黑房間CHT 馬中駿、秦培春 Play set in mainland China 
(18) Red Room, White Room, Ma Zhongjun, 
Black Room Qin Peichun 
(重演)(Re-rim) 城寨風情 CHT 杜國威 See Above 
19-27/01/1996 (10) Tales of the Walled City Raymond To 
16-31 Mar, 1996 愛情觀自在 HKCCST 杜國威 - marriage and romantic love 
Love a La Saint Raymond To relationship with a 
religious/philosophical discussion. 
28/06 — /07/1996 ( 7 )(北次神的兒女 馬克•麥道夫 Translated Play 
京演出)(Beijing Tour) Children of a Lesser God Mark Medoff 
23-24/08/1996(2) 
3-19 May 1996 (20) 明月明年何處看The HKCCST 米高.基斯杜化 Translated Play 
Shadow Box Michael Cristofer 
10-25 Aug 1996(19) 造遙學堂 HKCCST 李察.謝里丹 Translated Play 
The School for Scandal Richard B. Sheridan 
11-26 Oct 1996(19) 杜十娘 Miss ToSup-neung CHT 杜國威 Raymond T o ~ Play with Traditional Costume 
28 N o v - 8 Dec 1996(15)非關男女 SWHCCT 郭強生 Written by Playwright from Taiwan 
Shall We Love John Sheng Kuo 
18-26 Jan 1997 (9) 仲夏夜之夢 HKCCGT 莎士比亞 Translated Play 
A Midsummer Night's William Shakespeare 
Dream 
8-22 March 1997 梧桐别墅 Villa Parasol ~CHT 边震遐 Bian Zhenxia Play set in mainland China 
Abbreviations for Performance Venues: 
ACH lAcademic Community Hall INCWCCT iNgau Chi Wan Civic ISWHCCT |Sai Wan Ho Civic Centre Theatre 
CHCH City Hall Concert Hall Centre Theatre TWTHA Teuen Wan Town Hall Auditorium 
CHT City Hall Theatre SHTHA Shatin Tin Town Hall HKCCGT Hong Kong Cultural Centre Grand 
KST Ko Shan Theatre Auditorium HKCCST Theatre 
SWCCT Sheung Wan Civic Centre HKRTRH Hong Kong Cultural Centre Studio 
Theatre Theatre 
Hong Kong Repertory Theatre Rehearsal 
[Hall 
Sources: 
All Original Scripts of Hong Kong Repertory Theatre's productions are collected in Hong Kong Studies, The University Library, 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Chan Hoi-cheong, ed., Celebrating 20 Years the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 20th Anniversary Souvenir Book. [Hong Kong: 
Provisional Urban Council of Hong Kong, "997, pp. 85-95. 
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Appendix 4: Plays performed by Chung Ying Theatre (1990-1995) 
V Year Title of Play Awards/~IPlaywrights/ IRemarks 
Re-run Translator 
1 9 9 °" Puppy Love Bruce Keller/Yuen Che-hung 阮志雄 Translated Play 
'1991小狗拍拍 
Antigone Pao Han-lin Based on Versions by Sophocles and Brecht 
禁葬令 鮑漢琳 
The Two Gentlemen of Re-run 
Verona 
君子好逑 




The Memorandum Vaclac Havel/ Rupert Chan 陳f与if Translated play 
備忘錄 
The Two Solders William Lo 廬俊豪 
一兵一率 
Part-time Angel Cheung Tat-ming - The wife claims that her marriage life is not happy 
兼職天 張達明 -The wife gives up her job after marriage 
-The most common words the wife says to her 
husband is "You are so useless". 
- Delayed Marriage of a saleswoman 
Monsoon Complex 季候 Carmen Lo 
症 羅靜文 
Too Late 太遲 Chung Chi-wing 鍾志榮 
Do I Know You? LeeChun-chow 李鎭洲 — 
我識你架可？ 
A Knitted-Up Story 編織 Yuen Che-hung 
出來的故事 阮志雄 
Be A Gentleman of No James Cheung -The wife in Australia is engaged in an extra-marital 
Desire 張炎祥 relationship 
人到無求 with the house builder 
品自高 -The mother of the astronaut husband calls him to be 
aware of his wife. 
-The husband in the play loses the chance of 
promotion to a working astronaut wife. 
Volpone Ben Johnson/ Translated Play 
狐狸品 Rupert Chan陳鈞潤 
1991- Volpone Re-run Ben Johnson/ See Above 
: 1 9 9 2 狐狸品 Rupert Chan陳鈞潤 
Fools, Fools, Fools!傻 Re-run Children's Play 
瓜 ！ 广 
Part-time Angel Re-run See Above 
兼職天使 
Be A Gentlemen of No Re-run See Above 
Desire 
人到無求品自高 
Questions Arising Today Geoff Gilham/Yuen Che-hung 阮志雄 Translated Play 
From A Mutiny in 1789 
叛變 
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Monkey See Monkey Do Bruce Keller/Yuen Che-hung Children's Play 
馬騮戲 阮志雄 
Educating Rita Willy Russel/ 
教室情緣 Ko-Tin lung古天農 
Fools, Fools, Fools!傻 Re-run 
瓜！ 
Far Away Home Champion Cheung Tat-ming 張達明 -Re-marriage of the Father to a wife in mainland 
客鄉途情遠 Best China after his wife is deceased. 
Original -The fiancee of the father in mainland China is 
Play, portrayed as masculine and "capable in everything 
Best she does". 
Drama -The younger son of the family refuses to get married. 
Award 
Educating Rita Re-run See Above 
教室情緣 
1992- Far Away Home Re-run See Above 
1993客鄉途情遠 
Monkey See Monkey Do Re-run 
馬留戲 
Grannie and Monkey Wong Yuen-ling Children's Play 
老婆婆與馬留仔 （Huang Wanling)黃婉玲&Yuen 
Che-hung阮志雄 
The Dracula Spectacula 吸 John Gardiner/ Translated Play 
血哇鬼做大show Ko Ting-lung古天農 
The Suicide Nikolai Erdman/ Translated Play 
上窮逼落下黃泉 Rupert Chan 
陳鈞潤 
Fools, Fools, Fools!傻 Re-run See Above 
瓜！ 
The Island That Sings 會 Yuen Che-hung 阮志雄 and Richard 
唱歌的昂船洲 Lawrance 
The Dracula Spectacula Re-run 
吸血哇鬼做大Show 
The Legend of A Cheung Tat-ming Play with Tradi t ional Costume 
Storyteller 張達明 in collaboration with Fredric 
說書人柳敬亭 Mao毛俊輝 
1993- Skin Dennis Foon/ Translated Play 
1 9 9 4皮膚 Wendy Mok莫倩如 
The Story of The Little Wong Yuen-ling Children's Play 
Dinosaur 黃婉玲&Yuen Che-hung 
小恐龍的故事 阮志雄 
Taxi Driver計程車倍 James Cheung張炎祥 
Skin 皮膚 Dennis Foon/Wendy Mok 莫倩如 Translated Play 
Ah Mew's Move Anni Ho Children's Play 
只因貓兒長大了 何念慈 
Monkey See Monkey Do Re-run See Above 
馬留戲 
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Whale 灰鯨 David Holman/ ITranslated Play 
Rupert Chan 陳鈞潤 
Oops! Back Again Devised by LeeChun- “ 
捕聲捉影 I chow 李鎮洲 and the Company 
Don't Let Go Devised by Lee Chun-chow 李鎭洲 “ 
咪放手！ I and the Company 
Killer Instinct Ko Tin-lung 古天農 and Hui Fun 許 ‘ 
蔗林殺機 芬 
1994- Mom Said It's Time to Kevin Ma Children's Play • 
1995 Emigrate 馬松漢 
媽媽說要移民了 
The Dinosaurs 恐育鼠 Chan Ping-chiu 陳炳昭 
TOTO Gabriel Lee 李中全 ‘~ 
Mirror Mirror On the Alan Wong Children's Play “ 
Wall魔鏡魔鏡 黃清俊 
Xiao Long Wan Lu Lee Chun-keung 李振強 and Le Children's Play “ 
小龍問路 eChun-chow李鎭洲 
Open Sesame! Wong Yuen-ling 黃婉玲 Children's Play “ 
芝麻開門 
Peeping Into Life 偷看今 Szeto Wai-kin 司徒偉建 ~ 
生 
The School and I Ko-Tin lung A play about a young girl as the only student at a 
芳草校園 古天農 rural school in Hong Kong 
Old Master Q Cheung Tat-ming “ 
Q版老夫子 張達明 
The "Dong Dum" Woman Lo Wai-luk 廬偉力 and Chan Ping- An adaptation from Berholt Brecht's The Good 
當 Dum 好人 chiu 陳炳昭 Woman of Setzuan/ 
Big Foot Ka Ka Emily Cheng 鄭綺釵 Children's Play 
大腳嘉嘉 
Old Master Q Re-run 
Q版老夫子 
Forever Yours Raymond To 杜國威 
I人生惟願多知己 
Sources: 
1. Ting Yu, ed., All The Rainbow: Hong Kong Plays from the 1990s, [Hong Kong: International Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003]. 
2. Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明• Zhang Darning wutaijudu: weida, xukongbian 張達明舞臺慮!J讀：偉大-虛空 
篇[Hong Kong: Re Culture Limited 熱文潮有限公司，2004] 
3. Cheung, Tak-ming. Zhang Damin wutaijudu: xianggangren, qingbian 張達明舞臺劇讀:香港人,情篇, 
[Hong Kong: Re Culture Limited 熱文潮有限公司，2004] 
4. Chung Ying's 15 th anniversary journal (1979-1994). The Company, [Hong Kong : 1994] 
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Appendix 5: Plays performed by Zuni Icosahedron (1982-1992) 
Year Title of Plays Venues Playwrights Remarks 
and Directors 
1982 Dragon Dance Taipei Armed Danny Yung Issues about China 
育•舞 Forces Hero House 榮念曾 
Journey to the East Taipei Armed Danny Yung 
中國旅程五-香港台北 Forces Hero House 榮念曾 
The Secret Shouson Theatre, Edward Lam, -An abnormal 
心經 Hong Kong Arts 林奕華 father-daughter 
Centre relationship 
-A play inspired by 
the works of Eileen 
Cheung 
The First Year of One Theatre, Hong Kong Collective Inspired by the 
Hundred Years of Solitude— City Hall 集體創作 work of Gabriel 
Magic Caravan 百年之孤寂 Sir Run Run Shaw Marquez 
第一年-神奇旅程 Hall, CUHK 
1983 Gathering 眾 Atrium, The Jacob Wong, 
Landmark, Hong Florence Lui 
Kong 雷佩瑜-王慶鏘 
Drawing Room 素描房厂蜀 Studio Theatre, James Wong 王銳顯 
� H K A C 
One Woman/Two Stories Shouson Theatre, Edward Lam, Jacob -Two socially 
兩女性（金鎖言己/ 怨女） Hong Kong Arts Wong suppressed women, 
Centre 林奕華、王慶鏘 -inspired by the 
work of Eileen 
Cheung 
Men, Women, Love Recital Hall, James Wong, Jacob -Men should be 
三次愛情經驗的調查 HKACLoke Yew Wong courageous after 
Hall, HKU 王銳顯、王慶鏘 breakups 
Portraits of Women 歹[j女傳 Studio Theatre, Pia Ho, Danny Yung -Reversal of gender 
HKAC 何秀萍� roles 
榮念曾 -Abortion Issues as 
social taboos 
1984 Operation Theatre Recital Hall, Jacob Wong, Danny 
手術表演場 HKAC Yung, Edward Lam About time and 
王慶鏘、榮念曾� human existence 
林奕華 
Chronicle of Three Women Shouson Theatre, Pia Ho, Danny Yung -All women actors 
三個女人的一隻神話 Hong Kong Arts 何秀萍、榮念曾 -The ideal image of 
Centre woman: Mother-
hood 
Operation Theatre Shouson Theatre, Jacob Wong, Danny 
(Revised Version)手饰字（新 Hong Kong Arts Yung,Edward Lam 
板)-一個失憶人的三齣悲 C e n t r e 王慶鏘、榮念曾、 
j l j 林奕華 
The Second Year of One National Arts Hall, Collective . 
Hundred Years of Solitude— Taipei 集體創作 hspired by the 
From a Past Event to w o r k o f G a b n e l 
Prophecy百年之孤寂第二 Marquez 
年—往事與流言 
Chronicle of Three Women National Arts Hall, Pia Ho, Danny Yung 
(Invitation of Lotus Presented Taipei f可秀萍、 
by Cloud Gate Theatre, 榮含曾 A b o v e 
Taipei)烈女傳-三個女人的 ‘、 See Above 
一隻神話 
Opium W a r F o u r Letters to Shouson Theatre, Collective Refusal to submit 
Deng)Ciaoping 鴉片戰爭- Hong Kong Arts 集體創作 the script for 
至文鄧小平的四封信 Centre censorship 
screening 
Yo Xi 遊詩 Zuni Clubhouse 進 Edward Lam 林奕 Based on the poems 
念會址 華 “YO XI" by Leung 
Ping Kwan 
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1985 Old Testament 舊約 Zuni Clubhouse Danny Yung 榮念曾 
進念會址 
Cross Face (X-Face)交叉面 Zuni Clubhouse Kwan Sun Wong 
進念會址 王鎏燊 
Sequence of the Shock 六種 Zuni Clubhouse Edward Lam 林奕 
震動 進念會址 5 
Sunrise( Pre/Post) Theatre, HKCH, Ko Danny Yung 榮念曾 Inspired by the 
曰出(前/後) Shan Theatre dramatic work of 
香港大會堂劇院 CaoYu. 
The Roots 根 Happy Valley Race Collective 集體倉[J 
Course, Hong Kong 作 
香港跑馬地大球場 
The Third Year of One Ko Shan Theatre, Danny Yung 榮念曾 Issues about China 
Hundred Years of Solitude— Hong Kong 
The Long March 香港高山劇場 
百年之孤寂第三年-長征 
1986 A Roundelay in 4 Parts Queen Elizabeth Collective 集體創 
轉灣 Stadium, Hong 作 
Kong香港伊利沙 
伯體育館 
Dance On Theatre, HKCH Collective 集體倉[J 
舞照跳 香港大會堂劇院 作 
Genesis一HK Version Ko Shan Theatre, Kwan Sun Wong 王 The repetitive 
創世紀—香港版 Hong Kong香港高 鑒燊 breakups and 
山劇場 reunions among 
lovers. 
Sections 分段 Concert Hall, Kwan Sun Wong, 
Hong Kong City Lawrence Wong, 
Hall Danny Yung, 
香港大會堂音樂廳 Edward Lam王鑒 
燊、黃家智、榮念 
曾、林奕華 
Three's Company 三人行 
Embrace 擁抱 
Vanity F a i r A Love Story in Theatre, Hong Kong Edward Lam, -Women as the 
Glamorous Costume 華麗 City Hall Danny Yung Story-teller 
緣 - 一個行頭考究的愛情故香港大會堂劇院 林奕華、榮念曾 -Relations between 
事 sex , politics and 
Chinese identities 
-Inspired by Works 
of Aileen Cheung 
Vanity Fair~A Love Story in Theatre, Hong Kong Edward Lam, See Above 
Glamorous Costume 華麗 City Hall Danny Yung 
緣-一個行頭考究的愛情故香港大會堂劇院 林奕華、榮念曾 
_ m 
Nineteen Poems Hornell Hall, HKU Gabriel Yiu, Johnny 
十九首 香港大學康寧堂 Au, Danny Yung姚 
永安、區子強、榮 
/15、曰 
1987 Romance of The Rock Ko Shan Theatre; Danny Yung, Eddy 
石頭記 Theatre, HKCH; U, Edward Lam 榮 
Sir Run Run Shaw 念曾、余偉強、林 
Hall，CUHK香港高奕華 
山劇場、香港大會 




Wan Town Hall 香 
港荃灣大會堂演奏 
廳 Auditorium, 




Wan Town Hall; 
Auditorium, Shatin 
Town Hall; Ko Shan 





The Fourth Year of One Auditorium, Shatin Danny Yung 
Hundred Years of Solitude: Town Hall 香港沙 榮念曾 
October百年之孤寂第四 田大會堂演奏廳 
年 -拾月 ^ 
Sisters of The World United Drama Theatre, Edward Lam, -Liberation of 
姊姊妹妹站起來 Hong Kong Joseph Lau women and 
Academy for 林奕華、劉澤源 homosexuals 
Performing Arts - Challenging 
香港演藝學院劇院 traditional roles of 
women in history 
1988 Ten Million Li Ahead Loke Yew Hall, Gabriel Yiu 
前程萬里 HKU 姚永安 
香港大學陸佑堂 
Space Limited 有限空間 Zuni Clubhouse 進 Kwan Sun Wong 王 
念會址 mm 
The Decameron 88 Ko Shan Theatre; Danny Yung 榮念曾 




October/Decameron National Arts Hall, Danny Yung 榮念曾 About the 
拾月/拾曰譚 Taipei台北國立藝 significance of 
館 "October" in history 
Decameron — Love in the Ko Shan Theatre Danny Yung -Inspired by the 
Time of Cholera拾日譚-愛 香港高山劇場 榮念曾 work of Gabriel 
在瘟疫蔓延時 Marquez 
Heart to Heart (1) Zuni Clubhouse Pia Ho, 
心照（一） 進念會址 Margaret Lee 
何秀萍、李翠玲 
Heart to Heart (2) Studio 2, Hong 
心照（二） Kong Fringe Club 
香港藝穗會二號綜 
5 ¾ 
The Fifth Year of One Open Theatre, Toga Collective 
Hundred Years of Solitude: Village, Fuyama, 集體倉�J作 
The Final Stage百年之孤寂 Japan曰本富山縣 
第五年-最後光景 利賀野外劇場 
How to Love A Man Who Concert Hall, Edward Lam -Challenging the 
Does Not Love Me 教我如何 Hong Kong City Hall 林奕華 Social expectations 
愛四個不愛我的男人 Auditorium, Shatin on the roles of men 




Fission City Contemporary 
相沿 Theatre; Theatre, 





Sources: Collection of Newspaper Articles (1982-88) complied by Zuni Icosahedron, 
Zuni: The First Decade, (1982-1992) [Hong Kong: Zuni Icosahedron. 1992] 
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List of References: 
Primary Sources in Chinese/Bilingual Chinese and English 
Annual Report of Cultural Critics 
Xianggang Yanyi Pingluan Nianbao. ( Critiques on 
performing Arts, Annual Report: 1995). Hong Kong: Arts Development 
Council, 1998. 
Annual Report of Social Organizations 
Annual Report: Association for the Advancement of Feminism 婦女協進會’ 1986-87, 
[Hong Kong: Association for the Advancement of Feminism 1987] 
Anthology of Local Dramas 
Chan, Kwok Wai Bernice 陳國慧 and Cheng, Damian 小西，ed. Hecheng 
meixue一Zhang Shurong de juchang shijie.、合成美學~部樹榮白勺慮暢世界 
Aesthetic of Synthesis: Theatre Art of Tsang Shu Wing). Hong Kong: 
International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong): 2004. 
Chan K u m - k u e n陳敢權 .O ^ g A z； /如細 r /紿從世界末日開始 :陳敢權獨幕劇 
集(Volume 1). Hong Kong: Zhongtian zhizuo Youxian Gongsi 中天製作有 
限公司，1991. 
Cheung Ping Kuen 張秉權，ed. Yanhua guohou: Xianggang huaju 1998.煙花過 
後:香港戲劇1998 The Drama After: Hong Kong Drama 1998 (Hong Kong 
Plays Series No. 2).Hong Kong: International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong), 2000. 
Cheung Ping Kuen 張秉權，ed Zaodong de qingchun: Xianggang juben shinianji: 
qishi niandai.(躁動的青春:香港劇本十年集：七十年代.Restless Youth: 
Hong Kong Plays From the 1970s). Hong Kong: International Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003. 
Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明• Zhang Darning wuttaiju du 張達明舞臺慮U讀: 
yanchuban juben~Xianggangren, qingbian 演出片反慮!J本一香港人，情篇. 
Hong Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd., 2004. 
Cheung, Tak-ming 張達明.Zhang Darning wuttaiju du 張達明舞臺虜續weida, 
xukongpian 偉大•虛空篇.Hong Kong: Reculture Co. Ltd., 2004. 
Lam, Edward 林奕華.Li Yihua de xiju shijie.(林奕華的戲劇世界 Drama Works by 
Edward Lam 1989-2000), Hong Kong: Chan Mi Ji Cultural Production Co. 
Ltd., 2000 
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Lo, Wai-Luk 盧偉力，ed. Polang de wutai: Xianggang juben shinian ji: bashi 
niandai.(破浪的舞台:香港劇本十年集：八j年代Brave the New Stage: 
Hong Kong Plays From the 1980s). Hong Kong : International Association of 
Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2003 
Tam Kwok-kan 譚國根，ed. Xianggang de shengyin: Xianggang huaju 1997(香港的 
聲音:香港話慮!！ 1997 Voices of Hong Kong: Drama 1997香港劇本叢書第一 
集 Hong Kong Plays Series No. 1). International Association of Theatre Critics 
(Hong Kong): 1999 
Tang, et al, ed. Sheng yu si sanbuyu zhi juchang tansuo.、生與死三咅口曲之劇場探索 
Trilogy of Life and Death: An Exploration of Theatre). Hong Kong: Youth 
Literary Book Store, 2001 
Ting Yu (also known as 佛琳 Folin) ed. Xianggang juben shinian ji: jiushi niandai. 
(香港慮体十年集 :九十年代 All the Rainbow: Hong Kong Plays from the 
1990s). Hong Kong: International Association of Drama Critics: Hong Kong, 
2003. 
Wang, Demin 干德民.Wang Demin dumuju (王德民獨幕喜慮One Act Plays by 
Wang Demin). Hong Kong: Yimei tushu gongsi 藝美圖書公司• 1961. 
Xuanju (Fan Diao): Minzhong jushe yanchu zhi juben ji.選舉(反言周):民眾慮！！社演 
出之劇本集从ong Kong: minzhong She民眾社，1988. 
Yeung, Jessica, ed. Luodi kaihua: Xianggang xiju 1999.(落地開花:香港戲劇 
1999. Down to Earth: Hong Kong Drama 1999 Hong Kong Plays Series No. 3). 
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Resource and Information Centre, 1991. 
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Resource and Information Centre, 1993. 
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Resource and Information Centre, 1995. 
Drama Scripts 
-Unpublished Scripts 
Chan, Joanna 陳尹璧.Shui xi guyuan xin、誰繫古文園心 Before the Dawn, Wind Rises) 
(1985), unpublished performance script. Hong Kong Studies, University 
Library, Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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Nuren liubu qu.、女人六咅U曲 Six Plays About Women), collected at the achieve of 
Hong Kong Association for the Advancement of Feminism 香港婦女協進會. 
Hong Kong Repertory Theatre. Qingchun de Jiazhi(青春的價値 Values of Youth) 
(1978), unpublished script. Hong Kong Studies, University Library, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. 
Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社.Lou Shang (樓上 Upstairs) (1975). 
Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Joint-School Drama Project 校協戲劇社.Niu (牛 The Bull) (1977) : Unpublished 
script for Rehearsals. Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Lam Tai-hung 林大慶 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳.Da Zhan (大戰 The Great War) (1972) 
Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Lam Tai-hung 林大慶 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳.Chen {M Dust) (1972). Personal 
Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音• 
Lam Tai-hung 林大慶 and Yuen Lup-fun 袁立勳• Shiluo、失落 Los\�(1971). 
Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Ko-Tin-lung 古天農.Lajiji、垃圾言己 Diary of The Rubbish) (1973). Personal Copy, 
Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Zheng Wenliang 鄭文亮’ Huang Dahua 黃建華,Zhou Y〇ng ping 周永平• Long zhong 
、籠中 Caged) (1973) Personal Copy, Courtesy of Chan Yuk-yum 陳玉音. 
Wei da jia yuan (J韋大家園 Weidajiayuari) ( 1988 ) . Original Performance Script and 
Director's Notes. Personal Copy of Director Wong Yuen-ling 黄婉玲. 
-Published Scripts 
Chan Lai-yum 陳麗音,Zhao Xiaomao 趙 / j�苗.Hua (花 Flowers) (1973) in Juyi 劇 
藝（2), 1973, pp. 28-42. 
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